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In accordance with the terms of the September 2 ,\,\ -

discovery stipulation, Louisiana Power & Light Company (" Applicant")

filed, on August 13, 1981, interrogatories relating to new informa-

tion contained in the NRC Staff's Safety Evaluation Jeport ("SE1")

bearing upon Joint Intervenors' admitted contentions. Joint Inter-

venors failed to file any responses to these interrogatories within

the prescribed period, and therefore, on October 2, 1981, Applicant

filed a motion to compel answers by Joint Intervenors. ,

Or. October 10, 1981, Joint Intervenors served answers to

Applicant's interrogatories. On October 15, 1981, Applicant filed

a report advising the. Licensing Board that it was studying Joint

Intervenors' answers and would report back within 14 dayc as to

what action, if any, was necessary on its motion to compel. This

renewed motion constitutes Applicant's further report on its motion

to compel.
5
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On October 23, 1981, Joint Intervenors moved for voluntary

dismissal with prejudice of all their remaining contentions except

Contentions 8/9, 17 and 26. On October 27, 1981, -Applicant filed
,.

a response stating that it does not oppose Joint Intervenors'

motion for t 31untary dismissal. Assuming Joint Intervenors' motion

is granted, Applicant withdraws its motion to compel discovery

except insofar as it relates to interrogatories bearing upon Con-

tentions 17 and 26, both of which deal >ith emergency planning. /*

'

,

For the reasons stated below, Applicant believes that Jcint Inter-

venors have given inadequate answers to Interrogatories 17-2, 17-4,

26-2, 26-4, 26-6, 26-8, 26-10 and 26-12, and that they should be

compelled to give complete, responsive answers to these questions

within ten days of the Licensing Board's order granting Applicant's

motion to compel.

The interrogatories in question, and Joint Intervenors' answers

thereto, are set forth below:

17-1. The SER (S 13.3.2.10) states that the Water-
ford 3 Emergency Plan contains provisions for recommend-
ing offsite protective measures, including evacuation,
depending on projected dose to the environs and includes
maps and information regarding evacuation routes, areas,
shelters and. area population distribution. Do Joint
Intervenors contend that these recommendations make in-
adequate provision for the evacuation of individuals
located within the emergency planning zone?

Answer.- Joint Intervenors contend these provisions
are inadequate.

.

*/ None of the interrogatories at issue here addressed Contention
_

8/9.
(

I
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17-2. If the answer to the preceding interrogatory
is affirmative, state in detail all facts that support
Joint Intervenors' contention that inadequate provision
has been made for the evacuation of individuals within the
emergency planning zone. .

,
,

'

Answer: This corresponds with the testimony of the
State of Louisiana in the recent hearings on the use of
nuclear power in Louisiana.

17-4. If the answer to Interrogatory No. 17-1 is
affirmative, identify all persons whom Joint Intervonors
expect to testify on their behalf concerning their con-
tention that inadequate provision has been made for the
evacuation of individuals located within the emergency
planning zone.

Answer: Final choice on experts has not been made
by Joint Intervenors.

26-1. The SER (S 13.3.2.1) describes the functions
and responsibilities of each state and local organization,
as well as the functions and responsibilities of Applicant,
in response to emergency conditions at Waterford 3. State
V sther Joint Intervenors contend that the allocatic n of
decision-making capability as described in Section 13.3.2.1

,

of the SER is inadequate.

Answer: Joint Intervenors believe the decision making'

process is inadequate.

26-2. If the answer to the preceding interrogatory

| is affirmative, state in detail all facts that support
Joint Intervenors' contention that the allocation of deci-1

| sion-making capability during an emergency condition at
Waterford 3 in inadequate.

Answer: See 17-2.

26-4. If the answer to Interrogatory No. 26-1 is
affirmative, identify all persons whom Joint Intervenors
expect to testify on their behalf concerning their con-

i

tention that the allocction of decision-making capability

; during an emergency condition at Waterford 3 is inadequate.
'

Answer: See 17-4.

:
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26-5. State whether Joint Intervenors disagree with..

the statement in the SER (S 13.3.2.5) that the Waterford
3 Emergency Plan and associated procedures establish and
describe a notification and verification system which is
consistent with Appendix 1 to NUREG-0654.

Answer: Joint Intervenors disagree with the adequacy
of the notification and verification system.

26-6. If the answer to the preceding interrogatory
is affimmative, state in detail all facts that' support i
Joint Intervenors' contention that the Waterford 3 Emer-
gency Plan does not provide for an adequate notification
and verification system.

Answer: See 17-2.

26-8. If the answer to Interrogatory No. 26-5 is
affirmative, identify all persons whom Joint Intervenors
expect to testify on their behalf concerning their con-
tention that the Waterford 3 Er.ergency Plan does not
prpvide for an adequate notification and verification

i

,

system.

Answer: Sce 17-4.

26-9. The SER (S 13.3.2.6) states that Applicant
has provided primary and back,-up communication links which
include provisions for.24-hour-a-day notification of
Federal, State, and local emergency response organizations
within the ten-mile emergency planning zone. State whether,

Joint Intervenors contend that this communications system
will not provide adequate communications between Applicant,
State and local authorities and the NRC.

Answer: Joint Intervenors believe the adequacy of
,the communication system is not sufficient.

_- - i
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26-10. If the answer to the preceding interrogatory
is affirmative, state in detail all facts that' support
Joint Intervenors' contention that Applicant's communica-
tions, system will not provide adequate communication between
Applicant, State and local authorities and the NRC during
emergency conditions at Waterford 3.

Answer: See 17-2.

2

e

'

26-12. If the answer to Interrogatory No. 26-9 is
affirmative, identify all-persons whom Joint Intervenors
expect to testify on their behalf concerning their con- ;

tention that Applicant's communications system will not
provide adequate communication between Applicant, State
and local authorities and the NRC during emergency condi-'

'tions at Waterford 3.;

Answer: See 17-4.

-

1

i

.

~ Joint Intervenors' anew?ts to Interrogatories 17-1, 25-1, 26-5
i

and 26-9 take tha position that the emergency planning for Waterford

3 is insufficient in various respects. Applicant does not question
,

the adequacy of these answers. However, Joint Intervenors failed

to give proper answers to the follow-up questions. Interrogatories

17-2, 26-2, 26-6 and 26-10 each requested a detailed statement of

the facts supporting Joint Intervenors' claim that the emergency

planning is inadequate. A detailed narrative explanation of the ;

alleged shortcomings of the emergency plan is required here.

i

- - , . - - . , , - , - - , , _ . . . , . _ . - - _ . . . ~ _ _ , . - . _ , , , _ _ _ _ - - . . . - _ , , _ . _ , - - _ . _ , , - -- . . _ . - . . - , , . . _ , . _
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Instead, Joint Intervenors simply referred in each case to cer-

tain " testimony of the State of Louisiana" in "recent hearings"'e

on the use of nuclear power in Louisiana.

Applicant believes that Joint Intervenors are referring to

hearings that were held in May, 1981, before the Joint Natural

Resources Committee on Nuclear Energy Studies of the Louisiana
.

Legislature. Applicant _has obtained copies of what it understands

to be the testimony at these hearings, copies of which are attached

for the Licensing Board's review. A number of witnesses testified

on a wide range of subjects including need for power, the costs

tof nuclear power, decommissioning, core melt-down e.nd other acci-,

dent scenarios and the health effects of i,onizing radiation. Ed

Harris * testified about emergency planning in North _ Carolina. Joe

| Colson of the Louisiana Office of Emergency Preparedness apparently

I also testified, but it appears from the transcript that because of-

a mechanical failure his testimony was not recorded. A copy of the
,

Louisiana Emergency Operations Center Standing Operating Procedures

was attached to the transcripts, and it is possible that this docu-

ment was submitted by Mr. Colson.

i

| .

i

!

t-
- - . _ . - - . - . - - - - . - . . _
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Throughout the attached transcripts there are only passing

aoferences to the Waterford 3 emergency plan, and it is impossible

to determine from these documents what Joint Inter'venors claim to

be the deficiencies in the emergency plan. Applicant is entitled

to a complete, detailed explanation f Joint Intervenors' conten-

tions so that it can prepare for the hearings. Accordingly, Joint

Intervenors should be ordered to pr0 vide proper answers to Inter-

rogatories 17-2, 26-2, 26-6 and 26-10.

Interrogatories 17-4, 26-4, 26-8 and 26-12 all asked for the

identities of the persons who are expected to testify on behalf of

Joint Intervenors concerning emergency planning. Joint Intervenors

responded to each question by stating: " Final choice on experts

has not been made by Joint Intervenors." Contentions 17 and 26

have bren pending for a long time, and we are now approaching the

hearing. Applicant is entitled to know the identities of witnesses

who will testify against it. / Joint Intervenors should be required
*

to answer these questions. In the alternative, if Joint Intervenors

truly do not yet know who their witnesses will be, they should be

required to give their best present knowledge on the subject now

and to give a complete list of all their witnesses by a date certain
no less than 45 days prior to the start of the hearing.

In summary, Joint Intervenors should be conpelled to provide,

within ten days, complete responsive answers to Interrogatories 17-2,

17-4, 26-2, 26-4, 26-6, 26-8, 26-10 and 26-12.

*/ In an earlier set of interrogatories, Applicant also asked for the
names of Joint Intervenors' witnesses on Contention 8/9. Inadequate
answers were likewise given to those questions, and in an Order dated
October 14, 1981, the Licensing Board granted Applicant's motion to
compel further responses.
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DATEDi October 29, 1981.
>

,

! Respectfully submitted,

SHAW, PITTMAN, POTTS''&'TROWBRIDGE*'

'1800 M Street, N.W.4

j Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 822-1000;

i

1

| By: * -

! Ernest L. Blake, Jr. ,

'- James B. Hamlin
!

| Counsel for Applicant
. Louisiana Power & Light Company.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

--
. .

%

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

In the Matter of )
)

LOUISIANA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ) . Docket No. 50-382
)

(Waterford Steam Electric )
Station, Unit 3) )

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

*

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the fore-

going APPLICANT'S RENEWED MOTION TO COMPEL ANSWERS TO INTERROGA-

TORIES BY JOINT INTERVENORS was served by deposit in the United.

States mail, postage prepaid, this 29th day of October, 1981,

j
- addressed to each person on the attached Service List.

| M < dM. A.
~

| Ernest L. Blake, Jr.
i
!

|

I
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board-

.,

i

In the Matter of )
)

LOUISIANA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY ). Docket No. 50-382
)

(Waterford Steam Electric ) ,

Station, Unit 3) )

SERVICE LIST

.

Sheldon J. Wolfe, Ecquire Lyman L. Jones, Jr., Esquire
Administrative. Judge 114 Ridgelake Drive
Chairman, Atomic Safety and Post Office Box 9216 .

Licensing Board Metairie, Louisiana 70055
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Stephen M. Irving, Esquire
Washington, D.C. 20555 Louisiana Consumers League, Inc.

535 North 6th Street
Dr. Harry Foreman Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802

'

Administrative Judge
Directot, Center for Luke B. Fontana, Esquire

- Population Studies 824 Esplanade Avenue
Box 395, Mayo New Orleans, Louisiana 70116
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 Atomic Safety and Licensing .

Board Panel
Dr. Walter H. Jordan U.S. Nuclear Regulatory -
Administrative Judge Commission
881 West Outer Drive - Washington, D.C. 20555
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

Atomic Safety and Licensing
Sherwin E. Turk, Esquire (4) Appeal Board Panel
Office of the Executive U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Legal Director Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Washington, D.C. 20555

Commission
Wash,ington, D.C. 20555

Docketing & Service Section (3)
Office of the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

--, . - _ , - -- - . , _ . . - - . .,
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* y'Q {HOUSE COMMITTEE SENATE COMMITTEE

: Annur w. sour. Jr. sh e samow e. Nun.c.Jr.
co-cneuman ' ' ' " " co-cneamen

! Joel T. Chassoon W Ron Lanery
Joseon Accardo.Jr. Don Kosty
coa-evL.a = JOINT NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE Leoas,o J. cn.beri -

.8ur""' O ON NUCLEAR ENERGY STUDIES SE"I'm%o,.. Jr.
Clyde W. Kifnbeil Francis E. Launcelle
Joan J. sirecus* AGENDA **Y"J"'*"*''*"

RESEARCH ANALYST cot;NSEL-

t ,ry r;ron Special Study Committee on Nuclear Energy Paul seth
(*13*2-st as of the Joint House and Senate ( * 3 N -2 "~

Committees on Natural Resources

Thursday, May 14, 1981
.

Senate Committee Room A
State Capitol -

,

9:30 a.m.

I. Call To Order

II. Roll Call

III. Business

9:30 - 10:30 John Collins
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Dallas, Texas

.

10:30 - 11:30 Gordon Thompson
Union of Concerned Scientists
Cambridge, Mass.

11:30 - 12:30 Ed Harris
North Carolina Emergency Preparedness
Paleigh, North Carolina

12:30 - 2:00 Recess

2:00 - 3:00 Anne Trunk '

Member, Kemeny Commission
Middletown, PA

3:00 - 4:00 Joe Colson -

Office of Emergency Preparedness
3aton Rouge, LA

.

4:00 - 5:00 Film by Helen Caldicott
Louisianians for Safe Energy,
Jimmy Picree, coordinator

IV. Other Business

V. Announcements

VI. Adjournment -

-- . . .-. - - - - . - .. .. . ,. .. . . . --. - . - - . - . - . - -
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J b t NUC1. EAR ENERGY COMMITTEE MEETING ~

May 13, 1931

VERBATIM..

.
..

.
.
.

Representative Sour: Testimony today.will be recorded and some of the-
4

senate people are runni:ig a little late and they
i

will be in here but the transcription and so forth-.

will be available to them so that your testimony
.

will get into the hands of everyone on the committee,

sous any member of the committee have anything to say_

before we proceed with the agenda. Alright, the
e

first person to testify this morning is Mr. John.

Collins with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

from Dallas, Texas. Mr. Collins would you come

forth and present your tese.imony. Identify yourself

for the transcription and so forth. Thank,you
1

Mr. John Collins: See testimony attached.

Representative Sour: Mr. Collins,' it's use who should thank you for
i appearing and we do appreciate your input and you

.

did make'available to the staff a copy of your remarks
> ' and we do appreciate that. Are their any questions

from the members of the committee.

Representative Ullo: Mr. Collins I echo the chairman's sentiments, we

[ thank you for appearing before this committee.

In region four I wonder if you could tell us about

just how many plants that you have on line now
,

and how many plants are in the process where they.

will be going on line in the next two or three

years.
%

Mr. Collins: At the present time we have four operating sites

and five operating reactors on foar sites. We have

responsibilities for t'he Cooper facility in .

Nebraska, Fort St. Grange in Colorado, Arkansas

units 1 and 2 and Fort Calhoun. So we have four.

We have nine facilities under constructicn.
Representative Ullo: The nine facilities you have under construction

what's the time table they will be going on line.
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* * 'I know Watseford 3 would b 4 that would bs

the first.

Mr. Collins: Waterford 3 would be first and followed very

closely by Comanche Peak in Texas and the rest

would extend out over a period of about 1985 ..
,

throegh to about 1991.

'
Representative Ullo: Do'you have'any idea what percentage of electricity-

'

vf repleacement they will be taking over fossil-

'

fuels, in other words I guess what I'm asking is

f will it supplement '12 percant 'or will it go into

another 15 percent or whatever the case.

Mr. Collins: I' don't have the figure off hand but it.is

discussed in the environmantal statement that is

issued by the NRC for each one of those facilities ;

so that we can make that informat. ion available
'

to this study group and that is projected through

the year 2000.

, . Does the NRC have anything to do at all with theRepresentative Ullo:

*
studies or projections as far as cost kilowatt

hours is concerned. *

Mr. Collins: No sir, we only use that as part of the cost analyst

required by the (inaudible) Act, but no we would

not have any direct input into those values that

would be generated by the utilities and then

f *
conrimed by the Public Utility Commission.

Representative Ullo: You wculd have no override in any way, Sir.

! Mr. Collins: No override. OUr concern is for the Public Health
~

!

and Safety.

Representative Ullo; In your safety desing and your hazard concern you
,

pointed out, do you have any regulatory power

or do you have any requirements as for a personnel

is concerned? Do you oversee what type of
'

.

I qualifications are necessary for operating a plant.
!
'

I guess 'that's ut st I am asking.

Mr. Collins: Mor- tainly. All the operators who eventually

'operate plants must meet cer:ain minimum qualificati m

and experience, then must be submitted to a rigorous

training program and then eventually tested and

..
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:

3 lics:ced by ths NRC. Onco pers lic:nud

th:y mu:t ba r:quslified en a y'early basis up until

the accident at Three Mile Island. It was the

Connaission's program to requalify them on a two

year basis which since that time we have up graded
,

our whole training program and our requirements for

; that. There is a group before the NRC at the present
;

. time to require of all operating personnel who will
f.

I
eventually operate or do operate the reactors'to

i

require them to have a college degree. That have not

be finalized by the Commission and action is still

~ pending on that.

'

Representative Ullo; Do you have any type of requirement arranging in

case of an accident of any type, type of evacuation

procedures. ,

Mr. Collina: Well, no you are getting in to the area of

emergency prepardeness and emergency response *.=.

and the NRC has the responsibility and requires
,

for its licensee to have an emergency plan for the'
'

site. It further requires that before the plant

I' can be licensed that the state have a plan that #

can be implemented in a case of a radioactive,

emergency. The two of the must of course don't

tell. We can not of course force the state to have
i

one, that's not our responsibility but we can make

it a condition of the licen9e. that we would not

issue the license unisss the state did have an

| emergency plan and likewise the utility would site.
i

| The responsibility for the over seeing of the

| emergency plan for the state'is the responsibility
|

| of femor. No we work very closely with femor and

there was testimony presented recently before one

of the Congessional subcommittees on this very
.

issue which I think may be pertinent to this study

' group and we'id be very happy to see that that
'

*

trancsript is made available and there was some.

| worthwhile testimony presented by both Dr. Hendri

and by the .cting director of Fe:aa.
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R:pracantitiva Ull3. D3 y;u s:a Eny thing that might h;1d up th]

k, cpar;tiin cf W t:rf;r on th; ctsta's b;h lf

in that regard.

Mr. Collins: Well, I'm not that close to where.the state

stands on their plan. I do know that it has
.

be developed into (inaudible) comment. The

Waterford facility, Louisiana Power and Light

has submitted their emergency plan to the NRC

and the staff has it under review. Sometime

prior to the actual operation of the plant

I

there will have to be a full blown drill both

envolving the utility on site and setivation

of the off site facilities with cooperation

of the state. When that is scheduled for that

has not been firmed up at the present time. I

do know that the state plan is not in the draft

form and (inaudible)

Representative Ullo: Do you think that maybe Mr. Constable, since

he is a little more familiar with that particular
.I

site, could he expand a little bit on that.
1

Mr. Collins: He may be able to but I believe you have a

representative here from the state, too, that

might be able to answer that question.

Pepresentative Chaisson: Mr. Collins, you sid you have five reactors that

are presently operating in your region, do you

have with you any statistics with respect to

incident, which may have occurred at these,

five reactors for the last twelve months with

respect to instances that might be considered

radiological releases. Things that were required

to be reported to your agency, accidents or what

have you.

Mr. Collins: Well of course, we have no: had any accidents

from any of those reactors over the past year.

I think you should know thet the plant is

continually releasing durir.g normal operation,

as all plants do release raaicactive material-

Now if the air flow exceeds a preset level which

u
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13 e icv;l s:t frc ur r:gul:ttry r:quir;. ment.

(
sf if they wera t3 cxce d that th:n they Cro/

required to report to us immediately by

telephone and follow up by a written report.

All of that was written for it to become

public document. Annually the NRC issues

a report of all the air flow that is released

from all the operating reactors. To my

knowledge I am not aware of any report from the

five plants over the past year where we

had an incident involving releases in excess

of our limits. We have many reports on the

licensee because our level of threshhold for

reporting variouses is very low. You do have

a requirement in our regulations that requires

an y of f set conditions or abnormal conditions

be reported to us. But I am not aware of

any of the plants where the limits have been
. .

. exceeded the releases in excess our limits.

Mr. Chaissen: These reports that have been filed with you

would be available to the committee.

Mr. Cellins: We would be nappy to make this information

available to you. In fact, any abnormal

occurrances reporbed to Congress by the Commission

on an annual bas! etich discusses all the

abnormal occurrances.

Representative Chaisson: As I understandyour ;tatement, you stated that

all plants, of course, are admitting low level

radiaction continuotsif. Has the perimiter

at the stand point of ;iow far this low level

radiation carries this, has this been, are

there any perimeters with res;.4:; to that. -

Mr. Collins: Wel,1 the orly requirement is that in Decetter,

1979, environmental a.:tsetion agency issued7

a , regulation referred to 4CFR190. Title of

which is the uranium fuel cycle standards. Jh.

includes in their requirment that no member of
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O
of ths public b3 cxpe tto riditactiv2 matsrisi

V
in excess cf 25 ciloraes psr yu r. Th:t's a

real exposuror. That means from.any other. fuel

cycle facilities so that the perimeter has to

down and the releases from nuclear power plants ,

can not be such if they would expose any member

of the public around that plant in excess of

25 milorams. Now in addition to that we have our*

, *

own regulations which actually turn out to be

a little more restrictive than the EPA's standard
1

and that's embodies in Tencia Part Part 50

agendix on which if you were to make a one to

one correlation it would be about a factor of

two less than what the EPA would allow and they

'
stay in those compartments.

Representative Chaisson: I realize the thing that I am about to ask
,

you is not in your region, I think it.is the

Savanah plan': that we just heard some information
,

with respect to (insudible) old and there have.
4

'

been numerous incidents over the last year,

are you familiar with that particular (inaudible)
'

Mr. Collins: Well if you are referring to the Savanah facility,-

that's the facility operated by the Department

of Energy and does not come under the auspices
' or regulations of the NRC. That's regulated by

I the Department of Energy. We have no licensing

responsibilities for the Department of Energy

facilities.t

[
'

Representative Chaisson: Does your agency have any responsibility with

respect to information'available to it with
a

+
2

respect to fuel to meet the needs of the various'

reactors we have through the year 2000.

| Mr. Cellins: Yes we hase and our office of nuclear and
*

|' material safety and safeguards would have

information that could be made available and
!

as to the availability to uranium through the

l.
! year 2000, and there has been studies done by

,.

other (inaudible) organizations. The Department

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ __
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ef Energy h;J lookTd a thia v;ry questi:n.
!

_

I b;11;va it w:a 0:k 2 el ng with

Brookhaven, when we looked at the question

of availability the material from now until the

year 2000.
~

t

Representative Chaisson: Were there any conclusions drawn?

Mr. Collins: Well the on,y conclusion I can remember has

been discussed many times and we have quite a
,

stock pile at the present time of uranium.

In fact, we're to a point where uranium market its

has dropped off. We're talking to some of the

mill owners and they were very concerned about the

bottom dropping out in the uranium market and ther

certainly is available to us se the present time

an adequate supply of uranium for fuel. On top

of that utility as you know under the Carter

administration had a prohibition on the deveopnent
.

.

of a fuel reprocessing plant which would of

course reclaim all the uranium that is contained
-

in the fuel at the present time. I'm not sure

wherer the Reagan administration is going to fall

out on that and whether or not they will alter the

Carter position but if one could invision the

development of commercial processing plants

which of course would make more uranium

available to us.

Representative Chaisson: Did the Congress just recent:f the committee

of congress just turn down an appropriations

for the Camanchee River, project.

Mr. Collins: I believe it was one of the other, Senate or

~

House and I believe it was the Senate Subcommittee

but I don't believe that that action is completc. ,

I think that that was the recommendation. They

were even under the Carter Administration they
.

do maintain a certain amount of funding to at

~

least keep some of the work moving but no to

large scale. I am really not up on the curent
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** st:tu3 cf th.t cppr: 'ti n.

R:pra ntetiva Chri: con: Cetting c littlo mora Cpecific with ra';p:ct t2

Waterford 3 does(inaudible) 35 percent of the

(inaudible) Mr. Constable role as the resident of

Waterford, are you there on the site? Could .

you explain to me how that works.

Mr. Constable: As of last July I was ass-igned (Tape ran out)

Mr. Constable As I was saying I will be expecting all through

three phases ac the start of testing. We have

other inspectors that visit the site quite

frequently to continually inspect the construcion

activities going on at the Waterford 3 Station

and in many areas I will get help from other

inspectors, for instance, the emergency planning

area of physics area and such as that. We have

various specialties that will come down and

assist me in that inspection area.

Mr. Chaisson: You commenced these functions in July of last yea:

. Was there prior to your coming on the job was

representative to the NRC or any other previous

agency of the Covernment that Inspected the

work in progress?

Mr. Constable: They worked three sites for several years and

that was primarily construction activity at the

time and those were the type of inspectors that

were visiting and generally once a month and

on site for a week or so inapecting the activities

as eney progressed.

Mr. Chaisson: Prior to the licensing'of Waterford 3 just what c:

the local people in that community expect on the

stand point of giving that you disensied some

test of the emergency prepardness plans, what inpi

vill they have in connection with the licensing

projects.?

Mr. Collies. Let me go back and just make a comment again on

what is necessary. Prior to 1978 when the

inplementation of the resident inspector program
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cil cf our in:pectars vero r:siinally biced.
. f3
) They vers (per:tcd cu ,) cur regiin:1 affic:3 but

they were responsibile for certain plants and it'

' was indicated that they would frequentcy on

a periodic basis. for those plants that had-

'
*

responsibilities make a detailed inspection.

That program is still carried out but now in

the specialty programs. It was the decision of

the Carter administration along with the commissio

have a full time resident on site to oversee
,

the activities so that we have full time residents

now. Prior to that time we still conducted very

detailed inspections. I didn't want to leave
,

you with che idsa that prior to his arrival on

the site we didn't-do anything becuace we really.

had a very aggressinve program too but it was

thought to be better to have a full time resident

' '

on the site.

Mr. Chaisson: With respect to Waterfora 3 and maybe Mr. Constahl

could answer this, are there any problems at,
,

the present time.

Mr. Constable: We have not had any type of problem that need

to be followed up but that is why I am there to

see:Af I can identify some but as yet we have
9

had none. For the committees benefit I might

that on a routine basis, on a monthly basis,

4 .

an inspection is conducted and the report is

prepared by him and submi.ted by the utility

if we have defincies for violation so concluded in

those reports and those reports are placed in the

public document rooms which there~is a PR in

the LSU library and one in St. Francisville that

contains all the ocpies of all those reports.
.

So f.f the members would like oc have copias

of recent reports our office in Arlington would

be happy to supply the most recent reports on,

the facility.

Mr. Chaisson: I would request that that be provided the

. _- - - - - - - -
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th2 committso end 1*\/.ititn I think thtt yru
-

4* talked about the recent Phynol hearing Dr. Henri.

- Mr. Collinst 'As you know there are two pha"ses as I have'

' addressed in my prepared remarks there are two

phases of the construction operation that.the *
7 ,

construction phase goes through a-very detailed.
.

review and a construction permit is granted.:enJ .>

then again during the operating' application we
t

; do the same thing again. It is possible for any
*,

. . .

member of the,public to request a hearing on the,

; license application board construction stages.
1

There is an atomic safety and licensing board. ;

} plainted at each one of the plants they can.
1 b

petition directly to the secretary of the commiss-
,

or to the chairman of the licensing board and

either appear as s' full time participant are make

.

a limited appearance at which time they can
*

i . air there concerns in which the boar'd will
'

respond either through direct testimony through'

the staff so that they have an opportunity at

i ,that point in both stages to prepare there
!

!

concerns. Aside from that as I indicated to you
,

it is the plants right to hold periodic

smeting wichthe local parishes to discuss the

'
'

activities that are going on and certain those

!

; meeting are open to the public as all of our

meetings are and they can certainly come and* '

discuss there problems with' me at that time.

They also may call us directly on the site,

talk to Mr. Constable 'or call me at my office

in Arlington. I think it is important to us

and the NRC to make known where our activities

are and where our responsibilities are and to
.

t

keep the public informed of what's going on.

Represeptative Sour: Are there any other questions of Mr. Collins? *

Dr. McIlhenny"' There seems to be some conflict as to where the

rules and regulations'come from with regard
- 1
''

to limitations on radiation exposures. Nuc1csr

*
,

_ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ .
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R;gulat:ry Commis:icn has it3 rul:s cnd

r:gulcci n cnd the En neentrl Pr:t cti:n
m

Ag y is now going through a rule making process.

I wonder if you would comment on the compatibilit:

of those regulations or the president of those
.

regulations with respect to nuclear facilities.

Mr. Collins: Well I would have to go back in time and see if

I can go through the background on some of it, if

you remember prior to the reorganization act of

1974, there was a body referred to the Several

Radiation (inaudible) directly to the president.
.

It was there responsibility to recommend exposure

guideance to the agency. Then the Atomic Energy

ommission of course, we had the responsibiltiy

towards standard setting both in the area of the

public and for the occupational exposure. Then,

the en<ironmental protection agency was formed,

they took over the responsibilities of the
.

,
federal radiation council. They had the

~

responsibility to develope the standards where

the protection of the public against the exposures

environmental standards from radioactive materials

The NRC still has the responsibility for setting

standards for occupational persons who may come

in contact with radioactive material. We still

have this basic sesponsibility. They of course

have a dual role in that they do have

certain responsibilities for certain occupations

and I think that this is an area that needs to

be catrified by congress as to where the NRC's

responsibilities pick up and where the EPA'.

I think in the environmental area it is quite

clear. They do have the responsibility to set
,

environment standards. We of course have only

the act that particularly 4CFR190 we have to

(inaudible) regulation, so I don't think there's

too much conflict there. There is a letter'of

understanding between environmental protection age

and the NRC that we would of course implement the
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4CFR190 EPA would cud ur racults b:cussa that,
*

f i
\ /
'- cet wa2 tha fir 3t time th:y w;ra giv;n (ny

regulatory role which then put in a conflict with

the NRC. You can't have two groups renting into t

same plant doing the same thing. I guess that ,

when congress wrote the act there was not enough

discussion on that issue and I think that it has

been working satisfactory since the act was put ir

force.

Representative Sour: Next to testify is Mr. Gordon Thompson.

Mr Thompson: See testimony attachet. ,

she question and ansvers sere inaudible.

Mr. Ed Harris See testimony attached.

The questions and answers were inaudible.

The rest of the tape did not pick up.
,

.
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE

C0f 74ITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES

LOUISIAtlA STATE LEGISLATURE

MAY 14, 1981

BY JOHN T. COLLINS, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, REGI0tl IV

U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

GOOD MORNING MR. CHAIRMAN. MY NAf4E IS JOHN T. COLLINS AND..I AM lHE
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE NRC'S' REGIONAL OFFICE IN ARLINGTON, TEXAS. I AM

..

PLEASED TO BE HERE TODAY TO DISCUSS WITH YOU AND OTHER MEMBERS OF THE .

"

COM4ITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES THE ROLE OF THE NRC AND, MORE SPECIFICALLY,

THE ROLE OUR AGENCY PLAYS IN THE- ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRESENT

CONSTRUCTION OF THE RIVER BEND NUCLEAR POWER PLANT BY GULF STATES UTILITIES

AND THE WATERFORD NUCLEAR POWER PLANT BY LOUISIANA POWER & LIGHT. AT THE

PRESENT TIME, THE WATERFORD FACILITY IS APPROXIMATELY 85% COMPLETE AND
'

SCHEDULED TO LOAD FUEL THE LATTER PART OF 1982. THE~ RIVER BEND FACILITY IS

APPR0XIMATELY 30:1 CQ4PLETE AND 5CHEDULED FOR OPERATION THE LATTER PART OF 1985.

IN OCTOBER 1974, PRESIDENT FORD SIGNED INTO LAW THE ENERGY REORGANIZATION

ACT WHICH ABOLISHED THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMilSSION AND CREATED Td0 NEW FEDERAL

AGENCIES -- THE ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION (ERDA) WHICH
IS NOW THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, AND THE INDEPENDENT NUCLEAR REGULATORYj

] C0f41ISSION (NRC). THE NRC, WHICH TOOK OVER THE REGULATORY FUNCTIONS OF THE

; AEC, FORMALLY C#iE INTO BEING IN JANUARY 1975. ACTING UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF

THE ATOMIC ENERGY ACT OF 1954, THE NRC IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE LICENSING AND

REGULATION OF THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY AND TO ASSURE ADEQUATE PROTECTION OF PUBLIC

HEALTH AND SAFETY. THIS MEAtl5 THAT THE NRC IS FULLY EMPOWERED TO SEE TO IT

THAT REACTORS USING NUCLEAR MATERIALS ARE PROPERLY AND SAFELY DESIGNED,

CONSTRUCTED AND O')ERATED TO MINIMIZE AGAINST HAZARDS TO THE PUBLIC FRCM LEAKAGE
OR ACCIDENT. THE NRC IS ALSO EMPOWERED TO ASSURE THAT THE PUBLIC IS FULLY,

SAFEGUARDED FRdi HAZARDS ARISItiG FROM THE STORAGE, HANDLING, AND TRANSPORTATION

OF HUCLEAR MATERIALS BEING USED IN POWER REACTORS, HOSPITALS, RESEARCH
'

LASORATORIES, OR FOR ANY OTHER PURPOSE. '

'

UNDER THE LAW, THE NRC ALSO AG4INISTERS A PROGRAM OF REGULATORY RE5EARCH

| IN THE AREAS OF REACTOR SAFETY, FUtt. CYCLE, SAFEGUARDS, AND ENVIRONMENT. MUCH

0F THIS RESEARCH IS CONDUCTED IN FACILITIES OF THE DEFART:1ENT OF ENERGY.
4

:

'

L
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REGULATORY AUTHORITY FOR SOME NUCLEAR MATER 19LS LICENSING HAS BEEN
'

TRANSFERRED TO ABOUT HALF THE STATES UNDER THE NRC'S AGREEMENT STATES PROGRAM.

THIS DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY IS CONTAINED IN SECTION 274 0F THE ATOMIC ENERGY

ACT, WHICH HAS AMENDED BY CONGRESS IN 1959 TO RECOGNIZE THE STATES' INTEREST-
,

IN ATOMIC ENERGY ACTIVITIES. THIS SECTION CLARIFIES THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF

THE STATES AND THE NRC AND PROVIDES A MECHANISM BY WHICH THE NRC CAN RELINQUISH,

AND THE STATES ASSUME, A PART OF'THE NRC'S REGULATORY AUTHORITY. UNDER THE

AGREEMENT STATES PROGRAM, THE STATES HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO REGULATE THE USE
'

0F BYPRODUCT MATERIAL, THE SOURCE MATERIALE URANIUM AND THORIUM AND SMALL
..

GUANTITIES OF SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIALS. THE ACT RESERVES TO THE NRC CERTAIN
'

AREAS SUCH AS REGULATION OF THE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF NUCLEAR REACTOR

AND FUEL FABRICATION AND REPROCESSING PLANTS, THE EXPORT AND IMPORT OF RADI0 ACTIVE

MATERIALS, CERTAIN DISPOSAL OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES, AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF ITEMS

TO PERSONS EXEMPT FROM LICENSI G. LOUISIANA IS ONE OF THESE AGREEMENT STATES
~

'

HAVING SIGNED AN AGREEMENT WITH THE NRC IN MAY 1967. THEIR PERFORMANCE SINCE

THAT DATE HAS BEEN'WELL ABOVE AVERAGE.
.

AS YOU KNOW, THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION IS HEADED BY A FIVE-MEMBER

COMMISSION APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT AND CONFIRMED BY THE SENATE FOR FIVE-YEAR -

'

TERNS. AT THE PRESENT TIME, DR. JOSEPH HENDRIE IS THE ACTING CHAIRMAN OF THE

COMMISSION. PRESIDENT REAGAN IS EXPECTED TO APPOINT A FIFTH COMMISSIONER, IN

THE NEAR FUTURE, WHO PROBABLY WILL BE DESIGNATED AS THE NEW CHAIRMAN. THE

NRC HAS ITS MAIN OFFICES IN BETHESDA, MARYLAND, AND WASHINGTON, D. C. IN

ADDITION, THERE ARE FIVE REGIONAL OFFICES FROM WHICH INSPECTION ACTIVITIES AND

CERTAIN LICENSING FUNCTIONS ARE CARRIED OUT. THESE OFFICES PRE LOCATED IN

KING OF PRUSSIA, PENNSYLVANIA; ATLANTA, GEORGIA; GLEN ELLYN, ILLIN0IS;

WALNUT CREEK, CALIFORNIA; AND ARLINGTON, TEXAS. I REPRESENT OUR REGIONAL
OFFICE IN ARLINGTON, TEXAS. OUR REGIONAL 0FFICE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL NRC

LICENSED ACTIVITIES COVERING A 14-STATE AREA, AS FAR NORTH AS MONTANA, THE

EAST TO KANSAS, THE SOUTH TO LOUISIAU AND TEXAS, AND THE WEST TO NEW MEXICO

AND UTAH. AT THE PRESENT TIME, THE REGION IV 0FFICE IS STAFFED WITH 85 PRO-

FESSIONALS, COVERING A WIDE VARIETY OF OISCIPLINES, AND 24 NONPROFESSIONAL SUPPORT

PERSONNEL.
~

.
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THE NRC HAS FOUR BASIC FUitCTIONS: LICENSING, INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMEllT, -

STANDARDS DEVELOPMEitT AND REGULATORY RESEARCH. TWO OF THESE FUtlCTIONS;

NAMELY, LICENSING AND INSPECTION Afl0 ENFORCEMENT ARE GERMANE TO OUR DISCUSSIONS

HERE TODAY.
;
.

WITHIN THE NRC, THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION (NRR) HAS THE

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE LICENSING OF ALL NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS. THIS INCLUDES
1 THE REVIEW AtlD EVALUATION OF ALL APPLICATIONS TO CONSTRUCT NUCLEAR POWER

PLANTS AND ISSUE CONSTRUCTION PERMITS BASED ON THE FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
' '

OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS (ACRS) AND THE ATOMIC SAFETY
' ,

Atl0 LICENSING BOARD (ASLB). EXPERIENCE HAS SHOWN THAT FROM TWO TO FOUR YEARS

AFTER A CONSTRUCTION PERb1IT HAS BEEN GRANTED, THE UTILITY WILL SUEMIT ITS4

FORMAL APPLICATION TO OPERATE'THE PLANT. THIS APPLICATION IS AGAIN REVIEWED,

AtlD EVALUATED BY NRR AND A LICENSE ISSUED BASED ON THE FINDINGS OF THE ACRS

AND THE ASLB.

..

WITHIN THE NRC, THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS (NMSS)

HAS THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE LICENSING OF ALL NON-POWER REACTOR APPLICATIONS.

THESE INCLUDE SUCH THINGS AS URANIUM MILLS, URANIUM FUEL FABRICATION PLVITS,

WASTE DISPOSAL FACILITIES, RADIOGRAPHERS, AND ISOTOPE USERS.

THE OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCE? TENT CARRIES OUT A VERY AGGRESSIVE

INSPECTION PROGRAM, BOTH DURING THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT AND

THEN DURING THE OPERATING LIFE OF THE PLANT TO ASSURE THAT NUCLEAR FACILITIES

AND OTHER NRC LICENSEES COMPLY WITH NRC REQUIREMENTS FOR HEALTH AND SAFETY,

SECURITY OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS AND FACILITIES, AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.

THIS IS ACHIEVED BY INSPECTING THE QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEMS OF LICENSEES AS
WELL AS CONDUCTING, ON A SAMPLING BAbIS, AN INSPECTION OF THE LICENSED ACTIVITIES.

THE OFFICE PERFORMS INDEPENDENT MEASUREMENTS OF RADIOACTIVITY IN NUCLEAR FACILITY

EFFLUENTS TO ASSURE THAT THE LICENSEE'S MEASUREMENTS ARE ACCURATE AND THAT

DISCHARGES ARE MAINTAINED AT LEVELS THAT ARE AS LOW AS REASONABLE ACHIEVABLE

AS REQUIRED BY NRC REGULATIONS.
.

.
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DURING THE CARTER ADMIllISTRATION, THE NRC I'MPLEMENTED A PROGRAM OF -

RESIDEttT It!SPECT0fiS FOR OPERATING tlUCLEAR POWER PLANTS AIID THOSE UtIDER

C0tiSTRUCTI0tl. BY THE END OF 1981, THE NRC WILL HAVE ONE OR MORE RESIDENT
'

IllSPELTOPS ASSIGNED TO ALL OPERATIllG tlUCLEAR POWER PLANTS AND ONE INSPECTCR

AT NEARLY LL C0tlSTRUCTION. SITES NATIONALLY. IN REGION IV , WHICH IS OUR'
*

ARLINGT0tl 0FFICE, WE HAVE AT LEAST ONE INSPECTOR AT EACH OPERATING REACTOR '

AllD, IN SOME CASdS, TWO, AND ONE ItiSPECTOR AT EACH SITE.UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

THE RESIDEttT INSPECTORS ARE ASSISTED IN THEIR INSPECTIONS BY TECHNICAL .,
_

SPECIALISTS BASED IN OUR REGI0tlAL OFFICES. THESE SPECIALIST INSPECTIONS
~

" "

INCLUDE SUCH AREAS AS REACTOR OPERATIONS, FIRE PROTECTION, CORE PHYSICS,f.

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING, EMERGENCY PLAtiNING, RADIATION PROTECTION, SECURITY

AtID INSERVICE INSPECTION OF NUCLEAR COMPONENTS. THE OFFICE ~0F INSPECTI0tl AND

ENFORCEMENT ALSO INVESTIGATES ' ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS AT LICENSED FACILITIES

AS WELL AS COMPLAINTS OR ALLEGATIONS FROM LICENSEE EMPLOYEES OR MEMBERS OF THE

PUBLIC CONCERNING ACTIVITIES OR NRC LICENSEES. WNEN APPROPRIAiE, THIS OFFICE

CARRIES OUT EttFORCEMENT ACTION, IMPOSITION OF FINES, OR MODIFICATIONS, SUSPENSION

OR REVOCATION OF LICENSES. .

~

AT THIS TIME, MR. CHAIFWAN, I WOULD LIKE TO INTRODUCE TO YOU 00R TWO

RESIDENT INSPECTORS AT RIVER BEND AND WATERFORD. MR. WILLIAM BEACH IS OUR o

RESIDENT AT THE RIVER BEND FACILITY AND MR. LESTER CONSTABLE IS OUR RESIDEhi

INSPECTOR AT THE WATERFORD FACILITY. LATER THIS SUMMER, MR. ' CONSTABLE WILL '

BE JOINED BY A SECOND RESIDENT INSPECTOR TO ASSIST IN THE PREOPERATI0tlAL

TESTING AND STARTUP 0F THE WATERFORD FACILITY.
,

d

AS A NOTE OF INTEREST, DURING MARCH OF THIS YEAR, I HAD THE OPPORTUNITY

TO MEET WITH A NUMBER OF THE LOCAL ELECTED OFFICIALS IN THE.VARICUS PARISHES

AROUi4D THE RIVER BEND AND WATERFORD FACILITIES. I FOUND THESE MEETINGS TO BE

EXTREMELY HELPFUL TO ME AND GAVE US Att OPPORTUNITY TO RE3 POND TO THE CONCERNS

OF THE ELECTED OFFICIALS CONCERflING THE CONSTRUCTION AND EVENTUAL OPERATI0tl 0F

THESE TWO FACILITIES. IT.ISOURINTENTTOC0bDUCTSIMILARMEETIllGSONA

PERIODIC BASIS IN AN EFFORT TO KEE? THE PUBLIC FULLY INFORMED OF 00R ACTIVITIES.

.
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3 -1'- <- MR. CHAIPJ4AN, I BEL'IEVE TNhT GIVES YOU AN OVERVIEW OF OUR ACTIVITIES,
'

- -

: .

Ill:GENEPAL, AND MORE SPECIFICALLY, THE ROLE OF THE NRC IN LOUISINlA AND T}iE
-

j
.

FUNCTI0tt 0F THE RESIDENT INSPECTORS AT RIVER BEND AND WATERFORD. I AM
PREPhREDTONESPONOT0NIYQUESTIONSYOU,OROTHERMEMBERSOFTHESTifDY:

, - , -
. -

" GROUP MAY HAVE IN THIS REGARD. 'AGAIN, I W/NT'TO THANK YOU, MR. CHAIRMAN,:
.,.

FO.h THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY.
; x :. .,
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Gordon R. Thomoson

Thompson is a consulting engineer and scientist, currently Staff

Scientist at the Union of 'oncerned Scientists. An Australian citizen,C
.

he obtained engineering and science degrees in Australia and a' doctoral
* -

i degree in applied mathematics f rom Oxford University.- ,
,

.

He has worked.on a variety of energy and environmental issues in

the U.S., Europe and elsewhere. Consultancies have inc!uded the U.S. -

Environmental Protection Agency, Princeton University and.the Solar Energy
.'

Research Institute.
'
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The Union of Concerned Scientists

- UCS is a Cambridge, Massachusetts, based nonprofit coalition of

scientists, engineers, and other professionals concerned about the impact of;

f advanced technology on society. UCS has conducted independent' technical
'

work on a range of issues ' including nuclear reactor safety, radioactive waste

disposal, energy policy alternatives, nuclear arms Ilmitation, liquified

natural gas transport and storage, and air and water pollution.

'

Henry W. Kenda l l , Cha i rman of the Boa rd
. .

Eric E. Van Loon, Executive Director *

_

Address: Union of Concerned Scientists*

1384 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02238

Telephone: 617/547-5552
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I. Introduction
.

This document providas background information supporting my

verbal testimony.

The information concerns:

- demand for electricity ~~-

- economics of nuclear power and alternatives

- the national perspective
'

- accident hazards

- radioactive waste dispossi.

2. Demand for Electricity
-s

Electric utilities, until 1974, faced demands which typically

grew at a rate of 7% annually. In 1974, however, demand growth began to
,

decline. Utilities then faced the problem of ongoing capacity expansion,

programs which were predicated on a continuation of previous demand :

growths. Many planned plants were cancelled, as shown in Table 1

Even after these cancellations, the overall reserve margin * In

the U.S. rose from 27% in 1974 to 34% in 1978. This contrasts with the

value of 15-25% which had previously been regarded as prudent.

. Table 2 shows that the 1988 reserve margin could rise to an -

excessive level if currently scheduled capacity increases are carried

through. Annual demand growth of 2.5%, which is suggested by present

experience, would lead to a 57% reserve margin if all scheduled capacity

were completed. Cancellation of half of all scheduled capacity would still

allow a very somfortable 32% reserve margin.
<

* rese rve marc i n : % of generating capacity which is unused during times

of peak demand.
- -. - -- .-- ~
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Declining demand growth has led to a' drying up of orders for

the reactor manuf acturers. No orders have been placed since 1978, during

which year two reactors were ordered. The peak year for orders was

1973, during which year 25 reactors were ordered.2
=

i

3. Economics of Nuclear Power and Alternatives

Table 1 shows that nuclear plants accounted for the largest

component (60%) of cancelled capacity. This suggests that nuclear'
_

. . .

plants were among the least economic of the planned units.
.

That suggestion is supported by the cost data shown in Table 3..

It is clear f rom these data' that new nuclear plants are now producing more

expensive power than are new coal plants.

An economic advantage for cosi is also suggested by the data.

shown in Table 4. Output f rom cc,al plants rose by 190,000 million

kwhr from 1978 to 1980, whereas output f rom nuclear plants fell slightly. -,

Coal plants comfortably provided for demand growth at the same time as

output from oil-fired plants fell substantially,

it is likely that the relative coal / nuclear cost trend shown

in Table 3 will continue. An important new study by Komanoff projects

average life-cycle generating costs (1979 $), from plants completed in.

1988, of 4.8 c/ kwhr for nuclear plants cod 3.9 c/ kwhr for coal plants.'

ibis projection assumes coal plants wifh emission controls such that they

are cleaner than plants burning low-s'ulfur oil.

There is an alternative to nuclear power which is even cheaper

than coal. This alternative is the efficient use of energy (conservation).

Its merit is illustrated by a recent study of the conservation alternative
e

me w
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to the Shoreham nuclear plant on 8.ong Island. New York. This study*'

. examines the implications of a program for cost-ef fective conservation

by customers in the Long Island Lighting Co. (LILCO) service district.,

' It is found that the conservation alternative is substantially cheaper,

saving customers 53 billion by the year 2000, despite the writing-off of
*.

SI.5 billion through cancelling the Shoreham plant.

Current projections by LILCO suggest'a cost for completion of

Shoreham of $2.5 billion, although construction is nominally 85%
. . .

completed (as of 8/31/80). ,-
' /.

. Table 5 shows that nuclear plants in Louisiana vary 'from 5%.

to 81% completed. It is likely that an economic case can be made for

cancelling both River Bend units. Morecver, thorough study of the

; conservation alternative in Louisiana may show, as for Shoreham, that

[ it is economically preferable to completion of Waterford 3.

it should be noted that the conservation alternative does not,

i

involve any reductionir the quality of life. The measures outlined are
,

all technical ways of reducing energy waste.
!

i

!

4. The National Persoective

There is a need to reduce U.S. dependence on oil. ,However, ,

.;

Table 4 shows that oil used in electric plants is being rapidly displaced

by coal.
.

Nuclear power now accounts for only 3% of U.S. primary energy

and 1%-of end-use energy. It is irrelevant to the largest use of oil,

namely for transportation. Therefore, our first priority in reducing

oil use should be to develop nore efficient vehicles,
o

!

$
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In the longer-term (the year 2000 and beyond) It 'will be necessary

to move away f rom all ' fossil fuels, including coal . Technical opinion

increasingly inclines'to tne view that we should make a transition to a,

solar economy. Figure 1 Illustrates such a transition. This' figure is

taken from the report of'a 3-year study conducted by the Union of Concerned
i

Scientists; it is based on detailed technical analysis...

*
,

-
.

5. Accident Hazards

Nuclear plants have the potential for severe accidents. Until*

.

the Three Mile Island accident in 1979, this potential was not taken

seriously by the reactor manufacturers, the utilities or t he NRC.

After the TMI accident, the NRC did make several responses.

i One of these was to publ'ish estimates of the consequences of seyere
i

accidents at. plants for which operating iicenses are being sought.

Table 611lustrates one of these consequence estimates, for the 4
,

case of the San Onofre plant in California. It will be seen that the

i most severe consequences have the dimensions of a major catastrophe.

After a great deal of ef fort, the NRC is unable to make an

', accurate estimate of' the probability of a reactor accident. For
l

San Onofre, the NRC estimates the probability of the risk-dominant *
-6' accident (the' "PWR 2" acci dent) at 7 x 10 er reactor-year. They

concede, however, that this estimate may be high or low by a factor of-

100. Thus, over the reactor's 30-year li fe, the probabi l_ity of a "PWR 2"

accident might fall between 2% and .00025.

; During a severe reactor accident, acute fatalities will typically
U
l arise for distances up to 10-20 miles ~from the reactor. Latent health

. ,

- .

! " " risk" in this instance refers to probability multiplied by consequences. -

|.
-

.
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effects (e.g. cancers) and land contamination may occur for distances
4

- beyond 100 miles. As can be seen f rom Figure 2,100 mi le radi us zones

around the Grand Gulf, Rl'ver Bend, and Waterford plants cover a large

part of Louisiana.

*.

6. Radioactive Waste Discosal

Nuclear plants produce highly toxic, long-l ived waste materia l . -

,

Table 7 illustrates this hazard. It will be seen that the present U.S.

Inventory of spent fuel would require, af ter 10,000 years . decay, most
'

.

of the annual flow of the Mississippi to dilute it to a safe level. This

hazard arises f rom an inventory of 6,000 tons of spent fuel, an inventory

which is now increasing at the rate of 2,000 tons annually.

Af ter much delay, there is now an ef fective research program on

radioactive waste disposal. This program, under the U.S. Department of

. Energy, is concentrating on disposa! in geologic formations. Tigure I

shows suitable' shale and salt formations (basalts and granites are also

under consideration). It will ba seen that Louisiana and adjoining

states are prime candidates for repositories if either shale or salt

becomes the preferred medium.

! s

|
'
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Table 1.

Cancellations of Planned Electric Power Plants:
.

U.S. Utilities, 1974 - 1978<

Caoacity
i

Fuel Number of Percent of total
type units MWe caoacity

- i
Coal 84 51,067 33

Nuclear 80 89,806 58 .

Oil 8 4,206 3

Other 12
'

9,579 6e

~

; Total 184
~ 154,658 100..

,

Source: Electric Power Plant Cancellations and Delavs, Report
to the U.S. Congress by the Comptroller General,
December, 1980.
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Tabie 2.

1988 Reserve Margins (%) of U.S. Electric Uti lities'

I' Under Three Annual Demand Growth Assumotions -
1;
i ,

(Reserve Margin: 5-of gener'ating,

I capacity which.is unused during *

times of peak der'ind)- ',

. s,

Annual Demand Growth *'

Fraction of sc.heduled
plant capacity como teted 2.5% 3.6% 4.7% *

I00% 57 41- 27* *
, .

-

-90% 52 37 23
*

^

80% 47 32 : 19

70% 42 28 15
'

60% 37 ~23 |1 -

50% 32 19 7

1
4

" Annual Demand Growth Assumotions:
i

2.5%: an estimate based on the reduction in consumer demand
- experienced by several large electric utility systems.

3.6%: the annual growth level projected by.the U.S. Department,

i of Energy and some other organizations associated with '

electric utility systems.

| 4.7%: the compounded annual growth level for the 1979-88 period ,
i. currently projected by the ' National Electrical Heliability~
;- Counci!.'

|
'

=

Source: Electric Powerolant Cancellations and Delays, Report to..' the U.S. Congress by the Comptroller General, December
I 1980.
|
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Table 3.

;
-

. -

U.S. AVER AGE ELECTn! CAL GENEll ATING COSTS AND CAPACITY FACTORS IN 1979*
For units enterinD service in the year listed

_.

NUCLEAR COAL OIL

Y ar of Generating 1979 1979 Generating 1979 1979 Generating 1979 19C1rnmercial Number capacity Generating Capacity Number Capacity ~
Cast lt/kwh) Factor l%) ol units (MWel . Cost itAwh) Feetoe
Generating Capacity Number Capacity Generating CapStartup ot Units IMWe) Cost itAwh) Factor t%) of Units IMWel

1070 4 2.41S 1.4 71.7 3 2.065 1.9 ,53.1 0 0 - -.
1971 4 2.735 14 63.9 2 1.450

*

24 43 9 1 410 $6 19 5..
1972 8 5.532 1.6 62.7 2 1.500 29 393 3 1.492 41 39 4
1973 7 5.132 1.6 58.3 4 3.760 24 48.7 2 836 41 34 8
1974 12 9.018 17 64.3 1 1.140 2.0 53 5 4 2.356 37 55 3
1975 7 6.2 h 28 62.3 5 3.693 2.5 E 6.7 2 1.202 45 49 2

'

1976 4, 3.632 29 52.7 3 2.347 2.5 58.7 1 764 46 35 8
1977 5 4.474 26 50.1 3 2.130 2.2 65 2 3 2.133 48 399
1978 3 2.905 25 52.2 2 1.393 2.0 65 6 2 1.173 57 19 0

,

V!cightr 1
Average . - 1979 1.9 602 2.3 54.1 43 405

,

__. .- -- - - - ~
~ ' ~

, _ _ _

'8ase-load urnts of 400MWe or larger capacitk entering commercial operation from I970 through 1978 and in service during as of I 979

.-

o
.

Source: Atomic Industrial Farum, February, 1981.
.
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Tcble 4.
.

.-

Net Electricity Production by U.S. Utilities,' 1973 - 1980,

from Different Prima'ry Enerny Sources

n

Nstural
Coal Petroleum Gas Nuclear Hydro Other Total-

(Million kilowatt hours)
1973 847,651 314,343 340,858 83,479 272,083 2,294 1,860,710

1974 828,433 300,931 320,065 |13,976 301,032 2,703 1,867,140 ||h
1975 852,786 289,095 299,778 172,505 300,047 3,437 1,917,649

,
-

.

1976 944,391 319,988 294,624 191,104 ~ 283,707 3,883 2,037,696 '

1977 985,219 358,179 305,505 250,883 220,475 4,063 2,124,323
1

1978 975,742 365,060 305,391 276,403 280,419 3,315 2,206,331.

1979 i,075,037 303,525 329,485 255,155 279,783 4,387 2,247,372, .
.

1980 1,160,802 246,226 345,914 251,122 276,026 5,503 2,285,593
,

Source:
.

Monthly Energy Review, U.S. Department of Energy, March,1981. d

.
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Table 5. '.

Status of Nuclear Power Plants *

,

in Louisiana and Ad.loining States
.

Site Plant Capacity Iyge * % of Constr0ction Remarks
(Net MWe)- Completed as of 8/31/80

LOUISlANA

Taft Waterford 3 Il65 PWR 81% -

St. Francisville River Bend I 934 BWR 13% - -

St. Francisville River Bend 2 934 BWR 5% Indefinite delay - |||
financial considerations

MISSISSIPPI * * " '

Port Gibson Grand Gulf i 1250 BWR 86% -

Port Gibson Grand Gulf 2 1250 BWR 24% Construction halted
yellow Creek Yellow Creek i 1285 PWR 15% - i-

Yellow Creek * Yellow Creek 2 1285 PWR 3% - '

,

.

ARKANSAS

Russelvi'le Arkansas 1 850 PWR 100% 7 years' operation
Russelvilio Arkansas 2 912 PWR 100% 2 yearst operation

O
TEXAS

*
o

Glen Rose Comanche Peak | 1850 PWR 86% -

Glen Rose Comanche Peak 2 |150 PWR 50% -
,Bay City South Texas I 1250 PWR 59% -

Bay City South Texas 2 1250 PWR 22% -

(" PWR: Pressurised' Water Reactor)
(* BWR: B611 t r:9 Wa ter Reactor)

.

Sources: 1) 1979 Annual Report, US Nuclear Regulatory Commisslor .
2) Construction Status Report: Nuclear Power Plants, US Nuclear Regulaiory Commission, December 1980.

.
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' Table 6. .

d

&

ti Most Severe Accident Consecuences:

San Onofre Nuclear Generatino Station,' Units 2 and 3

._

Acute Fatalities .
'

(assuming relocation after 1 day) 50,000
'

Latent Cancers 300,000
-

.

Genetic Effects 600,000

ost of Of fsite
' '-'

Mitigating Actions $35 billion

-

.

1 Note: These consequence estimates presume a major
reactor accident together with an unf avorable,

combination of factors such as wind direction.
,

If these f actors were f avorable (e.g. winds
* out to sea), consequences would be greatly
{ reduced.

Source: Sunclement to Oraf t Environmental Statement"

|- (NUREG-0490) reIated to 15e Ooeration of San Onof re
Nuclear Genatino Station, Units 2 and 3, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commissio1, January 1981.4
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Table 7.

(a)- Incestion Hazard Index* of Scent Nuclear' Fuel in
the U.S. , as of December 1979 (in cubic meters of water) .

<

Oec. 1979 af ter 100 yrs. af ter 10,000 yrs. .after 1,000,000 yrs ~.

2.8 x 10 2.4 x 10 2.9 x 10'I- 9.3xIO 10
~

,

; (* the ingestion hazard index is the number of cubic meters of ~

-

: water necessar y to dilute the nuclear waste to NRC/ EPA standards
for water contamination)

.

'.

<
.

(b) Some Volumes of ' Water on the Earth (cubic meters) .,

;

! -

18'

Oceans 1.4 x 10

Groundwater, t
151,000 meter depth 7.0 x 10

I3Lake Superior 1.2 x 10 -

,

Annual flow of
I

Mississippi-Missouri 5.5 x 10
.

*

I Source: R.D. Lipschutz, Radioactive Waste, Ballinger, 1980.
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Figure 1.
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Figure 2

~

Map showing Nuclear Plants in Louisiana

and within 100 miles of Louisiana
(Circles are of 100 mile radius)

<

.-

.

*.

Map drawn by Sally Whitney I

at Union of Concerned Scientists.
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INTRODUCTION: .

'

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE.
'

Py Hme is F.l U u c,& J w ~ M e Y< ^'* '-
w. f W u.ny a.
I WANT TO THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT

ONSOMETHINGTHATCONCERNSALLOFU5.
.

.:

I UNCERSTAND THAT THE PURPOSE OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE .

IS TO STUDY THE IMPACT OF NUCLEAR ENERGY ON THE STATE ,

.

OF LOUISIANA. 1

. MY AREA 0F EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD OF HUCLEAR ENERGY
_

IS PLANNING TO PROTECT PEOPLE FROM THE EFFECT OF A.

NUCLEAR PLANT ACCIDENT WITH OFF-SITE CONSEQUENCES.) -
t.

SPECIFICALLY, AS YOU PROBABLY KNOW, I. AM INVOLVED IN
,

PLANNING THE RESPONSE TO NUCLEAR PLANT ACCIDENTS IN

NORTH CAROLINA.
-

WHAT I PLAN TO SAY IN.THE NEXT FEW MINUTES, THEN,.

CONCERNS STKIE AND LOCAL PLANNING TO COPE WITH A

NUCLEAR PLANT ACCIDENT. ,

.

FIRST, I WOULD LIKE TO GIVE YOU A QUICK LOOK AT THE

OVERALL CONCEPT OF EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING FOR
'

NUCLEAR PLANT ACCIDENTS IN. NORTH CAROLINA. 1 WILL -

D
~

USE A FEW SLIDES.TO HELP ME EXPLAIN THE CONCEPT TO
. -

YOU.
.

--
,
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THElb I WOULD LIKE TO TELL YOU ABOUT SOME OF THE

SPECIFIC PROBLEMS THAT WE HAVE ENCOUNTERED AND THE,

SOLUTIONS THAT WE DEVELOPED AND THE LESSONJWE HAVE
--

-

. LEARNED. . -

. .

I WILL ALSO BE GLAD TO ADDRESS ANY QUESTIONS THAT
~~ ~ '

.
.-

YOU MIGHT HAVE.'

.

,

NOW IF WE COULD TAKN A QUICK LOOK AT A FEW SLIDES.
.

i SM DE BRIEFING:
' '

_ _ .

-

.

e

r I~
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,
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.. PURPOSE :
.

'
. - -

.,. +y a -.- - ;. my,-- I I HOPE TO EXPLAIN THE BASIC PROVISIONS 0F THE
,

NORTH CAROLINA PLAN TO HANDLE POTENTIAL OFF-SITE EMERGENCIES
.

s .*
.

RESULTING FROM ACCIDENTS AT THE """"!""I NUCLEAR STATION.S '
. ,

- ,, . .,oc . .... m, p .:r. .=
. > sm..- .y ._.+ . -n mem _ . . y x.__-3

.

e. . _ . .

y- . - , .- . . . -
-

, . =.- n.- - _
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-KEY POINTS'.f.[h5|h[,_ 2g*_.qg -a c.g{gtgg_ggg
h

, .K:=_gp
. . y +. ;s' y-gg.g. . ;. -. . . . .
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THkR RE A NUM ER 0 EY POINTS THAT I WILL DISCUSS-- *

THE MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE VkRIOUS LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT AND

L.;~ ^*"::. CCMY. f 2 O(,,g){fZ ({fvf) fkW|0h
I

1

! THE GUIDANCE ON WHICH THE PLAN IS BASED. .

t

I '

I
-

THE GENERAL CONCEPT OF THE PLAN.
|

;

|

t

t .

! THE DIRECTION AND CONTROL OF EMERGENCY OPERATIONS.
.

THE BASIC GEOGRAPHICAL PLANNING ZONES ON WHICH THE PLAN IS BASED.
I

l
.

THE VARIOUS EMERGENCY ACTION LEVELS.
<

,.
1

.

THE INITIAL RESPONSE OF 'STAic AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT TO NUCLEAR SYSTEM
,

1

. EMERGENCIES



.. ..

O'

gw . Du w cap / Puhk .

.

,

W WILL BE WARNED AND F +rr l'' 'r PROVIDED WITH EMERGENCY

"

INSTRUCTIONS..,
.

PROTECTIVE ACTIONS THAT MIGHT BE TAKEN.
-

.

. ..

'~

AND A LITTLE ABOUT RECOVERY FOLLOWING POTE'NTIAL ACCIDENTS AT THE
.

NUCLEAR STATION.

'..
'ESPONSIBILITIES :

...
,

THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR RESPONDING TO EMERGENCIES AT THE NUCLEAR ,

STATION IS SHARED BY ALL LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT'AND h- - 7 "T M .
'

A f OlUSA CGM 1 $)g
THE CONCEPT CALLS FOR MUTUILLY SUPPORTIVE EMERGENCY PLANNING.,

4

IN GENERAL TERMS -- STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR

OFC-SITE EMERGENCY PLANNING AND RESPONSE.

'

LOCAL GOVERNMENT'S PLANS .'un RESPONSE PROCEDURES ARE PARTICULARLY

IMPORTANT FOR THE AREAS CLOSE TO THE NUCLEAR STATION. A ff C[ / Y

$ -ftI? 55 6 Q 9 )90<) 12 5l

SIMILARLY,STATEPLANSAREIMPORTANTFORThEAREASMOREDISTANTFROM
'

THE NUCLEAR STATION. g N g4 /A/(/ d 64-[f [[fx
'A57 h C G V fij A rf /9 f W W S '
AS EXPLAINED A BIT EARLIER, THE, FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ESTABL'ISHES REGULATOP|

"

STANDARDS AND PROVIDES PLANNING AND RESPONSE ASSISTANCE. -

-

.

2
-

. . _ - _ .-- - . . _ ._- . _ . -. _
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THE NUCLEAR ST g 0N 4 PRIMARY RESPONSIBIL O FOR PLANNING AND.

W V
IMPLEMENTING EMERGENCY MEASURES WITHIN THEIR SITE BOUNDAr!ES. THE '

STATION IS ALSO RESPONSIBLE FOR RECOMMENDING APPROPRIATE PROTECTIVE

ACTIONS TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
.

.

PLANNING GUIDANCE

. [$ .

' *

PLANNING 5FR5 BASED ON CRITERIA JOINTLY PUBLISHED BY.THE U.S. NUCLEAR
'

. .'
REGULATORY COMMISSION AND THE FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY.

. .
,

THISCRITERIA-KNOWhASNUREG-0654-ISAPPLICABLETOBOTHGOVERNMENT

AND THE NUCLEAR POWER STATION. .

.

'

_ _ .

| CONCEPT OF OPERATION

'

.

THE CONCEPT OF EMERGENCY RESPONSE IN THIS PLAN IS BASICALLY SIMPLE -

IF AN INCIDENT OCCURS AT THE NUCLEAR STATION -- EMPLOYEES AT THE PLANT

WILL TAKE TWd TYPES OF EMERGENCY ACTIONS:
.

.

THEY WILL TAVsE THE APPROPRIATE ON-SITE STEPS TO CONTROL,THE INCIDENT.

.

.

AND, THEY WILL NOTIFY STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT OF THE SITUATION AND

RECOMMEND THE APPROPRIATE STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROTECTIVE

RESPONSE ACTION. -

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSESS THE SITUATION AND INITIATE APPROPRIATE

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES.

AT THAT POINT -- IF REOUIRED BY THE DEVELOPING EMERGENCY CONDITION,

THE PuBLIC WILL BE NOTIFIED AND APPROPRIATE PROTECTION ACTIONS WILL BE

kNITIATED.



, . .

THROUGHOUT ANY EiWGENCY -- INCLUDING ANY NECh.]s.:ARY RECOVERY
O (

' '
.

,

-PHASE -- THE STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT WILL CONTINUALLY ASSESS

TH: SITUATION TO FURTHER INSURE THE SAFETY OF THE THREATENED POPULATION.

. .

YOU MIGHT NOTE THAT BOTH STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT HAVE JOINT AtiD

CONTINUING RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SAFETY OF THE PEOPLE THROUGHOUT
,

THE EMERGENCY CYCLE.
-

-

, ,
'

-

-
.

DIRECTION AND CONTROL
,

.
-

|
-

~

IN THE EARLY STAGES OF ANY POTENTIAL EMERGENCY AT THE l'UCLEAR STATION -

ESPECIALLY IN THE FIRST FEW HOU'RS - LOCAL GOVERNMENT IS. EXPECTED'TO
~

DIRECT AND CONTROL EMERGENCY OPERATIONS AND THE STATE WILL PROVIDE
'

ASSISTANCE.

,.,,h C/2.Y k [ hMD M h~

;
~

ONCE [E GOVERNOR - OR THE GENERAL- ASSEMBLY - HAS DECLARED THE EXISTANCE OF
! A STATE OF DISASTER OR EMERGENCY OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT REQUESTS THAT THE

STATE ASSUME CONTROL AND S A E AUTHORITIES ARRIVE AT A FIELD COMMAND POST

| NEAR THE NUCLEAR STATION - THE STATE WILL ASSUME THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR

I DIRECTING AND CONTROLLING EMERGENCY OJERATIONS AND THE LOCAL COVERNMENTS
(

- -

| WILL PROVIDE ASSISTANCE. -

I MIGHT ALSO MENTION AT THIS POINTTHAT ONCE' A STATE OF DISASTER OR|

EMERGENCY IS DECLARED, G0 NOR OR HIS DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE HAS ,

THE POWER TO UTILIZE ALL AVAILABLE STATE RESOURCES TO COPE WITH THE

EMERGENCY. , ,
.c

|

WHEN FkEQUIRED, THE STATE WILL GENERALL'I EXERCISE DIRECTION AND CONTROL
~

<

THROUGH THE STATE EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM, C- - - 7 " 12-
' *

| .

f"' '"",= FROM A SITE NEAR THE NUCLEAR STATION.
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.

. . .
.

0. 0G-
. .. a ,

EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONES -

ALL PLANNING TO PROTECT PEOPLE FROM ACCIDENTS THAT MIGHT OCCUR AT

THE NUCLEAR STATION IS BASED ON TWO EMERGENCY PLANNING ZONES.

. .

.

THE FIRST PLANNING ZONE, SHOWN * JREEN ON THIS SLIDE, IS KNOWN AS
. . -

- THE TEN-MILE PLUME EXPOSU' cATHWAY - AS THE TERM IMPLIES .THIS

ZONE INCLUDES ALL TER' iURY WITHIN A TEN-MILE RADIUS OF THE NUCLEAR
'

STATION. ..

. .
,

THE SECON3 PLANNIllG ZONE, SHOWN IN GOLD ON THIS SLIDE, IS KNOWN AS
?

-

'

THE.50-MILE INGESTION EXPOSURE PATHWAY - IT INC1.UDES ALL TERRITORY
.

WITHIN S0 MILES' 0F THE NUCLEAR STATION.
. . . . . .

-
.

PLANNING IN THE TEN-MILE ZONE IS GEARED TO ACTIONS TO RAPIDLY Pil0 VIDE
-

PROTECTION TO THE PEOPLE WITHfN THAT 20FE.'
'

e

.

t;;g ~; ;,,ta, k C ST.0'N.; g 9:n,3- 7= ec - - . o

f tSELLc"._:N^t", "'r "EEtSSEL'PSCm:23-M.C2.GT' :;r-Ti-iC4EtMILE

.- E & =.

'*

. .

PLANNING FOR THE S0-MILE ZONE IS CENTERED ON ACTIONS TO PitEVENT

| THE CONSUMPTION OF CONTAMINATED WATER AND FOOD PRODUCTS.

.

.

|

.

5

S
'

. .

, .,

-- -. , ,_ -
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THERE Apr a un"?En 07 CD'Jhiits ui Int 50-MILE ZONt. THEpRE:
*s*

EXANDER LINCOLN
,

I
. /: ANS0t - MECKLENBURG

-

' BURXE MONTG0MER
'

.

i /.

: CABARRUS P.UTH FORD

1
-

/
1 CALDWELL WAN -

1
: CATAWBA / LNLY . .

CLEVELAND UNION
s f

DAVIDSON / ,
WILKES l

i .

{DAVIE AND
.

-

GASTO YADKIN i.

I! '-
.

_- %
m

Pp - NJ
_ _ -, urm i i F s_- I mmii r1FT'''tca?c'nKhT5v ATI$t 'ic-Ni ELTN"

.

CatkvMwd,-s.AnCa.:i sh.h kno iOkt?.-''-
-

.

. .

_

*
i .

| EXAMPLE RESPONSE AREA FOR THE EXPOSURE PATHWAY

.

- . . . . - . .. . . .

PROTECTIVE ACTIONS.WOULD NOT BE AUTOMATICALLY TAKEN IN 100 PERCENT OF

EITHER THE., TEN-MILE.,OR S0-MILE PLAN;*ING ZONE.s. - - .

-

, . . -

\
,

THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE AREA FOR' A GIVEN ACCIDENT WOULD DEPEND PRIMARILY

UPON THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE INCIDEfd AND THE WEATHER.
-

.x .
,

.

FOR EXAMPLE -- THE BASICALLY TRIANGULAR AREA DIPICTED ON THE PLANNING
' '

ZONES ON THIS SLIDE REPRESENT A TYPICAL RESPONSE AREA. -

. <

e

1
. ..

-

..

|
-

._. '_ _ . . -- __ _ _._ , . _ - . - . . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . - - _ . . . _ . . _ . . . - _ _ _ . _ _ _ , . - _ - - - _ . ,_ -



*

.

5

AS YOU HnVE PROB [ J NOTED - THE RESPONSE AREg THE 50-MILE ZONE ,

IS BASICALLY THE SAME SHAPE E11T LARGER THAN THE RESPONSE AREA IN

THE TEN-MILE ZONE.
.

> .

EMERGENCY ACTION LEVELS

-
.

I- MENTIONED JUST A MOMENT AGO THAT THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE WOULD DEPEND

UPON THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE INCIDENT.
' ' '

'

FOR THIS PURPOSE -- THESE FOUR CLASSES OF EMERGENCIES HAVE BEEN
.

:
-

ESTABLISHED:
,

.

THE NOTIFICATION OF AN' UNUSUAL EVENT AND ALERT CLASSES ARE MEANT TO .

PROVIDE EARLY AND PROMPT NOTIFICATION OF MINOR EVENTS WHICH MIGHT
-

LEAD TO MORE SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES. ,

'
. .

'

'

THE SITE EMERGENCY AND GENERAL EMERGENCY CLASSES REPRESENT MORE
*

SERIOUS INCIDENTS.
*

-
.

l
.

|

INITIAL STATE RESPONSE
- ,

,

no

WHEN NOTIFIED OF AN EMERGENCY AT THE NUCLEAR STATION - THE STATE WILL

IMMEDIATELY BEGIN TO ASSESS THE SITUATION AND TO ALERT KEY PERSONNEL.
-

.

,

DVR cAf)/~f 6'

IF NECESSARY - THE STATE EMERGENCY OPERATION CENTER IN_ W WILL

| BE ACTIVATED. ,

t .
..

THIS CENTER WILL SERVE AS THE PRIMARY COORDINATION POINT IN THE "" N i AREA

|
.

m



I Y5-
.

THE STATE EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM w - MIGHT ALSO BE6
,

ACTIVATED AND DISPATCHED TO A FIELD COMMAND POST 41 6E AIR :.ATIOHAL

NY MI'bb"3' ~ " " " " ' ' ",5L ;&O a uvy um . .. .- 2 '

N Y' -}h ($ ber9/-L.
WHEN ACTIVATED - W PROVIDES ON-SITE'MANAGEttENT OF THE EMERGENCY.

'
-

. .

'

-

INITIAL LOCAL RESPONSE
-

..

.

INITIAL LOCAL RESPONSE ALSO BEGINS WITH AN ASSESSMENT OF THE SITUATION
. .

AND THE ALERTING OF KEY PERSONNEL.

.

DEPENDING UPON THE ACCIDENT CLASS'AND THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE

NCULEAR STATION - LOCAL AUTHORITIES MIGHT IMMEDIATELY ACTIVATE THEIR
.

WARNING SYSTEM AND MAN THEIR EMERGENCY OPERATI0t{ CENTER.
- 1

-
.

( -

WARNING AND NOTIFICATION .

WARNING AND NOTIFICATION PROCEDORES ARE IMPORTANT E'_EMENTS OF THE PLAN.

| THE NUCLEAR STATION - USING EITHER THE TELEPH0t(E OR RADIO. - NOTIFIES

THE STATE AND THE COUNTY WARNING POINTS.

'S 144vcD
'

BOTH STATE AND LOCAL WARNING POINTS OPERATE 24 HOURS A DAY.

A
1 -

IN TURN - THE STATE WARNING POINT ALERTS A KEY STATE OFFICIAL. AND THE
. .

'

COUUTY WARNING POINT ALERTS A KEY COUNTY OFFICIAL.

!
<

.

.
8

'
.
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THESE OFFICIALS MAY BE NOTIFIED BY'EITHER TELEPHONE OR RADIO. -
.. .

7

'

AS I MENTIONED A FEW MINUTES AGO -- DEPENDING UPON THE SEVERITY OF
-

.. . .

THE NUCLEAR INCIDENT AND THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE NUCLEAR

STATION - LOCAL OFFICIALS MIGHT IMMEDIATELY ALERT THE PUBLIC.
N-p 2 -

. .

&
. ,

'Adih rebuku Ob Abbb iLIMd.b O'.' 7 YMb - NSI
,

-

.

docit nuuncaa MSTEMS.
Percent Min. Time.

Distance Notified ' Received.

: *

O-5 100 4'5 min.
\ .

' '5 - 10 90 . I hr. 15 min. -

,

5 - 10 10 1 hr. 15 min.
. -

,

~BTTfTS AND AIRCRAFT WTL Udt rLaxts nau ruocAc nuuncaa a uscna av n5SIST ,,
~

, , , . . . . , . . . . . , . .- , m. . . . . . .
, _ .m . ..........--..,_.._....wn.

. f.pMhk,,.-ekkN
.

5hoO M A/ge ,,,h
. ..

,.

ONCE A ERTED THE Pi1BLIC TUNE TO ONE OF THE 4 BROADCAST RADIO

- STATIONS OR N { TELEVISION STATIONS THAT MAKE UP THE EMERGENCY, .

BROADCAST SYSTEM SERVING THE 50-MILE ZONE OR THE NATIONAL WEATHER
-

-

SERVI ^E RADIO hROADCAST SYSTEM' SERVING THE THREATENED AREA FW
---- m , v iie-

., . , ,
,

w
- <4 -_

. .
.

,

.

THE EMERGENCY BROADCAST RYSTE WILL BE ALERTED BY EITHER STATE OR LOCAL
- P .

GOVERNMENT AND ACTIVATED BY E- COMMON PR0 DRAM CD'NTROL STATION - -
''

@ AT THE SAME TIME THAT THE PUBLIC IS BEING ALERTED NM /
,

-

.

IT WI'LL PROVIDE DETAILS GONCERNING THE EMERGENCY AND ANY NECESSARY PRO-

TECTIVEACTIONINSTRl[CTIONS.
- '

. __ - .
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.

PROTECTIVF ACTIONS O - O-s

G ~J
'

.

.

.

.

THERE ARE A NUMBER OF ACTIONS THAT CAN BE TAKEN TO PROTECT THE
PEOPLE. -

.

SHELTERING IS A METHOD THAT MIGHi BE EMPLOYED.
.

-

.. .

FOR INSTANCE, PEOPLE IN THE AFFECTED ZONES MIGHT BE INSTRUCTED T'0'

REMAIN INDOORS WITH DOORS AND WINDOWS CLOSED AND AIR CONDITIONERS ,
.

.

-

AND FANS TURNED OFF.

'

.
.

-

.

,

EVACUATION IS Al ] AN OPTION THAT MIGHT BE EMPLOYED. -

'
. .

WITHIN THE 50-MILE ZONE THE WATER SUPPLY AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
'

WILL BE MONITORab AND - IF NECESSARY - CONTROLLED TO PREVENT THE'

., .

CONSUMPTION OF CONTAMINATED FOOD AND WATER. -
,

.

.

' %

EVACUATION ZONES -

'

.
- r.:.

THIS SLIDE DEPICTS THE VARIOUS EVACUATION ZONESM/. rig f d'

fE [Y -f -

IF IT BECAME NECESSARY TO EVACUATE THE POPULATION - THEY WOULD7 ., _ __ . _ . - . - -- -
.

I

BE RELOCATED ACCORDING~ TO THESE ZONES. - - . . . . -
. . . .

bh |N $ '

:t

|
. _ ..

_

A PAMPHLET WIT _PdaWhM diel ALONG-WITH EVACUATION ^ ROUTES-AND,w' '
. . . - s.

... '

''wny mtQ 6e "'w^ .

% " '. ~ ^
-s.g

.h;g:p..
:-

.m=w IONS'g':AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE WITHIN THE TEN-MILE --
; , . .""

; -

g a sSHELTER LOCAT=d;=?M92%-

- - - -
--

-
''

@ .

:
- '~-

. .:h.;r
*

-

PLANNING ZONE. -
' =-

' -

1 . - 'i;9:(L . * * .
-

,

.
-

. -
<

=* * _ ,

.
.

'

10 '

.

| . . .

_
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THIS SAME TYPE OF. INFORMATION 4t9et. EE PRESENTED ON A ' REOCCURRING,.

BASIS IN VARIOUS FO'RMS TO INSURE THAT THE PUBLIC HAS ACCESS T0 iT.
'

,

_

- _ . . _ .. .... . ..
,

.

.

. ..

RE-ENTRY
.

IF EVACUATION IS NECESSAR*: . STEPS W.L BE TAKEN TO INSURE THAT THE
-

. .

ENVIRONMENT IS SAFE BEFORE THE POPULATION IS ALLOWED TO RETURN.

.

.

STATE AND LOCAL OFFICIALS - ALONG'WITH FEDERAL OFFICIALS AND 'tS[I POWER
$W

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVES - WM.L CONTINUALLY MONITOR AND ASSESS RADIOLOGICAL

CONDITIO!15 AFFECTING AIR,_ FOOD, FOLIAGE, AND WATER.

.

-,,-,,r.e.,.,y....-_,,-,.a.u.--..m.. ._-~,o_

, , , ,.-

m.. -. ._.. . .m........ ..v... . . . .. -

.

. ..

! "CP -"f.T T>IE Bo?"" EP'.N'*'?''" 0" THE-PtAh"nADTIS7 DRED SOME OF-

YOUR 00ESTTS JENN'"'+5.-

.

.
.

! :
_ . . . . . _ _ . . . . . . _. _ _ _ _ _ ..__ . _ __. ... _..... .. _ . .

_

. , . . . _
_ _ _ . __ _. _ __- _ . _ . .. . . . . . . _ _ . . ..__..___ ___.
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THAT SHOULD GIVE YOU AN,0VERALL VIEW OE ONE SOLUTION

TO THE PROBLEM 0F PLANNING FOR AN OFF-SITE EMERGENCY -
'

CAUSED BY A NUCLEAR PLANT ACCIDENT, -

'

.

NOW I WOULD LIKE TO ADDRESS SOME'0F THE SPECIFIC

PROBLEMS THAT WE ENCOUNTER AND THE SOLUTIONS THAT WE
'

DEVELOPED, '
, . ,

.

3
-

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS:
' '

-

FUNDING IS ONE OF THE FIRST PROBLkMS THAT OUR STATE-

'

ENCOUNTERED WHEN IT BEGAN TO DEVELOP AN EMERGENCY
'~

| RESPONSE TO NUCLEAR PLANT EMERGENCIES. -

. .
.

.
'

! -
,

-

..

'

1 -

.

.

-2-
! -

'

. .- . . . . . . . - . . . .
. -

. .. . _ .

.
,

0
'

<. .

*
-

.

,

,-.
.

-
t ,

_
.
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THEMAJORPgLEMISTHATTHEFEDER$GOVERNMENTDOES

NOT MAKE SPECIFIC, IDENTIFI~ABLE PROVISI.0NS FOR FUNDING

THE PLANNING AND EXERCISES TO SUPPORT NUCLEAR FLANTS,

.

THE FEDERAL REGISTER, VOL 45, NO, 162, DATED 19 AU60ST

1980 STATES THAT FUNDING MATTERS ARE-BEYOND ITS SLvPE,

HOWEVER, IT DOES PROVIDE THE STATES WITH SOME ROOM TO

NEGOTIATE WITH THE POWER COMPANIES SINCE'THEIR LICENSE
,

TO OPERATE IS SOMEWHAT DEPENDENT UPON ADEQUATE STATE

AND LOCAL PLANS,

.
-

IT STATES ON PAGE 55408 THAT, AND I QUOTE, "IN VIEW.0F
'

THE REQUIREMEMS IN THESE RULE CHANGES REGARDING THE

- ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN THE EVENT STATE AND LOCAL GOVERN- -

MENT PLANNING A.ND PREPAREDNESS IS OR BECOME INADEQUATE,
.

'

A UTILITY MAY HAVE AN INCENTIVE, BASED ON-ITS OWN SELF,

INTEREST AS WELL AS ITS RESPONSIBILITY TO PROVlijE POWER,

TO ASSIST IN PROVIDING MANPOWER; ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT, /.AS. .

OTHER RESOURCES THAT STa E AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS MAY

NEED BUT ARE THEMSELVES UNABLE TO PROVIDE," END OF QUOTE,

'

.

THROUGHOUT NUREG 0654 THERE IS OCCASIONAL PHRASING THAT

LENDS FURTHER SUPPORT TO THIS LINE OF REASONING.

A NUMBER OF STATES HAVE ATTEMPTED TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

THIS LINE OF REASONING, ACCORDING TO AN INFORMAL

TELEPHONE SURVEY OF EIGHT (8) SOUTHEAST STATES WE CON-
~

DUCTED A FEW MONTHS AGO, FIVE STATES WERE RECEIVING
,

_z.-
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I,

'

SOME FORM 0:CUNDINGASSISTANCEFROICHENUCLEARPOWER
'

"-
2

,

COMPANIES IL TH,ElR STj 3S. THREE (3) 0F THE EIGHT (8)
,

STATES D0 NOT INTEND TO SEEK ASSISTANCE FROM THE POWERj
COMPANIES. .

. .

THERE IS A WIDE RANCE IN THE SPECIFIC. TYPE AND COST OF.
.

-
,

THE ASSISTANCE BEING PROV.IDED 4S;. SOUGHT..
-

a ..

'

BASICALLY, THE UTILITIES ARE PAYIhG FOR PLANNING AND

SOME EQUIPMENT :
:

NORTH CAROLINA IS ASKING FOR FUNDING FROM THE UTILIT.IES,
'

FUNDIN'G HAS BLEN SOUGHT FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSESo-h
-

- g4 .

.

'

GENERAL FUNDING-'

-

.

WE ARE ASKING POWER COMPANIES TO PAY
'

'

AN ANNU L FEE FOR PLANNING COSTS.

.THIS ATTEMPT TO OBTA'IN GENERAL FUNDING

IS BEING FORMALIZED BY THE LEGISLATURE
!

- A BILL IS EXPECTED TO PASS IN THE

CURRENT SESSION TO GIVE THE STATE THE

POWER TO LEVY AN ANNUAt $30,000 FEE ON'

EACH POWER COMPANY. THE POWER COMPAii ES-

ARENOTOPPOSINGTHISAPPROAUH, ,

<

t

l _

-4--
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- Q IFYOULIKEbCANGIVEYOUACOPYOF,-

THE' BILL UNDER CONSIDERATION BEFORE I

LEAVE.
. .

.
. .

SIRENS
,

.

THE NEED FOR FIXED SIREN Iff THE g 10
-

MILE EPZ ALSO CREATES A NEED FOR FUNDc

ING.
'

,

SUCH A SYSTEM IS NECESSARY TO MEET

THE REQUIREMENT TO NOTIFY, ON AN AREA:

WIDE BASIS, THE POPULATION WITHIN THE
- 10 MILE.EPZ IN 15 MLNUTES,.

( TWO SUCH SYSTEMS ARE BEING INSTALLED.,

IN NORTH CAROLINA.

ihe-
NUREG 0654 IMPLIES THAT/ POWER COMPANY

CGNCERNED SHOUB PAY FOR SUCH' SYSTEMS

ON P.45.
'

I ouoTE - '"IT SHALL BE THE. LICENSEES' RESPONSI-

BILITY TO DEMONSTRATE THAT SUCH MEANS

EXIST,S, REGARDLESS OF WHO IMPLEMENTS

THIS REQUIREMENT." END OF QUOTE.'

THE POWER COMPANIES ARE PAYING FOR AND

INSTALLING SUCH SYSTEMS IN NORTH CAROL).
.

,

e.
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.

O O.

IF YOU LIKE7'I CAN GIVE YOU A COPY O'
-

-
-

~

THE' BILL UNDER CONSIDERATION BEFORE I

LEAVE.
.

-
. .

SIRENS
,

_

THE NEED FOR FIXED SIREN IN'THE g 10

MILE EPZ ALSO CREATES A NEED FOR FUND-
~

ING.
'

i SUCH A SYSTEM IS NECESSARY TO MEET
'

THE REQUIREMENT TO NOTIFY, ON AN AREA

WIDE BASIS, THE DOPULATION WITHIN THE

.
10 MILE EPZ IN 15 MLNUTES.

(
~TWO SUCH SYSTEMS ARE BEING INSTALLED

-

.,

IN NORTH CAROLINA.

ihe-
NUREG 0654 IMDLIES THAT/ POWER COMPANY

| - CGNCERNED SHOULD PAY FOR SUCH SYSTEMS

. ON P.45.
'

I ouoTe - '"IT SHALL BE THE- LICENSEES' RESPONSI-

: BILIT( TO DEMONSTRATE THAT SUCH MEANS

EXISTS, REGARDLESS OF WHO IMPLEMENTS

THIS REQUIREMENT." END OF QUOTE.~

|
'

,

THE POWER COMPANIES ARE PAYING FOR AND

;. INSTALLING SUCH SYSTEMS IN NORTH CAROL)
-

(
- .
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. . 3
.

'

() P0TASSIUM 10DID; [ KI-m
,

'

POTASSIUM IODIDE ALSO CREATES A FUND-

ING PROBLEM,
~

-POTASSIUMIODIDEGANBE'USEDASA .
.

THYR 0ID-BLOCKING AGENT, THAT IS - IT

TENDS TO COLLECT IN THE THYROID AND
'

THEREBY PREVENTS THE' CONCENTRATION OF
'''

RADI0 ACTIVE ISOTOPES OF IODINE IN THE

THYROID.
. .

4 ,

THERE ARE SEVERAL PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH ITS USE.
3

.

'

o

LIMITED SHELF LIFE - 2 YEARS.

AUTHORITY TO ADMINISTER.

WHO IS-T0.-TAKE IT?.

THE SHELF LIFE 0QLgEXISTING KI.
,

EXPIRES IN NOVEMEBR THIS YEAR.

ONLY THE CARTER-WALLACE FIRM In NJ

PRODUCES IT - THEY ARE EXPECTED TO

,
BATCHTHEIRORDERS-IFYOujNTjNDTOp

USE _II KI YOUR ORDER SHOULD GO IN S00N.A

TH E D " '- HAS SOME. ADVERSE SIDE EFFECTS ON SOME

PEOPLE.

THEREFORETHEAUTHORITYTOADMINISTERITSHOULDBEVERYCAREFULLY
'

CONTROLLED.
-

BUT - THE DECISION MIGHT HAVE TO BE ]
MADE LOCALLY - IT MUST BE TAKEN IN

& - -
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. .

. _

.

g''
[

~

' ' ' ' '
FIRST FEW HOURS TO BE EFFFCTIVE. -

.

.

WE ONLY INTEND TO GIVE IT TO EMERGENCY WORKERS AND INSTITUTIONALIZEI
PERSONS.

.

T"E BEST PROTECTION, OF COURSE, IS TO GET

GUT O'F THE AREA.'
.

OUR POWER COMPANIES ARE PAYING FOR THE

,
DRUG IN NORTH CAROLINA. .

:
. ,

THERM 0 LUMINESCENT DOSIMETER -

.g .

TLDsAREATYPEOFFILMBADGE-THEYARENEBDEDFOR..

RADIATION EXPOSURE CONTROL ESPECIALLY FOR EMERGENCY WORKERS.
' '

.

TO SUPPORT THE TWO PLANTS IN OUR STATE WE ESTIMATE THE'
'

COST FOR A TLD SYSTEM TO BE ABOUT $152,000 - THIS FIGURE
:
'

WOULD INCLUDE:

.

| 1 READER
'

-

1 MICORCOMPUTER/P '. INTER

I4,500 TLDs
.

10 LEAD STORAGE CONTAINERS
.

THERE WOULD ALSO BE SOME RECURRING COST.

WE.ARENEGOTIATINGWITHTHEUTILITIESFORFUNDIlb'
'

p

_7_
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WEAREPRESklYUSINGASMALLNUMB0F TLDs ALREADY

ON HAND - MANUALLY READ - NOT ADEQUATE.'

IF IT'S NOT T00 LATE - THE TLD SYSTEM USED BY YOUR

STATE SHOULD BE COMPATIBLE WITH THOSE OF THE POWER COM-
~

PANY-SYSTEMS - FOR BACKUP.
.

_

'

D10N ..

AUTOMATIC RING E6WER TELEPHONES _

. .
-

_

THIS SPEEDS UP THE INITIAL NOTIFICATION AND WARNING

PROCEDURE. -

.

1

WHEN-THE PLANTS PICK UP THEIR PHONE - THE ONES IN OUR-

LOCAL-WAeNING POINTS AUTOMATICALLY RING.
- <. .

OUR POWER COMPANIES HAVE ALSO PAID FOR AUTOMATIC RING

DOWN TELEPHON5SBETWEENTHEPLANTSANDOURLOCAL
'

_ WARNING POINTS.

EMERGENCY BROADCAST SYSTEM:
'

-
.

I WOULD LIKE TO SPEND A-FEW MIhuTES TALKING ABOUT THE

EMERGENCY BROADCAST SYSTEM A CRITICAL ELEMENT IN N05T

EMERGENCY PLANS.

.

I AM SURE THAT SOME OF YOU HAVE HAD THE EXPERIENCE

OF LISTENING TO A SCHEDULED RADIO OR "EA PROGRAM
'

'

WHEN AN ANNOUNCER SUDDENLY INTERRUPTED THE PROGRAM

'

m -



... ..

'

o g.
..

'

'#
AND STATED THAT "THIS IS A TEST OF THE EMERGENCt
BROADCAST SYSTEM."

'

u 2d * c? "'3 .

UNLESS YOU HAVE DONE A LOT OF WORK WITHIN YOUR3

STATE, THE ODDS ARE VERY GOOD THAT YOU WERE NOT

ACTUALLY LISTENING TO
'

TEST OF A " SYSTEM" BUT

SIMPLYTOONEBROADCASTSTATION,
..

.

SOMETIMES THE EBS IS MORE PHANTOM THAN REALITY..
.

..

.

~

THE EBS SYSTEM IS BASED ON A CONCEPT OF MEMBER

STATIONsJ8deskj TO A COMMON PROGRAM' CONTROL

STATION IN THElR AREA FOR AN ALERT TONE.
~

-
'

. .

-

STATIONSAREREQUIRg,BYFEDERALCOMMUNIjAT[0g

COMMISSION REGULATFa TO PURCHASE A. RADIO WITH WH)j
,

TO DO THIS,
.

BKL AND THIS IS A BIG BUT THEY ARE NOT REQUIRf:

TO MONITOR THE CPCS IN THEIR AREA.
. .

WHEN WE FIRST BEGAN TO LOOK AT THIS PROBLEM, WE
1

FOUND SOME N.C.-STATIONS MONIT0FING GEEE-R STATIO)
; TWO STATES AWAY.

IN OTHER WORDS - THERE WAS NO SYSTEM'- THE STAT 10

WERE NOT LINKED TOGETHER IN ANY COHESIVE WARNING
'

~

._

MESSAGE PASSING NET.,

&-
_-
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'

O O-
. -.

e.

SOME STATES HAVE ATTEMPTED TO SOLVE THIS PROBLEM'

BY INSTRUCTING THE POPULATION WITHIN THE THREATEN

AREA TO LISTEN TO ONE OF 3 OR 4 0F THE MAJOR
STATIONS IN THE AREA, - '

BUT THIS IS NOT ADEQUATE, .

,

'

. .

THERE IS A NEED TO QUICKLY SATURATE AN AREA WITH

EMERGENCY INSTRUCTIONS. TO ASSUME THAT PEOPLE WILL -

LISTENT05ONEOF3OR4STATIONSWHEND0ZENSARE
'

.

AVAILABLE IS A DANGEROUS ASSUMPTION,
, ,

'

' OUR SOLUTION WAS TO ORGANIZE THE EBS WITHIN

THE THREATEN AREA - MOST OF THE EQUIPMENT IS ON

HAND - ABOUT $1000.. IS THE MOST ANY GIVEN STATION
~

HAS HAD TO SPEND, '
'

,

THE STATIONS HAVE VOLUNTARILY COMPLIED WITH OUR

PROCEDURES THAT IS - THEY TUNE THEIR ALERT RECEIVER

TO THE PROPER CPC,S.
~

-

,

e

THE $1000.' COST FOR EACH STATION IS A RESULT OF AN

EFFORT TO AUTOMATE THE WARNING PROCEDURE AND THUS

REDUCE THE TIME T0 GET A MESSAGE ON THE AIR,
,

IN OUR EFFORT TO SEEK COMPLETE COVERAGE, WE WENT,

!
.NESTEP.FURTHERANDREQUESTEDTHATSMALLAUTOMATfC0

FM STATION PORCHASE SPECIAL RECEIVERS AND TONE-
-

t - .
-



ACTI" TORS THAT WILL ALLOW Tg CPCS TO REMOTELY.
--

'

PASS
WARNING MESSAGE THROUGH THEM WHEN NECESSARY.

FROM OUR EXPERIENCE, IT TAKES A FULL-TIME RADIO
'

ENGIlvEER ABOUT FIVE 15) MONTHS TO PUT TOGETHER A
^

WORKABLE EBS FOR A T/PICAL NUCLEAR PLANT RISK AREA,
. -

IMIGHTALSOMENTIONTHATWE'AREALSOATTEMPTIN5TO

GET CABLE TV TO PARTICIPATE IN THE EBS - THIS WILL
PROBABLY.BE MORE AND MORE IMPORTANT IN THE FUTURE,

.

,

LIKEWISE/ WE ARE WORKING WITH NUZACK TO PASS MESSAGES
ON THEIR FM Jue-c4RR/ec.5

.
-

.,

EXERCISES:
"

.

o

-. 1

NOW I WOULD LIKE TO SAY A FEW WORDS ABOUT EXERCISES,
'

.

AS A GENERAL STATEMENT, I WOULD LIKE TO SAY THAT ORGANI._

ZATION AND THOROUGH $ N E N E $ 1S ESSENTIAL TO THE
CONDUCT OF LARGE SCALE EXERCISES AND FOR THAT MATTER -

-

lARGE SCALE EMERGENCY RESPONSE OPERATIONS, -

i
*

- .

YOU WOULD PROBABLY BE MOST INTERESTED IN LESSONS THAT WE

LEARNED AS A RESULT OF EXERCISES THAT WE HAVE CONDUCTED.
) , .

I WILL TRY TO HIGH-LIGHT A FEW 0F THE MOST IMPORTANT.,
.

O
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.-.

'

DIRECTION A T CCNTROL O
.

'

ORGANIZE THE FORWARD DIRECTIONS AND CONTROL

GROUP FUNCTIONAL *AND ESTABLISH A METHOD OF MAKING
'

ASSIGNMENTS ACROSS AGENCY LINES A7& TASK LEVEL.
-

COMMUNICATIONS WITHIN THE FORWARD DIRECTION
~~

AND CONTROL GROUP MUST BE STREAMLINED.

THE PHYSICAL 1.AYOUT OF THE FORWARD DIRECTION AND
~

. CONTROL ELEMENT IS ESSENTIAL FOR, THE 0RDERLY FLOW

0F WORK. -

, ,

'

Ek
IF THERE IS'A TRANSFER OF DIRECTION AND CONTROL .

RESPONSIBILITIES BETMEEN GOVERNMENTAL JURISDICTIONS - ,

| - I.E. LOCAL AND STATE GOVERNMENT IT MUST BE AT A,

'

CLEARLY ESTABLISHED POINT IN TIME.
,

'

|

SECURITY OF THE FORWARD ELEMENT MUST NOT BE OVER-
,

'

LOOKED ,IMDIVIDUALS WHO ARE NOT WORKING MEMBERS OF

THE GROUP SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO INTERRUPT THE

FLbW0FWORK.
_

.

1

INANEMERGENCYTHATMIGHTSPANSEVERALDAYS;WE

HAVE F0ut1D THAT AN ADMINISTRATIVE AND LOGISTIC
'

ELEMENi IS NECESSARY TO PROVIDE THOROUGH AND CEN-
~

TRALIZED CONTROL OF SUPPORT - AND TO RELIEVE _

.

DECISION MAKERS FROM SUCH TASK AND ALLOW THEM TO

-

-n..
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.

CONCEbTEONTHE/j EMERGENCYkPONSE.

COMMUNICATIONS
.

.

YOU WILL NEVER HAVE SUFFICIENT COMMUNICATION.
'

awma4bm .

THE AMOUNT OFAEQUIPMENT IS NOT GENERALLY THE MAJOR

PROBl.EM,
. ..

. .
.

THE PROBLEM IS TO FIND A WAY TO COORDINATE THE USE
-

0F VARIOUS EXISTING COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AND MESH

THEM INTO A SINGLE SUPPORTIVE NET, ~

IT REQUIRES A LOT OF ATTENTION TO DETAIL AND IT

CANNOT BE ACCOMPLISHED AFTER AN EXERCISE OR
-

<

EMERGENCY BEGINS,

EVACUATION

COMMUNICATION AND COORDINATION IS ESSENTIAL,
- -m ;

IW14tA1. DECISIONS -THAT ARE NOT COORDINATED CAN

QUICKLY CAUSE SERIOUS TRAFFl: FLOW PROBLEMS,

SHELTER MANAGEMENT
~

. .

_

PLANNERS SHOULD REMEMBER THAT MONITORING AND
' '

DECONTAMINATION MIGHT BE A MAJOR ACTIVITY AT
,

- ,7.
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_
_. __

-

, r,
SHELTEL), THI'S IS A TASK 1 NOLJORMALLY ASSOCIATED

,, .. .

<

.

WITH THE OPEPATION OF SHELTERS IN SUPPORT OF

EVACUATIONS CAUSED BY NATURAL DISASTERS - BECAUSE
;

0F THIS IT MAY REQUIR"SPECIAL ATTENTION.

- -

'
'

~

PUBLIC INFORMATION /3.

...

THE KEY TO SUCCESSFUL OPERATIONS - THE PUBLIC
,

,

MUST BE KEPT INFORMED,
-

. .
.

THERE SHOULD ONLY BE ONE SET OF FACTS .AND THAT ',
IS THE RIGHT SET,

,

'

.

CONFLICTING INFORMATION COULD CAUSE SERIOUS PROBLEMS -

QUICKLY,
~

'

.

,

" COORDINATION AND EBS AR'E THE KEY ELEMENTS IN PUBLIC

INFORMATION.

THE COORDINATION O'F PUBLIC RELEASE'IS ABSOLUTELYS

ESSENTIAL TO AVOID-CONFUSING AND FRIGHTENING THE

'

GENERAL PUBLIC. -

-
.

-- .
,

.

,

. ' . :..
.. ...

_
_

.

-
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RADIO 10G T CA" Nn 77S'S - (~')
- -

c

~

pis7 n/so
'

.

MAKE SURE THAT THE UTILITIES AND STATE RADIOLOGICALg ,

SPECIALIST USE co"NoN INFORMATION AND .

TECHNIQUES S0 THAT THEIR RESULTS'CAN BE COMPARED
~

AND BE USED TO VERIFY EFFORTS -

.

. ..

ONE FINAL WORD ABOUT LESSONS LEARNED DURING EXERCISES,

THE AUTHORS OF THE EXERCISE iiUST BE CAREFUL WHEN THEY
'

.

DEVELOP IT I0 CONSCIOUSLY DECIDE HOW MUCH OF THE SITUATION

AND THE RESPONSE SHOULD BE GOVERNED BY PREVIOUSLY PREPARED
'

PROCEDURES AND HOW MUCH THE EXERCISE SHOULD TEST

ADAPTABILIT(, INGENUITY, GOOD SENSE AND GENERAL ABILITY,

CERTAINLY BOTH ARE NEEDED - BUT FOR THE FIRST ONE OR TWO

EXERCISES - PREPARED PROCEDURES SHOULD PROBABLY BE THE

POINT OF FOCUS,
'

'

.

CONCLUSIONS: -
-

,
,

.

WITH THAT, I HOPE'THAT I HAVE GIVEN YOU A BROAD
,

VIEW 0F OUR GENERAL APPROACH TO PLANNING THE EMERGENCY

RESPONSET0fNUCLEARPLANTACCIDENT,
. .

,

9

- J5 - '

-

.
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MYSPEbICCOMMENTSWEREADDR
'

SED TO MAJOR

PROBLEM AREAS - S0"E INVOLVING FUNDING PROBLEMS -

IN WHICH I THOUGHT YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED AS
,

LEGISLATORS, -

COULD I ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS F0li YOU?

. . .
.

THANK YOU AGAIN FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TALK TO

YOU.
. .

:
.
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* LOUISIANA
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS' CENTER

STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURES

'

1. GENERAL
~

This Standing Operating Procedure gives direction and control
instructions for the various groups which comprise the Staff of the
State Emergency Operations Center, located in the basement of the
State Land and Natural Resources Building, 625 North -4th. Street,

Baton Rouge, Louisiana. .
..

.

'

The operational procedures listed herein are applicable to all -

emergency / disaster situations, and are the basis for a coordinated
state government crisis management system.

II. ORGANIZATION }
-

The State Emergency Operations Center is staffe-I by management
personnel of the Office of Emergency Preparedness (0.E.P.) on a i

daily basis, with a capability of (24) hour operations upon acti-
vation. Table, Chairs, Maps, Tele-Communications and Radio Com- -

munications are permanently configured in place to provide for the
needs of direction and control for Louisiana State Government in
Crisis Management. Personnel of the Office of the Governor and the
Office of Emergency Preparedness will staff the Executive and Oper-
ations Group: 0.E.P. will also Co-ordinate the Message Controller
Disaster Analysis, and Communication Functions. Personnel from
the following Departments and Agencies will comprise the Resource
Group, and staffing for operational' function.

1. Department of Ar riculture
2. * Department of Ec 1 cation
3. Department of Health and Human Resources,

Office of Family Security, Hospitals, Mental Health,
Human Development

4. Department of Labor, Office of Employment Security
5. Department of Natural Resources, Office of Environ-

mental Affairs, Conservation and Forestry -
6. Department of Public Safety, Office of Emergency

Preparedness, State Police and Fire Marshal
7. Department of Transportation and Development,

Office of Highways, Public Works and Aviation
i- 8. Department of Wildlife and Fisheries

! 9. Division of Administration
! 10. National Guard

| 11. American Red Cross, Salvation Army and other

; Volunteer Agencies
12. United States Department of Agriculture

| 13. Public Service Commission -

,
<

| 14. Department o. Urban and Cc=munity Affairs

! 15. Attorney General's Office ,

i -

!
-

t *
.

.~n,. .,.s.,,,-, , _ , , _ _ _ _
~ ..~ - , . ._ _ . . . _ ___._ _ ___ _ _ _
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*
.

'

16. State Insurance Commission
'

17. Department of Corrections
18. Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism,

*

Office of State Parks
19. U. S. Corps of Engineers
20. Military Department . ,

21. U. S. Coast Guard
22. Mennonite Disaster Services-

.

III. OPERATIONS
.

%A. Executive. Group
,

.

.

The Governor is responsible for meeting the dangers to the State ,

and people presented by disasters, and may issue executive orders,
proclamations, and regulations, amend or rescind them to mediate
the danger or damage to the public. He is also responsible for
the States overall-management; survival and recovery, and is sup-
ported by other State elected officials, the Department Secretar-
les. and the Adjutant General.

The Assistant Secretary, Office of Emergency Preparedness, is re-
spensible for the overall coordination of disaster activities
within the State. He will supervise the principal staff groups
and their coordination of activities. He will keep the Governor
infor: red of emergency conditions throughout the State.

Corgosition of the executive group w3.11 be determined by the of-
fice of the Governor, and will include the Assistant Secretary
Office of Emergency . Preparedness, who will provide interface*

with the operations group. The executive group will meet to op-
erate from the executive suite conference room.

B. Operations Group
,

The Assistant Secretary, Office of Emergency Preparedness is re-
sponsible for the supervision and coordination within the Opera-
tions Group.

1. Each department within the Operat' ions Group .is re-
sponsible for the supervision and coordination, di-
rection and control of activities within their op-
erational area and will maintain current visual
display of the situ,ation on status boards and maps
in the Operations Room.

2. Staffing of Operational function i.e. Operations
Chief, assistant with support personnel, will be
permanent staff of 0.E.P.

C. Controller *

.

The Message Controller and messengers are responsible for the un-
interrupted flow of reports and messages within the E.O.C. The

.

.

S

,,, p m., - .-.-w .emmesem- .--+ h
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Message 'Cor.croller reports to and works closely with the Operations
Group Chief.

*

D. Communications

The Communications Chief is responsible for the utilization of the
warning and communication systems. He insules Ctat coordination be-
tween communications and the Message Controller is maincained and

,

that communications are complete for using the Emergency Broadcast
System.2

.

E. Lisaster Analysis Group
- -

,

The Disaster Analysis Group is responsible for collecting and ana-
,

lyzing data and interpreting and predicting radiological and other
effects resulting from nuclear detonations or fixed nuclear facili-
ty incidents. In natural or man-made disasters the Disaster Ana-
lysis Group is responsible for collecting and analyzing damage in
order that the operations and resources groups can properly respor.f .

Staffing of Disaster Analysis Group will be coordinated through the
Executive Group and Office of the Governor. Support staff will be
provided by O.E.P. personnel.

i

F. Resources Group

The Resources Group is responsible for maintaining contact between
local government and private commercial and industrial organiza-
tions that are participating in emergency supply operations which

.

includes actions to insure availability of resources required to*

support the State's emergency operations.

G. Support Group

i '

O.E.P. personnel will staff the Support Group and are responsible
| for the maintenance and upkeep of the Er.ergency Operations Center, -

1

and operational supply functions.
,

i IV. IMPLEMENTING PROCEDURE
'

. e

Activation of the State E.O.C. will be in accordance with the State of
Louisiana Disaster Preparedness Plan.

r'

Part I. General Plan
| Section VI. Disaster Response Functions

{ Section VI. B. Executive Services provides guidance for
E.O.C. Operations

| -
.

:
*
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B. Executive Services .

* *

.

1. ECC, Administrative Facilities
:
=

. -guay
a. Authority for ECC

E The State Office of E=argency Preparedness (0,EP)
by virtue of Title 29 of the Louisiana Revised-

,

. Statutes of 1950 and the Louisiana Disaster A:.:t of
I

1974 has responsibility for coordination of all disaster
t plans and responses for the State (nuclear, man-ccde
E and natural). In order to fulfill this obligation,
- and under guidelines established by the Defense Civil,

Preparedt. ass Agency, (DCPA) of the U.S. Depart =ent * '
-

,

of Defense, this State agency operates the State
F
-

Emergency Operations Center i.1 the Icasement of the-

- State land and Natural Resources Building at
: . Riverside Mall and North Streets.
..

.

m -

E b. Conditions for Activation
. ,

'
*

7
. (1) The Emergency Preparedness Division of the

,

Louisiana Office of Energsney Preparedness (OEP),s
g has by assignment of the Assistant Secretary .

- Office of. Emergency Prepared.tess ( ASCEP) , res-
i pensibility for maintenance an" readiness of '

I quarters to house State government emergency
operations in the . State ECC during a natural,

,
disaster or an emergency.

,

r
p The Division has the responsibility of in-

'

,

- ple_:enting all functions of the ECC so 'dtat

g effective and expeditious operational prcgrams
and facilities are provided the various elements-

- of State government in accomplishing .their
appointed tarks. Some of these responsibilities are:

Coordination of cc=mtmication efforts with+

Chief of Communication;
.

Establishment and maintenance under operational
. conditions of all display of pertinent technical

.

data: and ,,

h> The Direction and cccrdinatica of all dacage
7 assessment activities.

-

Tite latter will be coordinated with responsible
government representatives at State, Eocal and
Federal Levels (when amplicable) .

,

'
.

.

e

.
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*

It is the further responsibility of the*

Division, at request of the ASOEP, to pro-
vida direction in the correlation of -

,

governmental staffing of the ECC in direct
'

ratio to the magnitude and scope of the.

" particular disaster. The resultant staffing
should be adequate in number for the perform-
ance of necessary tasks without providing

| excess personnel. Staffing patterns will be -

established through standard operatin,g pro-'

cedures with additional requests for personnel
to be made at the request of the ASOEP.

,

.

In-house standard operating precedures exist
I to cover all contin'gencies. The Chief of '

E:nergency Operations is responsible for semi-
i

,
'

annual up-date of all SOP rosters and assoc-
,

'

iated operating manuals. The Chief will activate .

*

Plans for housing and feeding of personnel on.

duty in the EOC and will coordinate plans by* *

Division of Building and Grounds for inaintenance. ,

) of facilities and emergsney generating equipment.

'

i The State ECC is maintained as the headquarters
of the Louisiana Office of Emergency Prepared-

,

i ness and is maintal. ed on a readiness basis at
all times. Readiness is in:plemented with two (2) ' (~

''

Disaster Simulations each year for staff
* training. -

< - ,

* r
|

Special readiness procedures are enacted betseen
.

June 1st and November 30th of each year due to

; the increased chance of hurricanes.
. , . '! ,

s Alert" is effected when a hurricane
. ,

A "Readin'.

moved North of the 23rd Parallel 'of latitude and
'

West of the 83rd meridian of longitude. At this
' time Department heads having a civil Defense

I mission will notify and brief designated-
- personnel, check their plans and cc:::munications,

and place necessary equipmer.c in a r' .iness
i statius. The ASCEP will be informed ..en the
| above has been accomplished.'
|. *

*A " Mover.ent Alert" may be effeCed when the .

t' hurricane moves North of the 25th parallel

f| of latuude and West of the 85th meridian cf
!- longitude. At this time, personnel should

'

.

-.

-

,

!
-

, - .,
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() be alortsd to p rticip( ) in catrgsncy.*
-

,
,

- ** ,

3 cperations'cn a 24-h;ur basic. At tha..
*

.

,- request of the ASCIP, representatives,
.

frem State or .operatienal relief<

agencies may be requested to report to
the EOC. These officers shall maintain
contact with operational elements of their,

respective agencies.
* -; .

). Individuals generally subject to call are,
; maintained in alert rosters at OEP head-.

quarters. '
-

. ,
-

. ..

: Prior to the activation of the State EOC,
* a briefing will be conducted by the Assis- **

,
,

4 tant Secretary or the Chief of Staff in
the Cperations Room oL the Center. At

' ~

; this time, each agency or department head
will be prepared to discuss his planned '

.

; activities as part of the Civil Defense
s taff.

Idalson will be maintained with the Governor-

during all diserter phases by the Assistant '; .

secretary or his Chief of Staff.
.

! The Operations Room at the State ECC will
.

be maintained in a constant state of - -

readiness for* disaster use. All Civil;

Defense personnel are subject to call, as.

! needed.
,

,
,

Emergency Preparedness Representatives in .
! Civil Defense areas affected by a disaster,
i will provide assistance as requested and *

! will notify Chief of Communications of their-

!

location. At the discretion of the ASOSP,
, liaison officers may be requested from local *

governments of affected areas.
, .

1.

(2) Local .

:
Officials, and Civil Defense Directors of
political subdivisions will direct disaster

; relief functions within regularly consti-

| tuted emergency * government fra=ework.
. .

c. Alternate Locations and Disaster Field Offices
.

In the event the State ECC becones inoperable,
the ASOEP shall select and inplement removal of .

-
.

e

.

*
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.

<State operations' to one of the State Disaster
.

* Field Of fices in Alexandria, Lafayette or New
Orleans, or e.ay through agreement utilize I

facilities of another State Department or Local
government agency.

The Emergency Praparedness Divis,1c'n of the State
t Office of Emergency Preparedness maintains

extensive records on all Local and State -

emergency ' control and communications facilities.

Additionally, mobile communications and ' operations
centers ne ava'ilable by agreements from Iouisiana.

National Guard and' Division of State. Police and **<
.

may be utilized by representatives of the ASCEP as ..

alternate or field installations.'

.

*

Additional information on alternate control
facilities may be found by State Department or,

Agency under Part III - Resources.
*

,

,

~
*

2. Comr.unications Status *

,

The Chief of Communication (State Office of Emergency '
.

Preparedness) will furnish the ASCIP, after activation
,

of the State ECC, a detailed list of tha operational
'

status of communications available to him includinga

outages and expected operational times. Where
,

additional equipment or personnel is appropriate,,

equests for such shall be forwarded to the ASCEP
im=ediately.,

.

3. Disaster Reporting (DDR and DhT) Request / Response --

! Priorities
|

The ASCEP is responsible for implementing the reporting
reqairement as called for by the State Disascer
Notification Form and the State Disaster Documentation

|
- Report. These reports will be used by all State and '

,

Local reporting agents.i

l r-
a. In case of a widespread major disaster, multiple

arca demands for resource assistance ser -ices
'

may prevent the si=ultaneous accomplish =ent of
e=ergency mission work in all areas on the same
time schedule. '

.

e

S g '

.

.

.

.
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*

b. In the event the'se situations occur, a system '

., .
* of priorities will be usei by the ASOEP and ECO-

personnel to schedule and apportion requested
resources to various clan =sts. Priorities
will be cade on a fair and equitable basis
related to the urgency of need and estimate of
the disaster problems in each re,spective loca - -

'

tion; for this reason close attention must be
.given to specifying exact needs. .

.

4. Assistanca Requests *
.

.

.
.

Prior to making an assistance request, it shall be **
.

the responsibility .of all State respondents as well
.

as Iccal governments to: .,

a. Utilize to the fullest extent all available man-
power and material resources subject to the
authori'ty of the government entity and .

*

'

b. To utilize to the fullest extent al3. manpower d.,
'

material resources available in the general area
. of devastation by means of inter-city or inter- ~

' Parish requests and where deficiencies exist.
.

c. To properly notify the ASCIP of such deficiencies.
.

d. The format of the State Disaster Notification
Fnrm (DNF) will be used. The last item, 23 is

,

specifically for assistance requests.
, ,

\ .

| e. As assistance request are' received at the State
j ECC by the Duty Officer or the ASCEP, message,

'

center, procedures call for each request 'and
subsequent action to be placed in the . master file
of the jurisdiction reporting.

.
,

i

f. Requests shall include all information necessary

{ to specifically identify the type and nature 6f,
resources or services requestad. Generalitiesi

| must be avoided unless a general type item will
fully satisfy a particular need. f-

Requests will be "made 'in terms that will be under-*

| stood by the receiving or assisting agent. Ynen- -

|
ever possible, the request should specify:

(1). The type,

"

(2) Identify by trade name, '

,
, ,

I (3) Size of capacity,

.
-

.

.,
,

,
,
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(4) Required quantity, -

; ,

(5) Fuel restrictions,

(6) Delivery point,

(7) Receiving agent and .
,

,

(8) predicted application locally of the
:. requested resource.

. .

)
- g. Enere cocaunication breakdowns exist, the'ASOEP-

|
-

. will receipt and attempt to forward requests from
, ,

relief agencies such as ANRC, Salvation Army and! -

Mennenite Disaster Service; or from vital private .

industries such as utilities in order to speed
;

; assistance requests..

_

..

; .

I h. Enere communication cwakdowns preclude del _iv.e..ry..

. or reque'sts to the 2, the State p,) local C*

authority may direct a request to a nearby military
I command or Federal agency field office, which may

'

respond an<* take 1:=ediate direct action.,

{
.

.

-

i 1. The ASOEP shall channel all requests to appropriate -

.

State Agencies; or where resource or service is
; beyond capabillt'les of State to the P.egional Director d

FDAA who shall in turn relay request to proper
Federal authority or agency.*,

. .

%

| i. Enere requests cannot be filled, such notification
shall be made to requesting agent inmediately upon

' receipt, so that further correlation of -needs to

, existing or available resource supplies can be.

'

made. 7
9

[ k. Any State Department, Agency, Board or Commission
! rec!!tiving a direct request for assistance shall

notify the ASCEP inmediately of such requests and
'

j any preliminary accions taken. .
; ,

; 5. Evacuation
f

'

The principal executive officer of a local government
subdivision and/or the Governor are empowered by the .

Louisiana Disaster Act of 1974 to direct and compel the
'

evacuation of all or part of the population frem any
stricken or threatened area within the boundaries of;

the local governing authority if he deems this action
necessary for the preservation of life or other disaster .

,

citigation, response and recovery. _.

\
.

t

.

.
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', Such[ ) order carrica, with it g_o ;spansibility,' *
c

bothi m r tha iccuing cuth r ty, th iablo partiaa
'

i..
associated with the threat, as well as the police

service personnel responsible for carrying out the
order. Because of this'im=ense responsibility,
evacuation should be made only when such extreme
measures are dictated by actual or 4- inent circum-
stances constituting a dire energency.

As full and complete assessment as possible of th' e ,
threat and all resources available to mitigate the -

,

threat should be made by responsible parties before
such a decision is made.

~

~ ~'

It is assumed that proper adherence to the directives-

of this pi.an will greatly reduce the chance for pre-
mature evacuation. In the event such evacuation is
deemed appropriate, the State and its responding ,'

agencies will participate as requested and .where
facilities ' exist to implement such evacuatiot.

~ ~

Under all circumstances of evacuation the ?overnor -*

.

and the ASCEP will be notified. .

All State agencies receiviny requests for assistar ce
in evacuation procedures are to notify the ASOI? of
such requests and any asrir,tance rendered.

Primary responsibility for supervis.tng evacuations
I rests with the Division of State Police by virtue

o,f their authority over State and Federal road syste=s.-

The Division may assist municipalities or parish
sheriff's offices upon request and if sufficient manpowers

is available for assistance. Routine procedures will be
used in requesting assistance in these matters frem the

'

Division.
'

|
As previously stated, evacuation may become necessary
for any nu=her of reasons. Usually the most cc==on of
these are hurricanes or high waters from tidal surge
associated uith them.

-

.

l

| Because of the immense importance of timely evacuation

! of low-lying areas of South Louisiana,-the Mass ;

Coastal Evacuation Plan of the Division of State Police
is reprinte? 'ere. Only routine information is included.
The Division maintains an in-house SOP, detailed staff
schedules, equipment requirements and public infor=atica
liaison plans. (State Police Trocp Areas - Attach =ent 13. )

.

.

O

e
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Curriculum Vitae.

December 16, 1980

Helen Mary Caldicott

.

Born: August 7, 1938, Melbourne, Australia

Medical School: Adelaide Medical School, South Australia" 1956-61
,

Academic Honors: British Medical Association Prize for Clinic,al Medicine, 1960-

Prize for Surgical Anatomy, 1961 *

Internship: Royal Adelaide Ilospital, 1961
Adelaide Children's Hospital, 1972 '

Residency: Adelaide Ch'.ldren's Hospital, 1973-74
.

.

Cencral Practice: South Australia, 1963-65

1969-71
'

.
-

Tellowship: Research fellow, Nutrition Clinic, Children's Hospital Medical
Center, Boston, MA

Harvard Medical School, 1966-68

Hospital Appointment: Head, Cystic Fibrosis Clinic, Adelaide Children's
Hospital, 1975-76

t

Teaching Appointments: Assistant in Medicine, Children's Hospital Medical
Center', 1975-76; Associate in Medicine, Cystic Fibrosis Clinic, Children's
Hospital Medical Center: Instructor in Pediatrics, Harvard Medical
School, 1977-80.

.

Fellowships and Boards: Fellow of Royal Australian College of Physicians
in pediatrics, 1974

Nncrican Thoracic Society
Diplomate, American Board of Pediatrics, 1977

ilonorary Degrees: Doctor of Ilumane Letters, Salem State College, 1979
Doctor of Humane Letters, Emmanuel College, 1979
Doctor of Science Williams College, 1979

,

Medical / Nuclear: Initiated movement in Australia against French atmospheric
atomic tests in the Pacific Ocean, 1971-72.

Educated Australian labor unions and workers about the medical and military dangers
of mining uranium, 1975-76. -

Organized Phpsicians for Social Responsibility, 1978-80.
President, Physicians for Social Responsibility, 1978-80.
Founder of Women's Party for Survival., 1980.

Awards: 1980 - Censumer Action Now
Environmental Defense Center, Margaret Mead Award
Thomas Merton Society - Thomas Merton Prize for Peace
Ethical Society f Boston - Humanist o f t he Yea r
Prcmoting Enduring Peace - Chancli Peace Prizc

-

Participated, as one of six experts, in the National Nuclear Debate broadcast cn
PBS af ter the Three flile Island ac ;ident.
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JOINT ".ATURAL RESOURCES CC't!ITTEE ,

ON MPCLEAR ENER'N STUDIES

VER3ATU't

REP. SOUR: "Ue obviously do not have a , forum this morning and we're,

cutting it a little bit short I'm sure there will be,

you know, before long but we are not going to vote on any-

thing sc I think it would be proper to go ahead and proceed

because many of our guests and speakers are on pretty tight
*

,

schedules and they come from far distances and have to

return. The first area of business this morning of course

would be to call to order, the roll call. We'll dispense

with the roll call for awhile because it's - as I say, it's

obvious the lacking of gorum. First, does anybody on the

committee have anything they'd like to say before we start

to take our (inaudible)? Representative Chaisson?"
'N

REP. CE\ISSOM: "".r. Chairman, ladies and''gentleren, I believe that -

without casting a saurge upon anybody because I know that

everybody tells the truth. However, because of the nature

of the (inaudible), because o! what is involved, I would

ask that the witnesses be asked to testify under oath -

all witnesses who testify before the subcommittee be asked

to take the oath."

REP. SOUR: "A "r. Chaisson, I'm going to rule that out of order. I

told you at the meeting - we discussed this and you said

you were going to ask that they be put under oath and I

said I was going to oppose that. Now, for two reasons -

one, we don't have a forum and the second reason is we.

brought these peopl( down here to give un opininns and so

forth and we did not tell them they vould be ts 'Ifying as

though we were in a trial or investigation of ..ny kind.

. This is a study resolution we are responding to with this
.

committee and it's the tahing of testinony by experts.

. There is no trial involved and I'm going to ask that we
,

not do that at this point and I would hope if you insist

.

on a vote by those nenbers present, I would hope that the

bulk of the committee would join me in this - in oppposing
<> a

this particular thing. I understand your concern - I

-_.
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understand your want u? to bring out the truth and so

forth, but these people are not under any kind of court

order to be here or anything like this and this is not

an investigatory thire. It is the taking of testimony

for a study tommittee."

REP. CHAISSON: ">!r. Chairman, I'm certainly not suggesting that it is

an investigative type of hearing. I submit this because

of the nature of the hearing, because of the resolution

the way it was read which gives the committee that power

(inaudible) the legislature can have that power and again

without casting any discouragerent upon anybody to testify

at these hearings because let's face it. I know everybody

will testify the truth. I think that it is important

that we have a record and the only way to do that is with

the taking of the oath (inaudible). You know, that applies

to eveeybody that's going to testify here one way or the

other and certainly do not want to cast an inspurdance

upon anybody but there will be some serious questions

in this (inaudible) and we better be confident that the

answers that we do get are not (inaudible) but strictly

factual. I ask the committee to (inaudible)."
REP. SOUR. " Representative Accardo?"

REP. ACCARDO: "Thank you, >!r. Chairman. Since we don't have a quorum

and it's not possible to overrule the chairman and I

don't - and I'm not aspousing that we overrule the chair-

Why not conpromise - if the witness wishes to testifyman.

under oath, let him do so. If he decides he doesn't want

to, that's his privilege. We probably shouldn't force

anyone to do anything."

REP. SOUR: " Representative Accardo, my only concern there is that if

two out of ten people testify that they decide to do it

under oath, that makes the others look like they have some-

thing to hide or something like that. I really don't think-
.

we didn't bring them in with that understanding and I think

these yentlemen are basically are scientists and so forth.

They are not people who would be too emotional about it.

I think we probably tend to be more emotional than the wit-

nesses we have because we are directly living here and in-
.
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volved in this, whereas I think nost of this testimony

would be fashionable if you will or technical and

scientific rather than enotional. I'm going to ask

the committee - I suppose you want to take a vote

.epresentative Chaisson."

REP. CHAISSO:!: "Giright."

REP. SOU".: "Is it proper to vote without a quorun present? Someone

suggests that it's not proper to vote without a quorum,

so Representative Chaisson, better luck next time. Thank

you (inaudible). The first thing on the agenda this

morning is a presentation by Gulf States Utilities and

Louisiana Power and Light Company. I think that's most

appropriate. Thank you, Senacor for reminding me of it.

On the far end, we have Dr. Bob McIlheny, who is LSU

University, and the second next to him is Dr. Courtney

from Louisiana State. Joseph Courtney, isn't it?"

MR. COURT. EY: "That's correct."

REP. SOUR: "Dr. Courtney from LSU also is in nuclear engineering.

Allright, let's proceed."

REP. CHAISSON "Mr Chairman?"

REP. SOUR: " Representative Chaisson?"

REP. CHAISSON "I don't want tc be an obstructionist, but for the record

I would like to state that while certainly I have no ob-

1ections to experts being enployed by - one member did not

participate in either the interview or employ in the ex-

ploratory committee. I think that (inaudible)"

REP. SCUR: " Senator Munez and nyself and the cocnittee attorney,

Mrs. Meganson and staff member Larry Firmin want to question

the witnesses being potential council - wit' the council "

MR. LA'; DRY: "And nade the decisions in quote."

REP. SOUR: "Yes, sir. :!o, we thought that was the decisision of the

chairman - the chairman of the two committees, the Senate

and the House committees. We felt that 16 members of tSe
~

committee from the House (inaudible) from the Senate de-

pended on interviews, we may have never reached a consensus

of who was to be (inaudible) . We interviewed six people

and we decided to take three of them on as advisors."

REP. CHAISSO:!: "Could you tell ne the six people that were interviewed?

4
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I just ask that you provide it for the record."

!*t. L C RY: "''r. Chairnan, 'tepresentative Chaiason. I believe there

was a motion for the committee at one point in time that

the chairman of the House committee and the Senate com-

mittee would get together and interview potential appli-

cants and that that was the authority and that notion had

passed. That was the authority and Mr. Chairman, possibly

for the enligatencent of all the coenittee members, if we

could ask the two gentlemen to give us just a little back-

grcund on their field and a 1ictle bit insofar as their*

employment."

13. MClLEOP!- "Mr. Chairman, I'd like to respond to that but I don't

know what point in time you're talking about but certainly

it was not this committee as far as I know. The concittee

period of our concurrent Resolution 171 that you're 27.ak-

ing about, Senator Landry. I just want that absolutely

clear in the record and again I cast no inspurdance upon

saybody, I just want the record clear."

REP. SOUR: "We'll ask at this point then to delay tbc fouisiana

Power and Light and the Gulf States cresentation long

enough for Dr. McIlheny to give himself - give us a brief

rundown of his background, etc.."

!"t. MCILHC;Y: "I already am a Batchelor of Science in Chemistry from

Rice University and 24 asters of Science and a Ph.d in

Chemistry from the University of Tennessee. I have been

employed in the nuclear industry since 1950. I b'gan

my career in Oak Ridge with the analytical chemistry

group working with uranium and lye 12 and while I was

working on ny Ph.d. I continued ny employment at the

University of Tennessee Agricultural Research laboratory

as a staff scientist specializing in workirg with safety.

Subsequently, I worked for Melpar, Inc. in Washington, D.C.
.

as the head of the Radiation Chemistry and Physical Chem-

istry branch and again specializing in radiation safety

and the safety of radioactive materials and the industrial

-I cions thereof. I came to the University of -

Louisiana State University as the LSU System Radiation

Protection Officer for the Eaton Rouge campus in 1965 and
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I've been there since then."

REP. SOUR: "Thank you. Dr. Courtney?"

DR. COURTNEY: "My name is Dr. Jack Courtney. I'm Professor of Nuclear

Engineering at the LSU Nuclear Science Center. I have a

Batchelor's in Civil Engineering and a Master's and

Doctorate in Nuclear Engineering f rom the (inaudible)

University in Washiagton, D. C.. I did my Doctorate

research at (inaudible) National Laboratory (inaudible) .

Af ter completing my thesis, I continued on with the lab-

oratory as a consultant. I then served three years active

duty in the Air Force as a nuclear research office working

in the classified area generally involved with nuclear

weapons. Af ter I completed my tour of duty in the Air

Force, I joined Aero-Jet Nuclear Systems Company where I

was a physics specialist and supervisor of the radiation

shielding protection for Aero-Jet working with nuclear

(inaudible) . Here I was responsible not only for theo-

retical calculstions and radiation levels, but I partici-

pated and helpe: conduct the measurements of radiation

leaking f rom the nuclear rocket at the Nuclear Rccket De-

"elpment Station in Guam. After I worked for Aero-Jet

about two and a half years, I joined LSU as an assistant

professor of Nuclear Engineering. Since joining LSU,

I've been certified by the American Board of Health,

Physics and Examiners as a certified health physicist.

I'm aise a registered professional nuclear engineer

in California. My particular areas of interest and ex-

pertise are in radiation saf ety. . Currently, I have a

consulting contract with the (inaudible) National Labora-

tory in Idaho and I'm actively involved in safety analysis

of fuel examination sud so on and s .or th."

REP. SOUR: "Thank you, Dr. Courtney. I might add that the other four
.

gentlemen we have here (inaudible) Dr. Ned (inaudible) who

is head of the Nuclear Science Department at LSU, Dr.

Robert Fornoy who has a private concern in nuclear consult-

ing, and Mike (inaudible), an attorney f rom Lafayette who

also specializes as a nuclear engineeer. Dr. Frank (inaudible)

Hiddings was also interviewed and was the third one we hired
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as a consultant. I night add at this point that these

gentlemen are not here to advocate nuclear power. They're

not here to talk it down. They are strictly technical

advisors to our committee and do not advocate or influence

the position on nuclear energy and I think that's the

only position under which we could have hired them and

put them on as consultants or advisors. I think if that

satisfies everyone, then we'll proceed."

REP. FEAISSON: "I just want to have one question of our experts. At ' +

present time you're not unde; any honorarium or employment

either as a . consultant or otherwise for any utility company

that may be involved in the building of a nuclear (inaudible) ."

DR. COURTNEY: "That's correct. I have no consultant contract with Culf

States or LP&L or any other utility at this time. My only

ongoing contract is with Cregon National Laboratory. I do

however consult from time to time for PI-DuPont in Delaware

and Continental Oil Company in Ponca City, Oklahoma. Also,

the U.S. (inaudible) ."

REP. CHAISSON: "I'm going to state at this time that I take that or perhaps

you should enlighten me - have you in the past been under

such employment?"

DR. COURTNEY: "No, sir, I never have held a consulting contract with any

of the local utilities. Before I came to Louisiana, I did

consult the (inaudible) Municipal Ut;11ty District in the

area of reactor operator training. The only tie you have

with the utility is that Gulf States and LP&L and some other

utilities (inaudible) from time to time sponsor energy

symposiums at LSU. Now,TI'm paid through that, but for

teaching a class solely a - that's an employee of LSU, not

connected with Culf States. Also, I have no Gulf States

stock at this time nor do I hold any stock with (inaudible) ."

MR. MCILHENY: "There was a period of (inaudible) six years ago when Gulf

States Utilities was performirs some in-house training in

which they hired two of us from the Nuclear Science Center

to proctor the. course that was being conducted at that t im e .

That was an activity that went on for approximately a year.

It was strictly a training activity and as a matter of fact,

there was a part of t hat activity that I did for Culf States
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for which I never received due compensation."

REF. CHAISSON: " Sounds like you need a good lawyer."

* MR. MCILHENY: "I have been approached by the Health Physics Group and

(inaudible) and was asked if I would consult with them

on a technical basis. We have not consumated the contract

and I'm not under contract with any other utility."

REF. CHAISSON: "Thank you."

REP. SOUR: "Allright, you may proceed Gulf States Utilities. Please

identify the speaker - please identify himself for our

records and proceed with your piece of pape.. I suggest

we drop one of the nuclear advisors and get a techincal

advisor . Go ahead."

MR. SC0".A STELLY: "Mr. Chairman and members of the committee I don't vanc

to alarm anyone by thinking that Don Hale and I are

going to testify nuclear science. We're simply before this

group to introduce the speakers of the panel that will be

talking with you this morning. It is indeed a pleasure

for Gulf States and LP&L who are the two utility companies

in the state that are presently undergoing construction of -

nuclear power plants to participate in this hearing. We

also want to acknowledge the challenge and the charges that

have been placed on this committee to make such a study

and report the findings barb *o the legislature of the

state of Louisiana. Wi; r: that, I would like to introduce

our first speaker who is Dt. Herbert H. Woodcon. Dr.

Woodson is presently director of the Center for Energy

Studies at the University of Texas at Austin. This center

is an interdisciplinary research organization that carries

, on an adverse array of energy-related projects. He is also
l
i

the chairman of electrical engineering at the University of

Texas at Austin. Dr. Woodson received degrees - his SB and

his SM in electrical engineering and his Doctorate from

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He is also Professor -

in Electrical Engineering at MIT. Dr. Woodson's professional

activities are primarily in electric power systems, engineer-

ing and in electromechanics. He is a registered professional

engineer ia Texas and also in Massachusetts and he holds

four patents. He in a teacher for more than twenty years.

He has written many papers and co-authored two textbooks -
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Electromechanical Dynamics with J. R. Melcher and

Electomechanical Energy Conversions with B. C. White.

He is a past president of the Pcwer Engineering Society

of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

and he is a fellow of the IEEE. He is a member of the

National Academy of Engineering and a number of other

professional and honorary organizations. I'd like to

present Dr. Herbert Woodson."

DR. WODSON: "Thank you very much. Mr. Qiairman, members of the
i

committee, what I would like to do is to stress the over-

all need of the future for electric energy and how nuclear

energy makes it into that and first of all, let me just
,

ir.dicate that from what I know about the future expect-

tations there vill be an increasing need for electricity
in this regi. o' the country, both because of the growth

and population in this area because of the increasing

industrial activity and simply becau.e more people will

move up into economic (inaudible) of time. Nos , because

the prices of energy have gone up and will continue to

go up in the future, there will be conservation - mostly

price motivated and that conservation will reduce the

growth rate but won't turn it around. So, even though

the*e will be a reduction in the growth rate, there

will still be growth in the demand for electric energy

and we need to fill it some way. Now,.in the past, the

electricity in this region of the country has been mostly

supplied from gas and oil. In tha future, gas and oil

for baseload .and electric. generation..will.be . highly,ex-

p'ensive and it may even be unavailable or both in the

quantities needed to supply the baseload generation.

There are some alternate energy sources tha. may make small

contributions to the e:ectric supply, but their total

contribution will not really be enough to satisfy the need
.

for additional electric generation and I will address those

alternate sources in just a moment. In my opinion, the

only sources that are available domestically in large enough

quantities and at attractive prices are coal, lignite and
uranium. Now, each source in technology for the generation
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of electricity has its costs,'it has its risks, it has

,

'

its environmental impacts. You can't get something for *

I

nothing and these costs, risks, and environmental impacts

have to be evaluated against the benefits provided by

abundant and inexpensive electricity. Now, as you'll,

hear more fully explained by my colleagues later, the

commercial generation of electricity by nuclear fission
'

has a 20 year history of economy, reliability, safety,
* and very low environment. , impact. Now, studies that I've

participated in at the r .iversity of Texas have shown

the for this region, nucleat r;merated electricity in
.

/ the 1980's will be somewher between 1C pr[ cent and 301
~

per[ cent cheaper than coal generated elocraicity. In

spite of this coat advantage I'm not in favor of going

entirely with nuclear because I think prudence requires

a mix of generation sources primarily to avoid the ex-

posure that results from too heavy a dependence on only

j one source. Now, my percepticu of the sources that can

d

best supply enough low-cost electric energy in this region
I for the next roughly 25 years is the following. First of
i

-

all, I think the baseload electric energy will be supplied .

| about equ' ally or should be supplied about equally by coal
!

.and nuclear sources. Those will be the lowest cost baseload
,

sources of energy. I think natural gas will be used for
. intermediate and peaking duty, and oil will be used forr.

emergencies primarily to get the remaining useful life out,

of the gas and uil power plants that we already have built.

; I think there will be small amounts of energy from alternate

l5
, sot.rces and now let me address a fe-a of those that are dis-

cussed quite frequently. One of the sources that is discussed
i

a' lot is the conversion of municipal solid wastes to useful

energy and a study that we have done on that indicates that

' .

for a large urban area, if you convert the municipal solid

wastes (the garbage produced by the civilan population) to

energy, you can supply about 5% of the electric energy needs
i.

of that large urban area. A lot of places are consuming their

garbage but for example, there is a proposal in Houston to
,

turn it into steam to sell to industry along the ship channel.
4
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But if you converted it to electricity, it-could supply

about 5% of the electric energy of a large urban area.

It's useful to do that, but that's not a replacement for
i

coal and nuclear basaload capacity. There's 'nt of -

talk about bowmass as an energy source. Now, ta kind
|
9 of bowmass that in my opinion will be useful and economical -

~

4, .as an energy source is material that is' gathered and. -6
>

transported for some other reason. For example, agri-

) cultural processing plants of ten timet end up with vastes
! 'that have useful energy content thst can then be burned in

a boiler to make steam for the process of generating elec-
, tricity and so forth. In the wood products area,' there's

4

, often times vaste produced that can be a useful energy
i

i

I think these will be economical sources - theysource.

will be used - they'll make small contributions, but in

total they won't make a large enough contribution to allow

us the luxury of avoiding larger scale baseload capacity. .

1

Hydroelectric energy is a useful source in some parts of
,

q
the country. There's simply the topography in this region

is not such that there will be much hydroelectric energy

available. Geothermal energy from the geo-pressurized geo-

thermal resource along the Gulf Coast - from studies that

we've done at the University of Texas indicate that if the
; wells are 10 to 15 thousand feet deep and some of the test
't

wells are even deeper than that, and if the only energy

coming out of the well is geothermal energy, then the cost

of electricity produced by those wells will be two to three

times as expensive as electricity produced by coal and

nuclear energy and so it is not clear that the geothermal

resource is going to be economical. Now, if enough natural

gas comes out and dissolved in those waters so that it can

take credit for some of the costs, then it may be economical,

but that awaits some continuing tests that are actually being
.

overseen by LSU in Louisiana and by University of Texas in

the Texas Culf Coast. Now, on solar energy, the two most

frequently discussed concepts for generating electricity

from solar are the solar thermal central receiver idea, the-

least expensive of which is the so-called " power tower"
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concept that is being built in Barslow, California. ,

* Our assesment of that systen is that depending upon its

operating experience and its durability, it will produce

electricity somewhere between 5 and 10 times the cost of
.

nuclear and coal-generated electricity and the tech-

nologies involved are so unsophisticated that there is

very little opportunity for reduction in the cost of that,

sa I don't think that solar thermal energy conversion will

really be economically competitive anywhere in the country.

Photovoltaic conversion - the solar cells'that'have . . .

-rowered the space program, they work very well. It is a.

very sophisticated well-developed technology at the moment

| and if we build a power plant on the surface of the earth

to generate electricity to add to our supply, those are

so expensive that the electricity from those sources will

cost somewhere between 50 and 100 times as much as the -

electricity from coal and nuclear plants, and whereas
i

ths technology works, it's readily available, and I per-
$

sonally wish it were otherwise, photovoltaics simply are

not economically viable at the moment in comparison to
'

coal and nuclear power plants. Now, let me just go back

and summarize very briefly that - by the way, one other -

alternate source that is discussed quite frequently - I'm

sorry I didn't address that one - is nuclear fusion which
i primarily consumes deuterium which is the heavy isotope

,

of hydrogen. Fusion is a tremendous potential source of
!.

energy in which the fuel would be nr.gigibly expensive and

if you have water you have fuel because you get the fuel

out of the water. Fusion faces enormous scientific and,

!
technological problems that have to be solved before it can,

'

become a commercial source of energy. Scientific feasibility
I has not even been proven yet for fusion. In my opinion,

it will be a successful source of energy but it cannot add
'

i

significantly to our generation mix tor at least 50 years.,

i

j In my opinion, by the turn of the century, we will be ex-
:

perimentally generating a little electricity in the research

laboraties with fusion and then'from that we have to go to

an engineering pilot plant or prototype and we have to go
,

I
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through some demos and I don't think commercial, eco-

nomically viable fusion energy will be available for

50 years and it should not be considered as an alter-

native to nuclear fission right nosc. Now, let me just

go back and stsranarize that I think we will be supplying

-our baseload energy from coal and nuclear - we'll do

intemediate and peaking with gas - we'll use emergency.

generation with oil, and we will use anything else we

can get our hands on that makes economic sense that's

acceptable fmm a health and safety viewpoint and that

has acceptable environmental impact and it's my belief

that coal and nuclear can both supply adequate amounts

of electricity at attractively low costs while not

really-unduly endangering the health and safety of the

public or workers, nor degrading the environment unac-

ceptably and I think that the benefits of nuclear,- of

in:xpensive abundantly available nuclear energy are well
,

worth the costs and the risks. Ihank you."
rep. SOUR: "I think it might be proper at this time to more or less

set up ground rules on how we're going to handle this.

I think if we wait until everyone has made their presen-

tation, we may forget some salient points that they made

that we wish to question them on or something like that.

But before we go to that, I think it proper that after

each individual makes his presentation - his opening

statement - then we'll go to the panel thing later, but

after each one makes his presentation, we would need to

ask at that time perhaps scme questions. I'd like to

, make them brief and I would like to also restate that

this is a highly - as Representative Claisson said - is

a highly emotional issue we're talking about and we're

not - we're going to hope to be able to avoid emotionalism

and stick to just good solid testimony and good solid
~

questions and answers. I'd like the questions to be and

the answers to be infomative t ither than argumentive and.

.

I would like to do away with as k -h emotionalism as pos-

sible. There's nobody on trial here - we're not going to

find anybody guilty and we're no . going to declare anybody
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innocent. So, we are here to take testimony and a -

we will do so in an orderly manner. First question -

Dr. Courtney?"

DR. CXJRINEY: "Dr. Woodson, what is the basis for your estimate that

nuclear energy would be between 10 percent and 30 per-

cent cheaper than electricity from a coal-fired plant?"

DR. N00DSON: "We a - at the university did a study that started out

as a study for resources for the future this latest book

that they came out with. We did a study to Aevise a

consistent engineering economic framework within which to

evaluate power plants and we devised a mdel plant concept

in which we defined 18 categories of costs that go into

building a plant and then we looked at the operating

costs, the mintenance costs and the fuel costs and on the

basis of that model plant, we looked at different tech-

nologies in different regions of the country and one of

the regions in which we evaluated all of these was in the

Gulf Coast region and it was that specific study that we

based that particular - on which those conclusio m came

and that whole study, by the way, will shortly come out

as a book from the University of Texas press. It is in

the final throws of pmduction and is about to be - to

get into print."

REP. SOUR: " Representative Accardo has a question and then Represen-

tative Chaisson."

REP. ACCARDO: "Dr. Woodson, you indicated that over the next 25 years

wc'll probably be generating electricity half-coal and

half-nuclear?"

DR. N00DSCN: " Roughly yes. In this part of the country."

REP. ACCARDO: "So then, you're anticipating the construction of addi-

tional nuclear power plants?"

DR. NOCDSON: "Yes, sir. Well, there are roughly - there are between

80 and 90 plans under active constniction right now "
.

REP. ACCARDO "But only two in Louisiana?"

DR. h00DSON: "Yes, only two in Louisiana, but that's still - those two

plants in Louisiana do add up to quite a ' bit of capacity."

REP. ACCARDO: "The study you speak of, it's a recent study - it's just

recently completed?"
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DR. h00DSON: "It is in the throws of being completed right now of ac- -.

. tually being edited for publication."

REP. ACCAPIO: "O.K. i. hat incentive does a utility cmpany have to choose

the most efficient method of generating electricity since<

*

its eamings are usually based upon its investment?" '

DR. h00DSON: 'We*1, I'm not sure - I'd like. to agree with you on the

meaning of the word efficient. fA11right -

REP. ACCARDO: 'Well, tell us."

DR. h00DSON: "I'm sorry "
1

REP. ACCARDO: "p41, tell me what you mean."

DR. N00DSON: "Well, av understanding of what a utility likes to do is

it really likes to make the least expcnsive clectricity

because you can imagine what happens to a utility when it

has to go to its utility comissien and ask for a rate

incre.:se. I think the utility would far rather keep the,

price of electricity down so that they can supply.their

custorers with a more satisfactory product. - a less ex-,

:
pensive product."

REF. ACCARDO: "Do they not get a percentage of return based upon the

amount of investment?"

D DR. h00DSON: 'Vell, they are - now the - my understanding of the
I regulatory rules are that they are allowed a certain rate

of return. hhether or not they - they're not guaranteed

a rate of return - they're allowed a rate of return and
.

| if they can get their cost down, they may be able to make

i that allowed rate of return. They're not guaranteed any

rate of retum. And by the way, if I can add a cocr.ent,

that if you look at the history of the price of electricity,
i.

a - from about 1910 to about 1969, the real price of elec-

tricity went down from about a factor of 6 over that period

of ' time. 'Ihe consuner price index over that same period

of time went up by about a factor of 4, so in tems of the
.

relative cost of electricity, it went down by a factor of

24 in terms of the family budget from about 1910 to 1969.

Now, in 1969, the cost of electricity bottomed out and

started back out and it just tumed out that things got
'

out of hand in the utility industry, but over that long

period of time, while the ctilities were allowed a rate
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, of return, they were getting that price o f electric' ty.i
1

. . ,

down and I think that it helped them compete with' al-
4

iternative energy _ supplies and get more of the market,

and it helped them be more efficient in making money*

for their stockholders and bringing their customers

inexpensive "

REP. ACCARDO: "But you still believe that your study is valid that "

,

nuclear power will cost approximately 10 to 30 percent
' less than coal-fired stations in spite of the used

)

1.
delays - the long delays we are havine on construction -

.

of nuclear power plants?"

DR.100DSONi "Yes, sir, in this part of the country. I think you'

will find that coal plants are being delayed also. Coal-

plants have some of the same "-

1 REP. ACCARDO: "Why do you keep saying in this part of the country?

I We don't have very much coal in this part of the country." |

D'L 100DSON: "That's right, but now our study, we made it regionally ,

specific and for example, if you go to the mountain west
.

where there is a lot of mine mouth coal, iti is economically'

unwise to build a nuclear plant with coal fields, because;

4
the coal is much cheaper up there and so that's why I-

,

.

keep saying this region of the countiy because we don't
,

,

have much ccal here but we can haul it in and it turns
i

ont that if you look at all of the factors involved for

i tTis region of the country and I'm talking about the
.

| Gulf Coast, those are the nu:ters that come out. But,

it varies by region of the country."

4 REP. ACCARDO: "Thank you."

j REP. SOUR: "Let me let Reprnsentative Chaisson be next with his

question, but let me ask each merber of the committee to

look at the agenda and you'll see that each person has

an expertise and while he's certainly I think filled those

questions rather well, frankly, down there a little fur-

ther, we have another gentlemen who's going to speak on

the economics of nuclear power. You might get a little
,

{ deeper response if you stick to, the thing that each one
L

claims to be expert in and of course in the history of'
,

j debate here, the need for nuclear power which touched

;-
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incidentally on costs and so forth, so what I'm saying,
'

you may find that as each one is defined in the field
1 .

that he's going to make his presentation in,.that would

_ be a better person to question later on. ' Representative^

,

Chaisson ",

! REP. O{AISSON: "I listened to you. I had my question for the next

speaker unfortunately (inaudible) stopped to testify the
- very (inaudible) respect to cost and savings. hhat is

. the nane of the study that you referred to Doctor, and when
1

can we anticipate it being published?"

DR.100DSON: "Ihe name has changed seve:a1 times as we prepared it omd

I'm embarrassed to say I don't remember exactly what the'

most recent name is but it is an engineering economic-

f evaluation of alternative technologies for the simple

station generation of electricity."-

REP. OMISSON: "And it's prepared by which university?"4

i
'

DR. N00DSON: "Well, it has been prepared at the University of Texas at
,

Austin by two colleagues of mine and re. -It was started -
'

as a study for resources for the future which is a non--2

' profit organization in Washington, D. C. that recently
4

I W came out with'a book that described the - I'm trying to

remember the exact title of that - it is the choices
.

4. - before us - energy - the choices before us - and it was
'

,

a - the director of the project was Sam Sure. Now, in
i

that, they based their evaluation of central station

: electricity generating technologies on our study and
'

1

i they referred to us in that book and we are simply a

| little bit late in completing the rest of our study and

; getting it in shape for publication, but that's the genesis

i of it."

REP. O MISSON: "O.K. Do you have a proposed or pinject tire period in

order that we might get a hold of this study for the com-

mittee?"
~

'

! DR. h00DSON: "I can send the comittee the latest draft of it. Right

i now - as soon as I go home, I can collec'. up a draft of it

and send it to you. It's probably ahaut 700 pages long,
| but I'd be glad to send you a wpy of it."

f REP. CIAISTN: "Allright. Now, I unde: stand that you considered 18 items
.

-
5

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _
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1 from the standpoint of cost. Did you consider the

;
1

-
-item, or as an item, the cost of possibly de-comis-

sioning a nuclear power plant once its served its useful
! life?"

DR. N00DSON: "Ihat is included in our costs for nuclear plants. Yes."'
REP. O MISSON: "I see. And based upon that, you do not cost that it is

cheaper in your estimation to generate through nuclear

power than through coal?"

DR. hD0DSON: 'Well, I have - let me just say, I have due feelings

about de-comissiening nuclear plants that some of my

colleagues can elaborate more fully on. First of all, I

don't think that once a - suppose we look at River Bend.

You have acquired a plant site and you have all the auxil--

iaries necessary to serve a plant of that sort, and I

just cannot conceive that once that plant has really run

its useful life, that we're not going to need electricity

anymore. So, my cwn opinion is that once that reactor has -

supplied electricity for its useful life, you will simply

go in, take out the old core, put in the new core and re-

furbish it, and put in a later generation nuclear reactor
d
t core that will then continue supply electricity from that

site for another 30 or 40 years and so I don't think that
5 a nuclear power plant will be de-comissioned and every-

thing intombed, because once you've acquired the site,

you've gotten evetything necessary to serve that plant I

think you're going to continue to use it into the indefinite

future. Now, as far as processing the inerds of the old

reactor and you win process those along with the spent

fuel and der radioactive wastes that you have to get rid

of and I don't think that those will add measureably to

the cost of electricity out of a nuclear plant over its

lifetime."
.

REP. DIAISSON: "Those are the present regulations or the law that we

operate under by the NRC (inaudible) comissioning? Is

-

this contrary to what you're saying neu? This is the first

I've ever heard of -
DR. h00DSON: "I don't think -
REP. CIAISSON: " Facts that we're now going to go in and do a bushing job
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and g't a (inaudible). It's ama:ing to ne because it

would remove some of the concern on my half of 25-30

years dom the rond, 40 years that we don't have to

de-comission a nuclear plant."

DR. h00DSON: "I am not aware of the fact that the Nuclear Regulatory

Cornission requires that every plant be de-comissioned

once it has completed its useful life. Maybe it does

and my colleagues can straighten that out, but the NRC

does not require that a plant be de-comissioned."

REP. 01AISSON: 'Well why do they keep talking about de-comissioning

plants?"

DR. h00DSON: "I think it is a misconceptien and I think that it is a -

I really don't understand why so much attention is paid to

it because it's not really all that serious. For example,

the South Texas Project that's being built on the Gulf

Coast - included in the capital cost of the plant is

putting money into the bank to de-comission it if we have

to and the rAmt cf money we have to put in the bank right

new to pay for tot:11y de-commissioning that plant if it's

necessary is a dollar a kilowatt on the initial capital

cost. Now, that cost is a thousand dollars a kilcwatt,

se the de-comissioning cost if we invested now is a tenth

cf one percent of the cost of the plant and so even if you

put that money in the bank, it l'sn't going to really impact

the cost of your electricity by a large (inaudible) and I

would like to think that y children are going to still have

abundant inexecnsive electricity 30 years from now and that

it will come out of those same sites because they'll be

the most economical place to put it."

REP. O!AISSON: "I hop the price goes down when one of the three opens

up .' I'm really just waiting to see Don."

REP. SOUR: "Does anyone else have a question? Froceed."

MR. STELLY: "Mr. Chaiman and merters of the committee, we utility
.

companies understand the charges that you have in this re-

port that you're going to complete and these hearings.

We understand too that there are a great number of contro-

versial issues that you're going to approach. For that

reason, we have tried to cover the front of the major issues
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that will be discussed amng the committee members.

Our next speaker is Dr. Walter Myer who will address

subject of nucicar reactor safety and to give you some

of the background of Dr. Myer, his title is Professor;

and Chairma of Nuclear Engineering, Robert Lee Patum

Professor of Engineering, and Co-Chaiman Energy Systems

and Resources Program. Dr. Myer received his Bachelor's

Degree in Chemical Engineering, Masters at Syracuse

University, and his Doctor's Degree at Gregon State

University in February, 1964 He has an array of exper-

iences included as a Professor and Chaiman of Nuclear

Engineering at the University of Missouri; Co-Chaiman

Engineering Systems and Resources.: Program at_the. University

of Missouri; Director DOE Electrical Power Generating

Workshops at the Uriversity of Missouri; Director NSF

Workshop on Meeting the Energy crisis at the University

of Missouri; the Chaiman of the Public Infomation

Costittee of the American Nuclear Society; Program

Chaiman of the Nuclear Engineering Division; American

Institute of Chemical Engineers; Chaiman of the National

Nuclear Engineering Departnent - Department Heads Organi-

zation; Chaiman of the Nuclear Engineering Division -

American Society of Engineering Educators; Department

Coordinator of the Health, Education and Welfare Depart-

ment Sponsor Program; Graduate Profe.,sional Opportunitist

Program; Atomic Energy Forum - Alternate Representative

to the NIS Standards Comittee of the American National

Standards Institute; and Director of the National Science

Foundation Sponsored Project - Collaborative Research On

Fast Neutron Transport Measurements and Analysis. I give

you Dr. Walter Myer."

DR. MYER: "Chaiman and members of the Louisiana Legislature, it is
.

my pleasure to be here. I would like to give you a little

further background. You probably heard enough there, but

this will be slightly different. I live with my fice

children 30 rolles fron the site where a two unit nucicar

power station is being built. I live about 3 miles from

the largest research reactor on the University cagus of

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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the United States, so I'm remote to what you're con-

sidering here. I'm also the Chairman of the Reactor

Safety Subcommittee of that particular reactor and

yesterday morn *7g at this time I was crawling around

the bawls of that reactor plant with maintenance in

an area where you would venture into this area unoer

normal routine operating circumstances, you would

have lethal levels of radiation. I think that's one

of the important aspects of radiation safety and reactor

safety in general that when the plant is shut down, a

good dea' of that radiation is gone and we worked in that

area for about an hour in perfect safee . Pty mission today

is to particularly talk about health and safety and good

and the context of other fuels. I think one of the major

problems with tnr.1: structio 'g with reactor safety is that

sometimes they ..re given in a vacuum, but people dwell on

the aspects of nuclear safety but don't talk about that on

the context of the a.lternative energy systems. Since we've

been tal'aing about documents that look at these gaestions

in general and some of these are very valuable and I think

should be ecmmended to the committees, and (inaudible) like

to mention the study by the National Academy of Science and

Engineering. This is the report of the committee on Nuclear

Alternatives to Energy Systems or Coneace Study. I think

it presents an important coteinsus on the importance of coal

and nuclear in the 20 years strictly. I think this concept

of concensus is very important to the committee. Today as

opposed to the situation that existed ten years ago or so,

there is a general scientific concensus on nuclear power and

its relative safety. To be sure, there are local and

vigorous critics of nuclear power. Tueir accusations and

concerns have been studied in great detail in the last ten

years and strictly tne last five. A great deal of those
~

questions have been answered. The general concensus is that

nuclear is one of the safer forms of energy that we have

available today. I have prepared my testimony and I will

leave a copy of that with you when I leave. I will not have

a chance to go through all of it - cumbersome document, so

.
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1 vill leave it for you to read at your leisure. I

would also like to mention that I will leave this docu-

ment. I leave it because it represents the recurrent

state of the art and the area of risk (inaudible). This

is a document prepared by the Department of Nuclear Energy,

Brookhaven National Labcratory and it looks particularly

at the risks of nuclear power. The publication date on

this document is February,1981 so it's extremely current

and does reflect many of the studies that have been con-

ducted in the last ten years on the safety impacts of

nuclear power in comparison with the alternative energy

systems that are available. Yet, in reviewing this, I

notice that allowances are still not made for some of

the results that have come out of the Three Mile Island

experience. We have learned that from the Three !!ile

Island experience that there are factors that we have

thought were more serious, particularly the emission of

certain radium neuclides in the case of an accident that

would impact significantly on safety of people living in

and a-ound the plant. In fact, if you look at the actual

' situation, these materials are not emitted in anywhere
D

near the abundance that some had expected. Yet, we still

see nuclear safe in spite of the fact we haven't made

those allcwances yet, so there is still safety margins.

I'll leave this document with you for your reading. I'd

like to in my presentation make references to other energy

sources. Now, I'm going to be making sor.e references to

coal and fossil fuels. Now, tais is not to say that I don't

believe we need to use coal and other fossil fuels. I know

we do, and I have devoted a great deal of my energies in

the last couple of years to that activity, but one of the

big problems we have in lookinE at the safety issues that

sre mentioned that pecple look at these somewhat out of
'

con * ex t . Now, we need to look at it in the context of

things that people know and are used - people are used to

the emissions from power plants - strictly oil and coal

fired power plants and they tend to understand those

things and I think it makes a good background in which to
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view these plants. I would particularly like to look

at the public health effects of nuclear and the other

possible fuels and I'd like to Jook at potential health,

consequences and I'm going to read from this document.
4

, Please forgive me for doing this. Muct has been written

about the potential public health consequences of the
~

improbable nuclear meltdown accident, but relatively little,

attention has been paid to a comparison with health

effects accompanying the routine operation of comercial

fossil fuel stations with routine operation of nuclear

stations or for that matter, with 'a non-routine accident

situation attending the operation of a nuclear power. plant.
m

Several studies of this type completed by 1973 and many

more have been completed since indicate that a substantial

additional cost should be levied against the operational
1

fossil stations to account for health and environmental

impacts accompanying the routine operation of those plants.
1 A number of exhibits are presented in this document' which

will bear out the numbers that I will be giving out to you
J--

now. It refers to the cost of damage alone is estimated-

{* - that the 1970 cost expected in these tables that I'm pro-

viding to you will have to be increased by a ratio of about
- 234 to 126 to account for inflation, so you have to multiply

the numbers in this document by' about a fictor of two and a

half.
P

Using the national costs that are given in these

. exhibits, you can see that the price corrected value of the

damage - this is not damage to human beings, but damage for-

property resulting from the burning of fossil fuels amounts

to something like 11.3 billion dollars in 1979 dollars. It

doesn't have a furthee update of that for 1981, but you

can do that with de cost (inaudible). This estimate does4

not take into account the possible expansion of a number of '

!

pollution sources that are referred and they certainly ~

have since that time either. The 1974 data we have avail-

able updated to again last year show a 14.9 billion dollar

cost due to corrosion, erosion, damage of plants, objects
i

but not man from fossil fuel pollutants in the air. In '

the fourth exhibit presented in this document, it is a

comparison between the environmental and healtt effects

, _ , . , _ . , - . , ~ _ , _ - . . . . . , . - - - . - . - , - - - - - . . . - - - . - - - - - - -
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resulting f rom. the routine operation of coal and

nuclear power. systems based.on the .(inaudible) prior
- .,

to 1975. Again, those are updated further. The re-

sults from.the coal plants issume no control for gas

s. use,in particular missions. Under these conditions,

i the results show substantial costs in both dollars

and lies if coal is substituted for nuclear power

systems. These costs should be accounted for in eval-'

j unting the total cost of using fossil fuel systems.

We don't do that - we generally raise this question

about nuclear plants but the same effects exist for-

fossil plants. I guess I have to raise a concern why-
-

those questions aren't raised and I think it's mainly

a question of people being used to getting accustomed

to these situations and they don't question it. This

_
kind of testimony makes my utility friends nervous, but

I think it's important that we bring this out and you ' .

;

'have to look at all - our systems is the same context.

People want to isolate on nuclear. It's a grave mistake

to do that becaus e if you look at the situation of nuclear

safety in the context of general safety of producing-,

energy, it's quite safe. Facing nuclear power capacity

with ccal fired systems would cost the lives of about 10

to 100 persons if we used the data that is provided here

and that has been used extensively by such organizations
,,

as the National Academy of Science and Engineering and

others. The additional deaths would continue for the

lives for coal fired plants or about 30 years. In ad-

. dition, there would be significant economic losses if the

coal alternat ive were selected. This has been pointed out

by Dr. Woodson, but that's not to say, and I agree totally

with his cocntent that you need a vix. That vix is necessary
.

to prevent the situation we're now in where_we have,72 ;

percent of our energy provided by coal and gas - I'm sorry

oil and gas - 'be two fuels that are actually shortest.
.

What's the effect if we add scrubbers? Let's go beyond

the '75 experience now and look at what the impact of adding

rLe scrubbers and precipitators is. You'll notice in re-
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viewing the exhibits here that a marked improvement

occurs in the reduction of emissions from these plants

and this is necessary, but you have to go beyond that.

You have to look at..the efficiency at which those scrubbers

and precipitators work on a routine basis and'if you

do that you w'ill find that the studies do not reflect~

,

- the fact that these systems are not 90 or 99 percent

efficient all the time. A routine operation is less -

efficient than that and as a result, some of the most

dangerous particulate material _actuolly. bypasses the

plant scrubbing and precipitating system. The most sig-

a. ..
nificant particulate matter is that in the so-called

I(inaudale) range of under 5 microns in size. It's very

difficult to scrub or remove these materials by precipi-

tators, ye' .hese are the materials that are most injurious

to health. So, while there is a marked improvement in

the health impacts, there are still significant impacts on -
.'

-

the burning of fossil fuels, and this problem does not

really involve coal. It certainly involves oil and oil
1;t.

results from the emission of large amounts of particulate

matter that in combination with other materials of the air,,

i
we think has a significant impact. I'll get back to that

!
point of we think. That's an important problem. I'd like

<

to quote from Dr. Rose at MIT - he states as follows,"If

we use the 1975 air standards, the new air standards, but
. . . ,

atsume we don't meet those, numbers of deaths from fossil

plants climbs spectacularly in this (inaudible). 4,500 in

1980 or some 20 deaths per thousand (inaudible) power plant

per year would occur if we do not meet these new source

standards. If you do, it drops by about a factor of 2 to

about 10." That's still obviously significant. I'd like to

quote a little further with regard to observations by Rose. I

"What are we to conclude - the exact nu;nbers are uncertain,

but the general (inaudible) is clear. Currently, if we

continue to burn coal in the same way we have in the past

or aggravate the problem by increasing coal production "

We're certainly going to do that - we have to do that in the

United States and this is going to require not relaxation

rf
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but the vision of additional controls. But if we don't

do that - increasing coal production - we're going to

produce a great deal of health and - both in terms of

death and ccatinuing health problems for the live persons

subjected to those materials. The predicted total excess

deaths for 1980 due to this acid sulfate alone that is

emitted from power plants vary from few under stringent

sulfur removal conditions to as much as 4,500 nationally

according to EPA. Other sources looking at (inaudible)

information say that it will run as close to 60,000

premature deachs from (inaudible). These numbers translate

to about 20 to 100 deaths for each coal fired electric

generating plant in the long term. There are a very sig-

nificant impact. These studies have been re-examined by

the Ford Foundation and there are two recent books on

this subject. These are both referred to here and again

these figures hold of f - the Ford Foundation shows that

- if you compare nuclear under its worst circumstances in-

cluding the catastrophic nuclear accident with the routine

events from coal, that they are quite comparable. If you

eliminate the catastrophic nuclear accident, coal's about

10 times as bad in terms of its routine impacts on the

public. The medical concepts and questions that we've

talked about here also were examined by the American

Medical Association. They've reviewed these documents,
_

examined them and their conclusions in turn varify what

the scientists have concluded that by and large coal exacts

a significantly higher toll. There is much we car do

about it, and many of us here are dedicated to noing that

and we're going to see significant improvements, but the

areas stressed in the future doesn't have to be in the .

| nuclear area to the extene it does in the area of removing

fossil fuel pollutants from the air. We seem to have

gotten off track in the emotion that is surrounded in the

nuclear issue. I think it has clouded the real issue that

we have significant impacts in health and property f rom the

other fuels and we have tended to neglect that in favor of

the glamours that nuclear brought. I think I'll quit at

that point and open for quercions."
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REP. SOUR: "Allright. Does anyone have any questions?

Representative Accardo?"

REP. ACCARDO: "You mentioned that the scrubbers on coal fired plants

were less than 90 percent efficient - that you didn't

give the figure - would you have those statistics?"

DR. MYER: "It's highly variable depending on exactly how the plant

is configured. Many utilities have begun to recognize

the problems of scrubbers and now use scrubbers in gangs.

They don't rely on single scrubbers as they attempted

to init1 ally. If you gang the scrubbers, you can produce

efficiencies that generally lie in the better than 50

percent rance - 50 to 90 percent. Pany utilities find
.

to maintain that situation was not that general experience -

not a large number of utilities using scrubbers yet - but

looking at those that do, find it necessary to shut down

or derate that power plant everyday af ter the peak and to

go in and rework - refurbish those scrubbers to try and

maintain during the next operating day an acceptable level

of pollution emissions from the plant."
+

C .' (Changeover over of tape) - a _ __ _ ,, _ ,

REP. ACCARDO: "Come from nuclear. power stations? Do.you_have.those _...
,

statistics?"" You skirted the issue and didn't get to it."

PR. MYER: "They are in this report that I will leave with you and

show that depending on exactly what coal the plant is

burning, the little law emissions from some coal plants

can run significantly higher - as high as 10 times higher

than the little low emissions from nuclear plants."

REP. ACCARDO: "That's what (inaudible). In some instances, low level

radiations have coal fired plants might be 10 times as

bad as from a nuclear station."

DR. MYER: "Yes. Coal - particularly western coal - contains sub-

staatial amounts of uranium and in fact, some people are

.

looking at that coal as a source of uranium. If you com-

bust the coal and (inaudible) a new type of coal fired

plant, you can, recover the uranium in useable amounts -

the significant amounts of that material are "

REP. ACCARDO: " Imagine you live 30 miles away from a nuclear power

station - I live 3 miles away from one and LP&L plans

to build two hugh coal fired stations on the other end
_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _
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end of my district, so maybe 7 ought to be quite

concerred with what you're telling me." (
:

DR. MYER: "I think if you look at the question of tisk in'.

chis report from Brookhaven and does that relative to

other things you do, I think that what you'll find is

that compared to many other activities you engage in

La your life, even that coal plant represents a rela-

tively small risk to you and your family in compared to

driving here today."

REP. ACCARDO: "Well then, you're telling us then if we expect elec-

tricity, then we'll have to take the risks."

.

"There are risks associated with doing everything. TheDR. !NER:

problem I think we've gotten into with many subjects La

the last 10 years is that we have failed to look at

these in context of risks that we commonly deal with.

I think if people would try and take an objective view

and look at this and realize that generally the production

of power lies in a region of acceptable risks like most

measures that we looked at. Many other common things we

do lie outside that range, but we do those things for

fun generally and I guess we're willing if we're doing

something for fun to take the risk. Unfortunately, you

know, if you buy a football or baseball bat or a golf

club, it doesn't have a safety warning label. It pro-

bably ought to."
.

REP. SOUR: " Representative Chaisson?"

REP. CHAISSON: "I live within 5 miles of the nuclear power plant and I'd

like to ask you a few questions in connection. What's

the nuclear power plant that you live close to?"

DR. MYER: "It's Calloway Nuclear Stations - two units, the first

o'f which will go on line in 1982."

REP. CHAISSON: "So it's not on my line yet."
.

DR. MYER: "No."

REP. CILAISSON: "Is this on the Missouri River or the Mississippi

River?"

DR. MYER: "It's close to the !!issouri River and about two miles

from the Missouri River."

REP. CHAISSON: "I understand the statistics and your absolutely right.
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It can be more dangerous to ride in certain auto-

mobiles than it can be to be engaged close to a

nuclear power plant. However, what concerns me -

nobody likes to ask the question - the catastrophic

impacts that you can talk about and the siting of

nuclear power plants is what concerns me, not

necessarily the need for nuclear power or what

have you, but answer these questions for me.

Have you conducted any studies pertaining to the

catastrophic-type core melt down events that could

take place either at the nuclear power plant or

finaudible) or the River Bend plant that is being
~~

built in Louisiana or the (inaudible)."
DR. MYER: " Numerically yes."

REP. CHAISSON: "O.K. What could the consequences be in the event -

in such a catastrophic event such as a core seit down?"

DR. MYER: "This has been examined by many people including us.

The events could range from nothing in terms of the

da= age to people outside the plant to significant. One

of the best analogies that exist here is the study that

appears in this testimony in the form of a letter from

Dr. Wolgang Palovski to Mr. Udall of the United States

Congress. Palovski looks at the question of a catas-

trophic nuclear accident and the context of both the

short tern and long term effects. That accident -

the people that would be subjected to the ethylants

from the accident. What you notice in reviewing those

numbers is that it will change the whole statistics of

those persons affected by a tenth of one percent. This

puts it in the real context, by the fact that you have to -

by contrast, people who look at statistics from the in-

pacts from routine fossil emissions believe that those

account for somewhere between two and three percent of -

daily death statistics and something over 14 percent.

So they're very alarned about the catastrophic nuclear

incident and accident, or yoa can simply ignore the

other one. I think its time we educated the people to

put these in the right context. The consequences are

severe if the materials escape from the plant; if they
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At can be more dangerous to ride in certain auto-

mobiles than it can be to be engaged close to a

nuclear power plant. However, what concerns me -

nobody likes to ask the question - the catastrophic

i= pacts that you can talk about and the siting of

nuclear power plants is what concerns me, not

necessarily the need for nuclear power or what

have you, but answer these questions for me.

Have you conducted any studies pertaining to the

catastrophic-type core melt down events that could

take place either at the nuclear power plant or

,(inaudible) or the River Bend plant that is being

. built in Louisiana or the (inaudible) ."
DR. MYER: 'Mumerically yes."

REP. CHAISSON: "O.K. What could the consequences be in the event -

in such a catastrophic event such as a core melt down?"

DR. MYER: "This has been examined by many people including us. **-
,

The events could range from nothing in terms of the

damage to people outside the plant to significant. One

of the best analogies that exist here is the study that

appears in this testimony in the form of a letter from

Dr. Volgang Palovski to Mr. Udall of the United States

Congress. Palowski looks at the question of a catas-

trophic nuclear accident and the context of both the

short term and long term effects. That accident -

the people that would be subjected to the ethylants

from the accident. What you notice in reviewing those

nu=bers is that it will change the whole statistics of

those persons affected by a tenth of one percent. This

puts it in the real context, by the fact that you have to -

by contrast, people who look at statistics from the in-

pacts from routine fossil emissions believe that those

for somewhere between two and three percent ofaccount

daily death statistics and something over 14 percent.

So they're very alarmed about the catastrophic nuclear

incident and accident, or you can simply ignore the
.

other one. I think its time we educated the people to

put these in the right context. The consequences are

severe if the materials escape from the plant; if they

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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don't escape from the plant and there's Food evidence

now that natural processes as well as the engineers'

facilities that we have in power plants will highly

imitigate the consequences of a cote melt down if you

could even produce it. I think one of the important

lessons of Three Mile Island is how difficult it is

to produce a melt down. Certainly in the course of

events that went on at Three Mile Island, it almost

seems that everything that was done during the in-

cident tended to drift in a direction of putting that

core La the most tendulous situation, yet in spite of

that, the (inaudible) f unctioned; it was complete op-

eration throughout the incident and when it was used,

the accident by large was contained."

REP. CRAISSON: " Doctor, thank you for that and the question I have,

however, if you can expound on that is have you con-

ducted any studies "

DR. MYER: "Yes, we have.". _

-

REP. CHAISSON: "Or do you know of anyone else who has conducted studies

specifically with respect to the power plants in Louis-

inna? Those power plants that are located on the Mississ-

ippi River - those power plants that are built on Delta

voluvial soil and some towns are referred to certainly

as (inaudible) and what would be the consequences in

the event that you did have the catastrophic event at one

of those plants?"

DR. MYER: "This has to be looked at by both the state and the utili-

ties building that plant. That material is in the eviron-

mental report and also in the preliminary safety analysis

report. I do not have intimate understanding of those

documents for those two particular plants, but I'm sure

both state authorities and utility authorities can give

you that Lafornation relevant to the population distri-
.

butions around those plants. I have done similar studies

for other plants."

REP. CHAISSON: "So that information would be in a study to tell us what

we could anticipate in the event we did have a catastrophic

event."

DR. MYER: "R i gh t . "
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REP. CRAISSON: "And it can be provided to this committee thruugh the

utility companies or through our own departments."

DR. MYER: "I understand the utilities can answer that question

and direct you to the proper authoeities."

REP. QLAISSON : "One question I have with respect to (inaudible). We

know that we're building power plants at River Bend

and (inaudible), with respect to future sitings of

nuclear power plants, how far can you transmit a'ec-

tricity without - you know, within the lines - without

losing its - can se put them (inaudible) Missouri?"

DR. MYER: "It certainly depends on the exact economic circum-

stances of that particular utility, and this is one

of the important location questions that always has

to be answered. Economics of naclear power like all

power plants are determined by that particular plant

and its particular situation but sort of a dominal

off the top of your head number is that when you begin

transmitting power more than a hundred miles, it begins

to run into a substantial cost in line losses."

REP. SOUR: "Any further questions (inaudible). Allright, proceed

Mr. Stelly."

MR. STELLY: "Mr. Chairman, I certainly hope that we are not back

here next year trying to protect the survival of oil

and gold for our (inzudible) ."

REP. SOUR: "One thing at a time (inaudible)."

MR. STELLY: ''The other subject and one of controversial nature I'm

sure you will agree is that of waste management and with

us today is Mr. Edward Johnson. Mr. Johnson is the presi-

dont of E. R. Johnson & Associates. Ircorporated and he

is the chairman of the board of the Nuclear Audit and

Testing Company, Incorporated and in thir capacity, Mr.

Johnson has performed extensive studies ar.d process eval-

uation and economic analysis of transportation and re-
.

processing of spent nuclear fuel. Mr. Johnson has also

performed similar work in connection with mining and milling

of uranium ores, conversion enrichment and fabrication of

nuclear fuels. Prior to forming the Nuclear Audit and

. Testing Company and the E. R. Johnson & Associates In-

corporated Mr. Johnson was associated with Nuclear
__ _ - - _ _
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Fuels Services, Incorporated or NFS during the period ^

fro's 1957 through 1967 as their vice-president and

during this association with NFS, Mr. Johnson held ,

several responsible management positions and the
'

re-processing and nuclear fuel development manufac-

t'.ing activities _9f the company. Mr. Johnson has..

'-
authored over 100 articles and speeches in the field

of uranium recovery, of step fuel re-processing,' of '

waste management, nucle r material safeguards, and

nuclear fuel cycle economics. Mr. Johnson is a

graduate of Boling Creen State University in Qae.sistry.

He has done graduate. study at Ohio State University.

-Mr. Johnson."
1

MR. JOHNSON: "Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members 'of the coinnittee.

One af the aspects of nuclear energy that is a :_most

highly emotional and most frequent 1w misunderstood is ,.

J
~

that of the waste management asrociated with the utili-

zation of nuclear energy through the production of .
;

electric power. Frequently, we tend to confuse in the

public minds the fact that there is.e distinction between
1

the wastes that were produced in connection with the

military program, the development of the atomic bomb,
. i

) and the vastes that are being produced in connection with

the civilian program. The time that is alotted to me,

i

today which isn't too much,il would_like to strictly stick

| to civilian program and then answer any questions you
a a

might have in respect to the military program itself.

! One of the things that I think that you must understand

h is that every step of the nuclear fuel cycle does involve

the production of some radioactive vaste and ~~aese vary in

volumes and they vary in intensity in their radioactivity,,

so many times emotions flare to the point that mothers
.

| talk about large quantities of highly radioactive materials

that might contaminate the progimy of the individual, and
i

this is really not as severe as it might seem on the sur-

face. There are a good many types of waste. For example,

[ in the mining and milling of uraniun ore, vaste is produced
I

and that waste is really the ore lef t over af ter the uranium
_

m______.-_m .m -_..-a-m__ _.____.__-- - _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ .m__ -- -.'- -_
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has been dissolved out of it, so it's really a natural

substance, but it does have some radioactivity f rom the

uranium that was not removed and from radon;.which is

a decay product of the uranium in the ore. When it is

returned to the earth into a tailings pond or a tailings

impoundment system, it has less radioactivity than when

it came out of the mine, but nevertheless, it is a problem

that has to be dealt with. I have to make certain that

it's made inoculous because it is brought closer to the

surface of the earth. This is the biggest single radio-

active vaste involved. There is approximately 80,000

tons of male tailings per year produced. As we move

down the fual cycle in going to conversion of uranium

to uranium chloride and enrichment and in fuel f abrica-

tion, there are miscellaneous vastes produced. Most

generally, these materials are recovered and its economical

to do so, bu* there is a point that the concentration is solo.

that it doesn't pay to recover them and of course there

is a very low level of radioactivity associated with that.

Now, up until the time the fuel was introduced into the

reactor where it fissions and produces electricity - produces

heat which produces electricity - most of the radioactive

vastes that are produced are very low level .d by low level.

I'm talking about you can - they don't need to be shielded

when they're packaged; you can go up and handle them without

the benefit of any remote equipment. Yoa can do this with

a hands on basis. However, af ter the fuel has been in the

reactor an aver ge of three or four years, it is highly

radioactive primarily because it contains what we call fission

products. It's the product in the splitting of the atom

that causes the heat to be produced. The - at this point in

time, there are several thirgs that can be done with that

spent fuel. First of all, one must remember it contains

significant quantities of unburned uranium and by-product

plutonium which in itself can be used as a fuel and it also

contains these fi.ssion products in a relatively dispured
,

fo rm. The fission products make up about three percent of

the weight of the fuel and this is the highly radioactive

Portion of it. Now, prior to 1977, it was always considered
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by t a government and by the nuclear industry and the

utilitten taeluded in that that one would in order to

conserve an energy resource as much as possible would

recover this uranium and plutonium through a process

known as re-processing and re-use that unburned uranium

and by-product plutonium in the fuel to the reactor.

It has prodigious benefits. It reduces the amount of

frache uranium raw material required to fuel the reactor

by about 60 percent and it reduces the enrichment require-

ments of the reactor by abouc 35-40 percent on an annual

basis, so there's a big conservation of resources that

can be accomplished by re-processing. However, on

April 7,1977, President Carter announced a national policy

under which there would be no more re-processing in the

United States and this was held out as an example to the

world to follow through and not re-process as well until

such time as the World Community of Nations got their Non-

Proliferational Weapons Act together. It has been since

1954 that we had the Atoms Peace Program and there hasn't

been a lot of diplomatic progress in getting warranted

performance of various nations that they would proliferate

nuclear weapons, so President Carter felt that by not re-

processing then this would cause other people not to re-

process and particularly people like Pakistan and Iraq and

Iran and places that are highly sensitive, however, this

didn't work. The only people that didn't re-process was

the United States and of course we were really concerned

about the United States proliferating the nuclear weapons

since we already were a nuclear weapons state. However,

what it did do was cause the spent fuel coming out of the

reactors to be considered as a waste material and it had

to be dealt with from a disposal standpoint, so when we

talk about waste coming out of the nuclear power plant '

f rom the spent fuel, we have to think in terms of two dif-

ferent kinds of waste - the spent fuel itself which might

be a waste depending on what the prevailing political or

national policy is and on the other hand, it might be a

concentrated fission reoduct wast. resulting from re-

Processing. The Department of Energy recognizing this

- _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -_ ._ ._ ._ _____
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dil emma cast their program for the developmer t of

repositories or disposal techniques towards being

able to handle either one and then as this policy

as would change from one to another and hopefully

.

it doesn't, they would be able to accomodate the

vastes in either form. Now, of all fuel cycle

vaster, the most serious ones are the spent fuel

or the 're-processing high level solidified wastes.

They're very highly radioactive and their danger

stems from two specific properties. Number one,

they contain strongermancesium which are the fission

products which are highly radioactive and have what

we call a half-life of around 30 years. Now, this

means that these will decay to a relatively inoculous

level of radioactivity in about 500-600 years then

they 're gone, but then there's another material con-

tained in this spent fuel and to a lesser extent in

the re-processing waste and that is plutonium -

by-product plutonium - and it has a very long half-life

of 2* ,'J00 years so you can't expect much decay f rom

that material. How much of this material is there going

to be around? Well, currently the Department of Energy

and the Energy Information Administration is projecting

about 180 gigowatts of nuclear electricity in the year

2000. That's the same as 181,000 megovatt electric

nuclear powered plants. The solid - the eye level

solid wastes that will result f rom the re-processing

from this is about 216,000 cubic feet. That is - if

stacked in one stack - one cube - it would measure 60

feet on the side. It amounts to approximate y 81 cubic

feet per 1,000 megovatt reactor per year - something

relatively manageable - it would fit under the table
.

here. It's a relatively low volume. All of the vastes

generated through the year 2000 by the United States

economy and nuclear power may be stacked in one room

60 feet (inaudible). If it's spent fuel, it's larger,

because spent fuel isn't as concentrated a waste form.

It's 103 feet (inaudible), but you can get an idea that

_ _____-_ _
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this is not a proliferation of a large quantity of

garbage. It's a relatively nanageable quantity. Now,

you can't stack it all in one stack because it gives

of f a good deal of heat and when it's stored, it has

to be stoted and separated out so the heat can be

dissapated, especially during the early years. Now,

the heat and radioactivity both decay with time. As

I said, there is a period by the time you get to

500-600 years that you can now go up and touch the

material again and it will not be any longer - any more

than warm, so the danger does diminish with time. It was

obvious that the material has to be isolated from the

biosphere for a long period of time, probably at least

that period of time and possibly longer. Generally, we

think in the neighborhood of a thousand years that you

want to have assurance that you can isolate the material

from the biosphere. This can be accomplished by any one

of a number of dif ferent methods. Number one, it can

be accomplished by engineered storage where you have

people monitoring an engineered storage facility above

ground. It can be accomplished in deep geologic formation,

such as in salt, in the salt which is a lava flow - tuff,

which is another lava flov, shale, granite. The Swedish

people are looking strongly at granite as a method; the

French the same. The Germans are looking at salt. There's

a - each one of these are being considered seriously
'

depending upon the availability of the deposits in the

individual ccuntries. There have been in this era of ana-

lyzing your alternatives numerous studies done on alterna-

tive methods. There has been looking at putting the material

in tictonic plates in the ocean floor - in polar ice caps.

There was even suggestion which was followed up on very

carefully about the prospect of launching these materials ~

a

to the sun. This - a good deal of study was done in con-

nection with that. Also, they looked into the prospect of

transmutating these vastes with fusion reactors, but we're

a ways away from having a viable fusion reactor, so I don't

really believe we can take that one too seriously. At the
j

l
1

.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -J
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. present t'ine, the majority' of the informed technical ~

opinion believes that geologic disposal and deep salt

mines or hard rock mines could be a satisfactory method

- of disposal. Now, what are we trying to accomplish
'

in this isolation? We're trying to accomplish just that.

Isolation. We don't want any of the material to dissolve

out and get into the ground water. It has been generally
. - .-

determined that flowing ground water would be prcbably

the tumber one mechanism of causing the transport of -

radioneuclides to the biosphere, and so what- is done

here is the number of engineered barriers are developed

in order to minimize the opportunity for any such trans-

port. For example, the form of the was.e itself - if it's-

spent fuel, its an insoluble ceramic oxide. That's number

one. It has a cladding on it. That's number two. It will

have a stabilizer placed around it that will be contained

in the canister and the canister will be placed inside -

another stabilizer and it will be inside a sleeve that is
,

totally sealed in the repository floor, so right there

there's a number of barriers to release the material.

First, it's not soluble and yet there's not a way for

the water to get to it to dissolve it if it were soluble.

There is an absence of flowing ground water - it's what

one looks for so you don't have the transport mechanism
i
i to begin with. That means that if you look at the dis-

cance to the biosphere, obviously you don't locate ita

1
*

where there can be some short-circuiting to (inaudible)

some other source of water that will ultimately reach

the surface. And then there's another very nique property

of these fission products and plutonium and (inaudible)

and that is that they have what we call an ion exchange

property where they will preferentially exchange with
.

other elements from rocks and minerals. For example,

plutonium replaces calcium and calcium carbonate very

nicely and they stay with it, so that means that you

don't get much migration. If you have flowing ground

water, you get the plutonium exchanging off onto the

rock and the calcium being transported in the ground
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water and this was demonstrated very spectacularly and

a discover was made in 1972 In French West Africa where

the French government found that one of their uranium

mLnes had actually been the scene of a natural uranium

reactor some long time ago - one 1,800 million years ago -

in that neighborhood, and what the number of people from

the International Atomic Energy Agency converged on this

'

location to study the outcome of this because it was going

to be very interesting to determine how much migration

of fission products and plutonium and other contaminants

contained in the vaste - how far do they go away from

the main body of the reactor and it was determined that

there was a great deal of heat generated; a great deal of

energy produced by this natural uranium reactor over a

period of time and operated on and off, they determined

over a period of 500,000 years and actually produced the

power equivalent of 15 1,000 megawatt electric reactors

operating for a year, so its a significant amount of

fission products that plutonium and trangetanium elements

were produced. They found that the trangeranium elements

and plutonium did not migrate at all from the ore _ body.

It was held within the ore body itself, and that the

fission products - some of the fission products migrated

several feet away and that was the extent of it. Now,

keep in mind, this was truly a demonstration of union

exchange properties of these materials and how they con-

stitute a major barrier to the transport of the materials

out of geologic formations and this was also at the sur-

face or near surface of the earth - not 2,000 feet below

as they currently contemplated for geologic disposal

facilities. With respect to the toxicity of the wastes,

it has been determined that as time goes on that the
.

composite toxicity of the vaste decreases of this type

of waste. Its been determined that wi- in 500-600 years,

the toxicity drops below that of the a ' rom which

it originally came and within a thousand years it drops

below that of lead ore, mercury ore, salinium ore,

chromium ores and many others. Now, the toxicity doesn't

drop as fast in connection with spent fuel when spent fuel
_ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ . _ _ _ _
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is a vaste form because it has.more plutonium in it,

but for re-processing waste it has very little plutonium
4

in it. It does drop very fast. But of the cost of

disposal .the cost of disposal is currently estimated '

*

at about one to one and a half mil per kilowatt hour.

.Now,' that is based - that is a pretty conservative estimate

of the cost of disposal in these vastes. The government
*has done a recent study which has' been based on the,

assumption that they would go out and actually mine four., ,

different locations and set up all of the capital equip-

'

. ment necessary to use four different locations and af ter

they finally did all of their tunneling and everything,

they would decide on only;using one. This is a kin to -
,

going out and buying four cars that you like and only
,

using one of them. That's a very expensive way to go,

, but this number includes the allowance for that. It
d ,

also includes an allowance of 4 billion dollars for .

,

research and development in connection with these facili-
t

ties. It includes a packaging facility - three packaging

facilities before the year 2010 at 460 million dollars

each in 1980 dollars and the repositories themselves at

980 million dollars each, plus all of the operating costs

that are tended with them and plusstbe. cost of .the,

packaging. Actually, what they do is in this area they

build three times as many facilitt s as they really need,
!

| and then the ones they do use, they only use them halfway,
.

! -- so the one to one and a half mil per kilowatt hour is

j still a pretty conservative figure. There are - a number

i
is frequently mentioned that there are many - that the

technical problems may be under control; you can bound

your uncertainties and your lack of knowledge by engin-

' eering conservatism which is what is being done, but the
,

critics frequently say hat you haven't solved the in-

stitutional problems. The institutional problems being

dtings like having a regulatory framework for monitoring

the performance of these facilities for satisfying the

requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act;
.

! for establishing the role of states ani local govern-

ments in connection with c:a signing of these types of

.,. - - . - . , _ . . _ _ . _ . . _ ., . - _ . - _ _ _ ._ ,_m._... ,,, . . , _ , . . . . _ . . , _ . _ . . _ . _ . . _ _ _ . , ..
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; facilities. For attaining e.ongressional authorization.

for obtaining the necessary financing, and for estab-

lishing a project management organization to actually -
.

implement this and I must say that if you.look at

the schedule of how it slipped over the last number< .

of years you can understand why sometinea people do

quescion whether or not the Department of Energy or

the Federal Government in general is capable of meeting -,

*

any schedule. Well, the Department of Energy and the
,

Federal Government in general has been addressing these

institutional issues and time doesn't permit me to tell
.

you W at specifically they're doing, but I can identify it'

to you if you want to ask it to me separately. The -

I think that the best presentation of the status of the,

vaste management activity in the United States is set

forth in this document which was prepared by the Department

of Energy during the period of December,1979 to April,

1980 in which was submitted in connection with a hearing

that is still going on on vaste management before the
.

. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I have a copy here and

I would be happy to give it to the committee for their
J

. study. This really sets forth a composite position of

t.
the Department of Energy with respect to its technical

and its institutional prograns including the meeting of

| (inaudible). I think it will be an ideal ocument - it
I

| summarizes everything that you need to know. I have

| another document here which is called "THE DISPOSAL OF
|

[
RADIOACTIVE WASTE MATERIALS" which I've prepared whie5

|

| is a premier on the radioactive vaste materials which
|

| may clarify some of my mumblings here today. I hope it
t

! will. I think if that's the extent of my testimony, I

will be happy to take any questions if you have any,

Mr. Chairman."
_

! REP. SOUR: " Representative Kimball."
i

REP. KIMBALL: "Mr. Johnson, would you say that as far as storage of,

l
, the waste generated by nuclear plants is still in the
|

| experimental stage?"
i

MR. JOHNSON: "The storage of wastes - of spent fuel - has been prac-
!

L

l
_ _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ . . __ _ _-
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ticed for over 35 years in the United States and

aboard in relatively large quantities. For example,

every nuclear power reactor has an ability to store

spent fuel that is discharged from the reactor."

REP. KLKBALL: "How long can they store it on site?"

MR. JOHNSON: "How long can they store it on site? They can store

it for the life of the plant."

REP. KIMBALL: "And what's the life of the plant?"

MR. JOHNSON: "4 years. There's no reason you couldn't store it

for longer."

REP. KIMBALL: "But then what happens?"

MR. JOHNSON: "Well "

REP. KIMBALL: "Does the life of the fuel is - what vaste is anywhere

from 500 to 20,000 years "

MR. JOHNS 0'I: "That's where the deep geological repository comes into

place."

REP. KIMBALL: "Has that been acceptable so far to the industries?"

}R. JOHNSON: "No. Well, the deep geological - it perceives it not

to be needed in any great quantities. Right now we

have a total of 8,300 tons of spent fuel in all power

plants in the United States generated from the beginning -

from the very beginning of the program back in the 50's."

REP. KIMBALL: "Where is this being stored?"

MR. JOHNSON: "This is being stored at the reactors primarily. Some is

being stored at three other plants that were re-processing

plants before the moritorium on re-processing occurred.

Some of the fuel was re-processed, but we have a total of

about 8,300 tons existing right now. By the year 2000,

growing to 180 gigowatts a nuclear economy, by that time

we'll have approximately 72,000. Allright, you see now,

by the time a repository - a geolocial repository designed

to hold about 100,000 tons, so the delay in implementing

the repository has been due in large part to the fact that

it really wasn't needed. It certainly wasn't needed prior

to now, or prior to 1985 or so and the current schedule

talks about the first repository comina on line in the

year 1947 and one repository every three years thereaf ter

(inaudible) we have three repositories - operating reposi-
{

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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tories, but for the noment, its being stored at the 4
,

reactors. Many reactors have re-racked their plant

basins to be able to accomrodate 10 to 15 years

storage capabilities."

FIP. KIMBALL: "But the Department of Energy is experimenting with

possibilities as far as off-site disposal. Is that

co rrect?"

F2. JOHNSON: "Oh yes. It's a pro 3 ram of 250 million dollars a year

in research and development and engineering is being

spent right now by the Department of Energy en:the -

geological repository program and as I said earlier

in my testimony, they expect that between 1980 and 1997

when the first repository comes on line to have spent

4 plus billion dollars on research and development in-

cluding engineering develop =ent associated with specific

sites."

REP. KI23ALL: "TJell, I know they've been experimenting - looking into

the possible storage in salt domes in Louisiana for in-

stance."

MR. JCl!NSCN: "Right."

REP. KDSALL: "Also, I visited the ureury facility and it was my

summation when I visited that f acility that it was still

not concrete. In another words, whether or not that was

the place to put it and they told me they had something -

I forgot how many thousands of spent fuel lodged - that

were on site that needed a place to go to and still no

place acceptable at the time, which is a grave concern

to me because I don't plan on being here 500 years frem

now."

25t. JCHNSON: "In 1974-1976 - in that era - the re-processing was going

to go on and re-processing plants were starting to coce

on line, so the utility companies generally (inaudible)

capacity to hold two years of discharges plus a full fore

discharge for emergency purposes and so then when it cane

along that there was a delay in re-processing plants

going on screen, that created a need for additional storage

and then when the President said we're not going to have

any re-processing and he said we're now going to re-orient

_ _ _ _ - - _ - _
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our program for disposal of spent fuel, then the

utilities are sitting high and dry and they have

to expand their storage basins at the plant until

such time as they could directly dispose of it.

Now, we have a situation where re-processing might

be permitted again, but the point is "

REP. K1MBALL: "I want to refer to se-** thing on the line of leading

up to breeder reactors."

MR. JOHNSON: ''There is a relationship, yes."

REP. KIMBALL: "It's not mandatorily "

MR. JOHNSON: "Right . You have to have re-processing if you Lave

a breeder reactor, but re-processing is justified

without the breeder reactor."

REP. SOUR: " Representative Chaisson."

REP. CHAISSON: ''Thank you for your enlightening testimony. Just a

few questions. I see you were formerly the vice-

president of the only United States fuel re-processing

plant. I assume that the company went out of business."

MR. JOHNSON: "It was the only commercial re-processing plant."

REP. CHAISSON: "I take it that you're talking about perhaps a new

national policy of re-processing as proposed by the

Reagar administration."

MR. JOHNSON: "That 's co rrect."

REP. CHAISSON: "One question. Is it being planned at the prese tt time

to - if you have to re-process fuel, you have to get to

it at one time because you need it, can you do both?

In another words, can you isolate it and store it to

keep it away from the people and then have the ability

to still go down and get it so you can get what you need

out of it?"

MR. JOHNSON: "The answer to that is yes you can, but it's not a very

cost ef fective thing to do. Ideally, if you're going

to re-process - well, not ideally - absolutely, if you

kncw you're going to re-process, then you store the spent

fuel either in water basins or in some dry storage with

a protected environment. You can store it indefinitely

above ground in that fashion. I wouldn't commit it to

a salt mine or a granite mine and have to go to the expense
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of not only creating a mine, but going back down and

getting it. It would be terribly expensive, where

otherwise you could just keep it on the surface like

it has been for the last 35 years."

REP. CHAISSON: "One question I have with respect to the natural reactor

(inaudible) . Do you know what was reported with respect

to the effect on (inaudible) in that area?"
NR. JCHNSON: "No, I don't have any information on that. The only -

that's a long time ago. You really have to - I presume

they're dead by natural or other natural causes, but

most of the work was done by analysis of decay products

of these materials. See, the way they discovered it was

that they took some uranium into their enrichment plant

and (inaudible) plants and found out it was what we call

depleted uranium, lower than normal uranium 235 content,

so they thought there had been a contamination problem

at the plant and they kept going around - no, they didn't

find it there, so then they go back to the mine and start

to analyze and they found out that that was lower than

natural uranium in the mine itself, and so then that's

when the international study began to analyze all of the -

particularly the fission products and the migration of

the components away from the deposit and found little."

REP. CHAISSON: 'Thank you."

REP. SOUR: " Representative Accardo."

REP. ACCARDO: "I understand that before that natural reactor they used

to be monkeys there, and people developed after that,

and we're a product of all that. I'm sure you said it,

but if we evolved into a national policy of re-processing

waste material with nuclear waste, what factor will the

total volume be reduced to and therefore how much less

storage will we have to have?"

KR. JOHNSON: "Of the high level waste that one has ta space out because

of the heat generation which costs the biggest amount of

money and require,s the most attention, you have a change

of about a factor of five less."
REP. ACCARDO: "So re-processing would mean that we would have to have

20 percent of the total storage area a's opposed to not
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having a re-processing policy."

MR. JOHNSON: "It will be less. The whole thing depends upon how

long you want to store the material before you commit

it into the ground. The Swedish people are planning

to store it above ground for 50 years and then replace

it, and by doing this, they get a lot of the heat

decayings out of it, and so there heat management in

the repository is simplified. They can put them closer

together and use the smaller lines."

REP. ACCARDO: "Do the western Europeans countries have a re-processing

policy or in London and France?"

MR. JOIDSON: "Yes, they're all re-process. In fact. England and France

re-process under contract to four other countries.

LaHog is a commercial plant on the (inaudible) Penninsula

and Windscale in England, and the Japanese have a 200 ton

plant operating at Tokimura, Japan and they're in the

process of building another plant *.here in Japan. The

Cermans had a small re-processing near Carlsboro and

they're planning and designing a larger re-processing

plant at the present time. The French plan another plant.

There is a plant in (inaudible), Belgium of about 100
'

tons a year capacity. There's quite a few already ex-

is t ing. "

R6P. SOUR: " Representative Chaisson wants another s".te at the apple."

REP. CHAISSON: "How long would it take us to get prepared to re-process

the wastes that we have in this country?"

MR. JOHNSON: "8,300 tons would require - the Allied General Nuclear

Services Re-Processing Plant at (inaudible), South Carolina

having the capability when its completed - they stopped

building it when the President moritorium notf ee came out -

but it could probably cover the backlog in about 4 years."

REP. CHAISSON: "That 's j ust one plant."

MR. JOHNSON: "There have been a number of designs on the boards by

the government for larger re-processing plants. They have

had larger re-processing plants for military fuels that

would cover ten times the capacity of these commercial

plants, but there's no demand for them because there isn't

that much fuel. I was in the buainess and I really know
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that we went out and had to scrounge for every piece -

of fuel that was available in the United States and

' Italy and every place else in order to even keep -

- make a break even proposition out of it. There has

not been that much fuel."

REP. SOUR: "Any other questions? ' Representative LeBleu."

REP. LEBLEU: "You mentioned the buying aspects of it. I'm not

- that familiar with any of the process. I just wonder -

are .those mines open-pit mines or : "

MR. JOICISON: '*Ihere's two kinds. There's deep mines and some open 1
!

pit."

REP. LEBLEU: "And those are primarily in the Western States?"

MR. JolciSON: "Yes, sir."

REP. LEBLEU: "You mentioned something about the presence of uranium v

and cw ' deposits?"

MR. JOHNSON: "I didn't mention that, bnt that's true."

REP. LEBLEU: "Allright. Do those occur in the Eastern coal deposits

as well?"
.

MR. JOHNSON: "I believe they do. There's a little bit." '
REP. LEBLEU: "What I was really wanting to determine was the people

who are actually engaged in the mining process and the

other procedures in the uranium where it can be used

as a fuel, are they shielded in any way from "

MR. JOHNSON: "No, there's no shielding up until the fuel is actually

used in the reactor and comes out - af ter its had its

! residence time in the reactor. There's no shielding back

there, not as long as the fuel is being manufactured,

; it's a hands on thing when the enriching process is being

|. done - when the conversion process - when the ore is being

processed, that is strictly a hands on thing. No shielding.

i
Your biggest concern in those cases are airborne radioactive

material; dust particles that blow up that vould be res-

pirable and you monitor that very carefully."
'

*
REP. LEBLEU: "In another words then, there are no figures or statistics

to indicate that people have been engaged in all the processes

up to that point of where illness factors and people who

need another occupation?"

MR. JoltiSON: '*Ihe only thing in sone of.the , deep. mines _that they.'re were

, i
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~ some problems early on because'when they dig down in a

~

deep.nine and the/ open up uranium deposits, there is

radon gas that's in the mine and there was some dela- :

,tarious health effects th.st our next speaker can maybe .

say something about that they required a better ventilation?

system in one of the mines, but that's the only thing .

.that I'm aware of."

REP. LEBLEU: "Maybe I'm wrong, but I think the greatest concern

that people now have is from the radiation from the waste.

' Is that correct, Joel,or is that just one of the concerns?"

MR. LANDRY: "Ihat's certainly one of the things - one of the catas- -

trophic type things (inaudible)."

REP. LEBLEU "One of the few questions that I have when we went down

to . (inaudible) how were they planning to dispose of the '

wastes and the gentlemen said well, we're just going to

through it on site and I suppose that that's in .the

water as you mentioned. That would be good for maybe - ,

15 years."

MR. JOHNSON: "I believe it's good for a good deal longer than that.

I think you can store under water for as long as you want

to' store.it, in fact, I'm talking about hundreds of. years.

There has been no degradation mechanism identified in

corrosion studies conducted over the last 35 years tra

indicate that you couldn't store between 50 and 100 years

for sure without loss of some containment and then ".dher

you can also encapsulate the material and re-encapsulate

it over and over again so there's no reason you can't do

that. That may not be the most desirable thing economic-

ally, but you can do it."

REP. LEBLEU: "I think Mr. Lester's here and I think that what he was

saying was that the present facilit'ies have the capacity

for the next 13-15 (lnaudible) - not the length of time

you can keep it, but just physical "
.

MR. JOHNSON: "Allright, well I had that confused. Allright, thank

you sir.

REP. SOUR: " Senator Landry."

MR. LANDRY: "I have two questions, Mr. Johnson. You made a reference

,
to the cost - you gave a figure fusofar as the cost of
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dis; iing of radioactive vaste. What was .hatifigure

and where di4 . you get that from?"
~

MR. JOHNSON: "O.K. The figure was one to one and a half mil per

kilowatt hours and it's based on a slight modification

to a document referred to as DOE /SR0006 Fr the Depart-

ment 'of Energy printed in October of 1980 where they

- analyzed the cost of a spent fuel storage and disposal

system under a scenarial,of the rising of spent fuel

in quantities and they came to the conclusion that
e

the disposal system would cost $234 per kilogram of

spent fuel per kilogran of uranium contained in the

spent fuel. Now, that was a very conservative system.

As I said, it involved three repositories that were

never more than half used and it involved four billion

dollars worth of research and development being spent.

Now, 234 - to that I added money for transportation of ~

the spent fuel from the reactor to the disposal site ,

and also an allowance in there for at reactor storage

for the interim period and I came up with about $300 a

kilogram. Now, there are 27,00G kilogranis in a typical

pressurized water reactor discharged every year and so

that figures out to be about $8,100,000,000 a year for
9

a reactor and dividing that by 6.132 X 10 kilowatt

hours, I got between one mil and one and a half mil

per kilowatt hours."

MR. LANDRY: "Thank you. I think you lost me at the second time.

The other question I've got - in reference to re-processing

the nuclear wastes with a re-processing plant - what are

the risks if you can tell us with the re-processing plant

and also the - if there are any risks - and also in re-

ference to the transportation of the nuclear wastes from

~

the reactor to the re-processing plant?"

MR. JOHNSON: '%' ell, let me take the last part of the question first if

I might. The transportation I consider a very low level

of risk. The material is transported in containers which

are approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and/or

the Department of Transportation depending on what they're

shippir g. In the case of spent fuel, it's approved by the

Nuclear Regulatory Comission."

.
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HR. LANDRY: ' "How would it be transported?"

HR. JOHNSON: - "It would be transported in a cask - a lead cask --

-which would provide about six to'eight inches of lead .
~

shielding around the fuel and then a casing of steel

around that and then generally they have upper and

lower impact limiters so that if it gets in a wreck,

the impact is cushioned. . There were a number of tests

run out of San (inaudible) in Alburquerque, New Mexico -
.

where they had the jet sleds available and they would

propel these. trucks on a jet sled who were carrying a

cask into a barrier - 1,800 ton barrier - and at 60

miles an hour - they did one test at 60 miles an hour;

one test at 80 eles an hour and to determine whether
.

. there was any loss of containment or loss of shielding

in a wredt of that magnitude, they found that none on

these. So, to answer the question that! is f requently

posed, what if you're cask stalls while it's on a .

railroad crossing? - So the next thing they did is they

put a engine with eight jet engines on the back of it

and propelled it into one of these casks from the side

parked on a railroad crossing. This was about at 80

miles an hour, and they otun't lose the containment or

shielding. In fact, they could even use the cask over

again in one instance, and tnen they propelled a rail-

road cask into the same barrier at 811/2 miles an hour,

and so they were designed to be able to withstand this

kind of thing, so it's not surprising to the people that

were involved in the designing the cask that they did

withstand that, but of course the proof of the principles

(inaudible) and that was certainly the (inaudible)."

MR. LANDRY: '*Tell, did they try a jet crashing into it?",

MR. JOHNSON: "Well, no, they didn't try a jet, but it's the same

impact in effect. They did pick some up and drop them
~

from a helicopter 2,000 feet and the biggest thing they

found out about it falling into the floor of the desert

that they sometime- had difficulty finding it because

they would disappear below the surf ace, but no, I feel

very cenfident about the design and testing of the spent

fuel transport cask. There's a lot of money spent 'in

m _ , -
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them. A real cask, for example, which veights about

100 tons will cost about 6 million dollars to b sild

and to test and another million dollars to license

and really, if you look at the raw materials and the

machining and what not, it shouldn't really cost

more than a million and a half, but the other is the

added quality assurance and testing work is perforred

on it. With respect to he second part of your

question on re-processing, I have no problem with

re-process in g. A number of people probably would

disagree with me, but it's because I worked in a re-

processing plant, and I guess when you have the fa-

miliarity with what goes on in the re-processing plant,

you're not nea.ly as much coe erned as when you're

standing on the outside vendering what's going on inside."

MR. LANDRY: "What standards - and I know that building a nuclear

reactor, the standards are very hard and are quite dif-

ferent f rom a regular chemica? processing plant. Are

the re-processing plants to the same standards as the

nuclear reactors?"

MR. JOl'NSON: "Very similar, and the only one as far as quality assurance

monitoring and things of that nature are concerned, you

have to understand one thing, and there is a big dif-

farence between a reactor and a re-processing plant. A

reacto- is a big energy machine. It's an active system

whereas a re-processing plant is a relatively passive

system. It's not turning out a lot of energy. Its not

got a large driving force as same as a reactor. Now,

we feel that the regulatory authorities frequently try

to impose the reactor standards even on spent fuel

storage - something that is absolutely benign as storing

the spent fuel - that they try to establish reactor

standards on it and we constantly are in disagreement with

them in that respect, because we feel they don't recognize

the dif feren ,e, but there is a big difference between

them."

REP. SOUR: "Thank you sir. We appr'eciate your presentation. Proceed,

Mr. Stelly."
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MR. STELLY: "Mr. Chairman, another subject of interest to the com-

mittee and one that's been around what was for quite

scoe rime was the subject of medical ef fects of radiation

and to talk on this subject is Dr. James T. Brennan.

Dr. Brennan is the Presider,t of Pedical Counseltation

Corporation and the Director of the R&31ation Management

Corporation. He vai formerly a professor of research

radiology at the University of Pennsylvania, School of

Medicine and remains a consultant to the Department of

Radiation Therapy. He's had more than 30 years experience

in the study of radiation hazards, radiation therapy,

and radiation protection. He is a member of the National

Ccuncil of Radiation Protection and Mcasurement and a

consultant to the International Commission on Radiation

Units and Measurements. Dr. Brennan received his BA

degree from the University of Illinois and his MD degree

f rom the University of Minnesota. He completed his

re ,1dency in radiology at the Walter Reed Army Hospital

and was subsequently certified by the American Board of

Radiology. Dr. Brennan."

OR. BRD; NAN: "Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to use three slides

for the projector - not right now but in the middle."

REP. SOUR: " Proceed whenever you're ready."

DR. BRENNAN: "Mr. Chairman, I have been in the business of talking

about my own qualifications as basically a modest person.

It has been mentioned about my working with radiation

a roblems since 1947. That's 34 years. I started out

at the Hamper Plsoit. I was still in tha Army Medical

Service at that time and I was assigned to the plant to

study the medical problems (inaudible) the manufacture

and distribution of plutonium. The following four years -

1948-1952 - I was in Los Altos Laboraties in New Mexico.

There we divided our time - the medical group divided our
.

time between weapons tests and we would talk (inaudible).

We have time at the laboratory (inaudible) using the

various machince there for biological experirents and-

the effects of radiation. 1952-1957, I was at Walter

Reed Hospital. There I was involved in the use of ra-
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diation to treat cancer patiects. This, as you know,

'

is one of the paradoxes - radiation can both cause and

cure cancer. One way or another, I've been doing my

entire career with radiation one way or the other. From

1957-1960 I was assigned in Europe as consultant to a

theatre surgeon advising NATO nations on the radiation

problems associated with nuclear weapons, particularly

(inaudible) and injuries from fallout in the evacuation

of troops and civilians in the event of nuclear war in

Europe. In 1961. I became the first director of the

Armed Forces (inaudible) Research Institute, which is

primarily involved with radiation problems associated

with weapons. I (inaudible) f rom the Army in 1966,

and came to the University of Pennsylvania as the

(inaudible) professor of research radiology in the

radiology department there. I stayed at Penn 12 years -

from 1966-1979 in the professorship. My principal

occupation at that time was the application of neutrons

to the treattere of cancer, that is substituting neutrons

instead of x-rays. In 1978, I retired from the University

and I'm now a Meritist Professor in t,Te Radiation Therapy

Department. Since retiring, I've become more involved

in radiation hazard work which has always been part of

the picture and I've long been associated with the Ra-

diation Management Corporation and I am now on contract

to them - the RMC - the Radiation !!anagement Corporation

(inaudible) either curative or as a hazard. I totaled

up last year the number of radiation incidents, accidente;

and what not that I've been involved in, and it came out
I to be 34 incidents, accidents or trials in 34 years, so

that's not terribly (inaudible). One of the accidents

that I was involved in was at TMI and that came about

because of the (inaudible) of the Radiation Management -

Corporation for whom I'm on contract. One of the plants

for which I am seeing is and has been the medical backup

of TMI and we have been up there on annual drills and so

forth. When the accident happened, they activated our

alarm system and I was involved in that way. That was

b
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the worst nuclear power plant accident to date and

it might be a useful thing to look at the business

before d21s committee in terms of that accident, at

least to look at the medical aspects of your problem

in terat of the TMI accident because it's concrete -

it's real 61 I can talk about it first hand at least

from the first hand days. In the alert of the medical

support system which the University of Pennsylvania

has a backup, we have a list of 11 people who are

critical team members and get called whenever there is

a drill or a real accident. The first call from TMI

went out at 7:00 on the morning of March 28, 1970, and

our system uses tl (inaudible) of Philadelphia Electric

Company because that's a good 24-hour wide awake office.

He went down the list of 11 people and he happened to

get to me first and it was 7:14 a.m. when he called me

and he put me on the phone with cne of the operators,

so I was the first one in Philadelphia to know that there

was trouble, but it didn't look like big trouble at thac

time. The operator came on and I asked him what was the

matter, and he said I think we have trouble with the

fuel element, which was the understatement of the year,

so he told me what he knew and I asked him is anybody

hurt and he said no, so I asked him if there was any

radioactivity loose and he said no. I said, do you

want the medical team and he said no. I was talking

from Philadelphia. I live on Chester Hill on this side

of Philadelphia, so I debated what to do because the

RMC of fice was 14 miles the wrong way back down to

, Philadelphia, so I hung around home in northwest Phila-
|

delphia thinking if I had to go up there, there was no

use going the other way first, but by 11:00, they still

didn't want any medical help so I went on down in
.

Philadelphia to the RMC office. By that time, they were

calling for laboratory help. They had all kinds of

samples to count and their own laboraties - their own

counters - were inoperable because of the high background

of the radiation field they're in and it was not until
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the third day, on Friday, that I went up there and

that was not because they said they needed me, it

was just for my own curiousity - I couldn't stay

away - but I stayed there up to the next day and

!ical load I took care of was really negligible.

fourth day. I sas called out to the observation

4tich is directly across the alley from the

and they had three men who had gone in to gets...

a hot sample and they had gone over their prescribed

dose as they exceeded 3,000 mil (inaudible) a quarter

and one of them they said was getting very nervous

and they wanted me to talk to him, so I went up again

to one of those trailers and I got him by himself and

talked to him and he was a very fine young man - I

liked him quite a bit - but his situation was that he

had gone in and got this sample and exceeded the (in-

audible) and they couldn't get all of it off and he

was getting pressure from various sorts of people and

his name got in the New York Times as part of the in-

cident for the news and he was beginning to get scared -

to get scared about radiation although he was a varied

worker. I talked to him about a half an hour. I finally

realized that this was (inaudible). This kid had - first

of all, he was working night shif t; he was only working

night shif t, not days, and for that reason he was getting

lbusy food - a sandwich here and a sandwich there and

working 14 hours a night. Secondly, he was scared and

finally I found out that he wasn't getting any sleep

| because he was trying to sleep at home in the daytime

and his wife counted up to 50 phone calls a day, so there

you have it. The old time fatigue (inaudible). He was

short of sleep, lousy food, and he was :: cared, so this was

hardly a medical or surgical problem, but the only thing

I figured I could do was to do something about his (in-

audible), so I talked to maaagement of TMI - I went to

the phone company and I had his phone number changed and

I met him two days later and he had two good days sleep,

and he was a lot better and that was medical crisis number

The second one was on Saturday or early Sunday morningone.
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about 1:00 a.m. when I got called out to the island

because there were nine men whose quarterly physical

exam had expired. If you use respiratory apparatus,

under their rules, you have to have a physical - a

check-up - every two months and they had expired and

figured it was easy to bring me out there than to

bring nine men into town, so I went out to the island

early Sunday morning. I was the first doctor and the

first medical person to go on the island because they

usually didn't have any medical problems, so I went

out and did nine nornal chests and assigned (inaudible)

and that was the total medical work load for the whole

TMI incident as far as the is land plant and the (inaudible)

was concerned. I emphasize this because if we're going

to look at TMI as an example of what can happen - kind of

use it as a benchmark - then that was the benchmark for

stat was going on at the plant and what was going on at

nearby areas. Now, I talked about these men receiving a

certain amount - they exceeded the hazardous to (inaudible)

was a 441 hundred milligram in that quarter. He already

had some with the accident. He went over the 3,000 and

three other men were over the quarterly allowance for

that quarter. I think Obe problem in evaluating, see.

in what you gentlemen are fixing to do about a nuclear
.

power plant, is one of the prospective and evaluation

of relative risks, and so how do you convey easily and

quickly the relative risks of analyzing radiation 7 The

best way I've ever found is to talk about a very important

subject, namely natural background radiation and the ra-

diation that's here around us and that's always been here

from (inaudible). It's the same kind of radiation; it

causes all of the same kinds of late ef fects that we're

talking about here was industrial radiation problems and -

medical radiation problems. The principle fact about it

is that it has always been here. This is where I'd like

ti show the three slides - the three slides about natural

background. Natural background has various conponents

coming from different places. On the top of that slide
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we have cosmic radiation, 35 milligram per year.

(inaudible) natural background radiation. The unit

is milligram per year and we'll stick to the one

unit milligram. Cosmic radiation comes from 35

milligram a year of on the average of pecple in the

United States. Housing - 34 milligram - if you live

in a wooden house, it's about half of that. It comes

.

from the gamma rays from the uranium and thorium in

the building raterials that they make the walls out

of. Coming up from the ground is 11 milligram of

ionizing radiation. Again, we have mostly uranium and

thorium in various (inaudible). The food you eat -

in a basket full of food - 25 milligram per year prin-

cipallv due to potassium 40. All potassium, wher*''er

it is, whether it's in a plant, an animal, in the ground,

all potassium contains a small anount of the isotope

potassium 40, which is radioactive and therefore is in

our food, is in our bodies, and is in all animals and

delivers a dose of about 25 milligram per year. (in-

audible) - 5 r,illigram per year - that's gamma only

from radon and thorium. The total is about 110. These

are the same radiations that have always been around.

Now, is this bad for you? Well, you can't prove it

isn't. It may be - it might be that this natural back-

ground causes as much as one percent of all the natural

cancer that is seen. So, it may be bad for you - we

can't prove that it is or it isn't. It also can be

argued that this natural background radiation is nec-

essary. It can be argued that this much radiation is

necessary in order to make the processes of natural

selection work and to make the process of evolution

work. Af ter all, these radiations have always been around.
.

In fact, you go back four or five billion years when

evolutionary processes first started with the slime

coming out of the seal, these radiations were five or

six times higher than they are now. So, they've always
i

been around, so what can you know about them is that you

can't live with them. It may be that their necessary
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to make the evolution (inaudible). You can't prove

it or disprove it. What do you know about it - the

(inatidible) is - that the species as it develops

(inaudible) mainly homosapiens, can live with this

much radiation and may not be a good idea to take

away the (inaudible), but you can't help it. O.K. -

the next slide - the important thing about natural

background radiation is it isn't the same everywhere

in the world. It varies over the surface of the

earth. Thus, we have an average independent coll in

PhiJ: Jelphia of (inaudible) 175 milligram per year.

V y? He's up higher. He has less atmospheric pro-2

taction, therefore his cosmic ray contribution is

greater. You get more of a sunburn up in the mountains

than you do down below. Over in the upper lef t hand

corner - Paris - 350 milligram per year. Why so high?

It's just what's in the rocks that thay make Paris

aid buildings out of. The lower lef t hand corner -

In lis - in one place (inaudible) is a high thorium

content; 1,500 milligram per year. Down on the bottom

aroimd the pyramids - 400 n1111 gram per year. In the

lower right hand corner, one crazy place is - there's

four or five of them on the east coast of South America -

13,000 milligram per year. TLis is all natural radi-

ation. This is how it varies over the surface of the

earth, but for comparison purposes and that is what we

want to get out of this, you want to compare the hazards

of a nuclear power plant or the hazards of a chest x-ray

or the hazards of a uranium milling process compared to

something you get your hands on and you've got to remember

one number - 100 milligrat ,.; year. If you remember that

and insist the people give you the relative risks in terms

of milligram per year, then you compare it with this for
-

which everyone has an intuitive feeling because it's same-

thing that's always been with us. Now, a variation in

the United States - next slide. The United States in re-

gard to natu cal background - don't bother with all the words

on there - just the three colored slide - the United States

breaks down into three large - three general areas - the

_ _ _ - - _ _
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green coastal areas are the lowest annual average.

They average about 75 milligram per year. The yellow

or intermediate - they go about 100 milligram per

year. The. highest are the mountain states - the Rocky

Mountains - the highest large town in the United States -

the highest (inaudible) rate is Denver which is 200

milligram pet year. 0.K. The number to remember -

100 milligram per year - average. 100-200 milligram

per year in Denver is tha highest average in the United

States. Now, what I'd like to do in the meantime is

take these numbers - 100-200 milligram range - compare

them with what happened at TMI to the population there.

We talked a little bit about the three employees in the

plant who got as high as *,000 milligram. We'll get

back to them later if you have questions, but they were

occupationally exposed and there were only three of

them. A very important problem from the public peint

of view of course is the public health itself. There

you're talking about much lower doses but to uuth higher

numbers of people. Now, the best numbers and these are

pretty well - I think on both sides (inaudible) agree that

if you take a 15-mile radius out at TMI, there were about

2 million people (inaudible) - 2 million people living

there. The average dose to these people due to the ac-

cident was 1.5 milligrams, so right away you make a com-

p:rieon. How does that compare with the natural back .o md7t

Well, the natural background in the United States for 197 3

that year was a 110 - Harrisburg was 125, so these people,

these 2 million people (inaudible) radius in 1978, all

pessimistically figured that year they got 1261/2 on the

average instead of 125 and that's the size of the accident

with respect to the average dose to the public. At 1.5

milligram is an average number. You've got to look out

for averages in this business. What you're really inter-

ested in to be conservative and from a hazard point of view

is who got the most. Now, the number there is 75 milligram,

and this is the dose - the maximum possible dose that anyone

could have gotten out of Three Mile Island outside the plare.

itself (inaudible). There was no real huran being who re-
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ceived that dose, but there was a point some two miles

northeast of the plant whern the highest dose rate

occurred and if somebody had been there on that point

night and day outdoors not sheltered by a house would

have got 75 milligrams. It's a hypothetical high

exposure of 75 and an average of 1.5, but r^u take

the hypothetical - (inaudible) did get the 75 with the

natural factor of 125 is exactly the same (inaudible),

so this is the size of the radiation hazard to the public

at TMI and it jives very closely with what Dr. Walter

Myers was telling you about that the hazards createa by

a nuclear power plant as an accident are comparable to the

natural existing hazards and other (incudible). Now,

whereabout in medical terms try to get it down to something

concrete, what does that much radiation produce? Well,

2 million people is roughly one percent of all the people

in the United States. Applying that dose to one and a

hall to 2 million people, you can get various estimates

on how many cancers that will eventually cause. The

answers vary from 2 to 35 and the most probably answer

is 6. That means that anong those 2 million people

who got the one point and one half milligram, as a result

of that accident, will in the next 30 years have 6 addi-

tional cancers. Now, they're going to be hard to find

because among those 2 million people, there will be

60,000 cancers anyway in the next 30 years, so you'll

have 60,006 instead of 60,000 and that's the size of

che hazard as far as cancer is concerned. This again

goes along with what Walter said about the nuclear power

olants accidents are atnut as bad as coal power plants

f unctioning normally. I hope this natural background

of 100 milligram per year handle that will be of assis-

tance in evaluating the dangers of radiation. I would

like to say so=ething about how the medical profession

views this or more accurately, how I think they ought

to - there are ethnical problems involved as who do you

take your noney from, and where are your loyalties, etc..

With respect to industry for which I've been working

now three years, the ethnical solution is associated with

l
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a key word called "alara"'which is an acronym which-*

stands for as low as reasonably achievable. That
;

{ means in the radiation business, a medical person

should always fight for making radiation exposures

as low as reasonably achievable. khat's reasonable?

; It turns out for this case here it's (inaudible), but
i

other situations (inauc Wie). As long as I was in

the industry, I'm always for alara, then' ay ethnical

j- problems are ta* s care of. With regards to legal

actions or public hearings, there again is an eth-,

nical problem and I hava no difficulty facing it.

In the last three years. I've been involved in

nine legal-type problems - lawsuits, people injured -

(inaudible) or could have occurred. In two of those

cases, I've been on the side of the claimant. One

( man had his fingers burned off by an industrial x-ray

, machine, the other was (inaudible) who were kicked
,

out of their home and moved around the islands by

(inaudible) and generally got a rough time. In those4

two cases, I was on the side of the claimant. The

other seven legal cases, I've been on the side of in-,

dustry or defense whose claimant was not significantly
i

- injured and that is my criteria there. I will not par-

ticipate or testify or otherwise help any case unless

I think it's the side I believe in. With respect to, .,

nuclear power plants, I have no hesitation in testifying

in hearings such as this one because I firmly believe

the nuclear power is the best answer for the needs of,

this country. Now, I don't know the economics or the

sociology of it, just the medical aspects, but on the

.

basis of medical aspects alone, nuclear power is the

best deal we can get and we've got to have power. To

finish off and clean it up, again, from the professional
.

medical point of view, one of your members mentior..d

that he lives in an area where one nuclear power plant

and two coal power plants are being built or contemplated.
t

If I were asked for medical advice by that individual or

if I were to (inaudible) medical officer or something,

my advice wo.nld be to make all three nuclear, because
^

.

. - , - . _ - _ - . , - . . . ~, _ , , , , . . _ . . . _ - , _~.-.._.,,,,,.,m.m... , . - - , _ _ , , _ - _ _ _ , . .,.,_._ . - . _ , - - _ . _ _ . - - _
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they are clearly a better deal than coal as far as

j the health of yourself, children, grandchildren; and

neighbors is concerned. Now, I'm not saying that a

; coal-powered plant is (inaudible) of dangsr. It isn't.

The coal-powered plants are within - as indicated by.

'

the previous speaker - are well within the risks that

People normally accept to get desirable things like4

.

power, so I'm not saying that building coal-powered

Plants is a scandal. It isn't.,but if you ask me my
'

medical advice, I would advise you from the hazard

point of view to your progimy in the future, making.,

nuclear is a much better deal."

REP. SOUR: "Dr. Brennan, you finished? Thank you. Any questions

from the committee members? Representative Accardo,

i I also live in the same place he does."

1

REP.'ACCARDO: "So we have three of us who live within 5 miles of t'.e

plant. I'm sorry - a mile." My real question was going ,
,

to be when we talked about coal-fired versus nuclear

power plants is do you recommend do we move away?"

DR. BRENNAN: "No. 40 I say, both - including coal power - are within
i

j the limits of commonly accepted risks. For example,

driving here in your car was a risk."
1

'

REP. ACCARDO: "But would it be better to live 50 miles away than to-
.

,

live 5 miles away."

g DR. BRENNAN: "Yes, it's a very small chance - if you move five times

as far away, you'll make it even smaller. On the alara*

+ >

;;

principle, why not? I sure wouldn't sell my house and

go to any big trouble or expense to achieve that. It's,

better off to get better brakes in your car than it

i
! would "

REP. ACCARDO: "Ihen we should rely on the government, the EPA, the people

who test the quality of the air to determine whether or
.

not the vet tilating of let's say low-level radiation from

the nuclear power plant and the fumes from the coal-fired

plant and the fumes from a oil refinery and the fumes from
'

a (inaudible) plact, all of them together in our areas is

an acceptable risk. This is what we should probably do,

because you see, where we live all of those things occur

and this is one more element we're considering and all of
1
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those things accumulating together is what conce rns

the people that live where we live, and we're wonder-

ing whether this is not another element to contend

with. What's your best medical advice in that kind

of a situation, because I know we're producing for

instance the fertilizer plant in my district - they're

extracting uranium from the spent phosphate and I

don't know whether it's spewing any particles into *

the air in addition to the coal-fired plant that

Don Hale is going to build five miles away from there

together with this nuclear power station and the

sulphuric acid fumes and the multitude of pollutants

that are in our air go into our water - are we in

danger?"

DR. BREDIAN: '*Let me be sure I understand the question. This

is the question if I understand it properly. What are

the possible consequences of mixing radiation hazards

with a lot of other hazards? I think the proper name

fcr this is saragistic action and maybe two of these

egents (inaudible) at the same time are much worse than -

the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. It's

a hazard of one to this one and two to that one. The

sum is not three, it would suddenly be in the twenties.

Saragistic "

REP. ACCARDO: "(inaudible)"

DR. BRENNAN: "(inaudible) question technically because it involves

so many different kinds of biological information. Right

now, sitting here, I don't know. I never heard of any
i
'

scientific data which shows this unwanted saragistic effect

that is greater than its number of parts. I don't see

any reason to worry about it right now. I don't think

the question can be answered. There are so many different

things they do that are supposed to cause cancer - it's

a different thing every vrak - last weak it sas coffee.

There have been over 400 fferent items in the last five
,

years. If you want to look at radiation plus each of the

400 items, you got a hell of a task before you and as of

now, its surveying the scientific data available, there's

really no reason to make a big effort in that direction "
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REP. ACCARDO: "Then you're saying it might be worse for me to sit

on the side of Ron Landry whose smoking - these _ things -

than to be at home. Is that "

DR. BRD GAN: "You had a two part question. We ask that you rely on

the EPA to tell you what the story on this. My - I'm
'

not pu that particular end of the gevarnment, but ny
'

answer to that would be no. . I retain my own
.judgment (inaudible) experts. I make an independent

.

alteration rather than accepting "

REP. ACCARDO: "Your advising that the state should "

DR. BRENNAN: "Yes'."

REP. ACCARDO: "(inaudible) against the EPA. The state should get

heavily involved in determining whether all these pol-

lutants are dangerous for us."

DR. BRENNAN: "Well, you can overdo (inaudible). Somebody will build

up your acrocy. Some people make aIliving out of it.

You know more about that than I do so certainly I wouldn't. ,

just flat out accept everything that comes out of any

government."

} REP. SOUR: " Representative Chaisson."

REP. CHAISSON: "Did you mean I need rm bout filling a beaureaucracy,

or raking a living?",

REP. SOUR: advise you not to answer that one. That's not a

medical question.' Representative Chaisson."

, REP. CHAISSCN; " Doctor, how many milligrams to exposure of radiation
"

would it take to kill a person let's say within the five,

mile zone of the nuclear power plant if it had a melt

down?"

DR. BRCGAN: "How many milligrams to produce death - you mean quick

death in the first thirty days or thirty years? There's

j two different answers."
i REP. CHAISSON: "Vell, let's talk about a reasonable period of time beforet

r

| you can " .

| DR. BREGAN: "The-e are two ways of death. One occurs in the first
I

(inaudible) and nothing happens ";

;

REP. CHAISSON: "We're talking about the first way. I'd like to know
I

that."

| DR. BRC GAN: "Well, they're very high, because these you're talking

about Hiroshima and Nagasaki and to kill half of the

m
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people, it's 300,050 milligram of whole body penterating

radiation - 300,050 make everybody sick and half of

them will die the first thirty days."

REP. CRAISSON: "I see. And if you had a melt down - a cora melt down -

when you had a complete escape of the radioactive

material within the power plant from the containment

structure, how could it be expected to react within the

~
,

peop e of the five mile radius of that nue.' ear power

plant?"

DR. ERENNAN: "It could be serious. You have to specify what fraction

of the total radioactivity is loose - in what form is

it when it gets loose. If it drizzles out, it burns

through it comes out under - outside the plant in the

form of a boiling liquid and stays on the ground, that's
,

not much insofar as the parts that gasify and go dovn -

its airborne - that's very serious. There's no vay,

houexer, you could say compare with Hire.shira and

Nagasaki. There's no way you can make a nuclear power

plant explode (inaudible). There's no way you can hava

anything like Hiroshica or Nagasaki or the amount of

fallout seen in a bomb test."

REP. CHAISSON: "Would radiation - fuel going to the containment building

hitting (inaudible) and water, could it cause a steam

explosion of sufficient magnitude to a "

DR. ERE" NAN: "Yes. This is not particularly my field. This is*

Rasmussen (inaudible) as Dr. Myers (inat31ble). I

believe the worst possible accident is the one that you're

talking about where it gets into the icrofur and it

converts it into steam and this gets out and this is

very - I'll put it this way. Dr. Myer gave me a figure

for the concentration or how much of the core gets re-

leased and goes down in airborne and I'll tell you how
_

many casualties you get."

REP. CHAISSON: "Ihis is my question. Is any study being conducted of

this - with the people in the medical profession als'o

could tell us what could happen - say they are (inaudible).

If there are such things."

DR. BRENNAN: ''The authority of the one is the Rasmussen which he

heard (inaudible) and that's been slightly revised.
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That's still the authority as far as I know."

REP. CHAISSON: "Well doctor, I think what we're talking about is the

risk that people who live in the innediate area of the

nuclear power plants have to assume as opposed to the

benefits not only to those people living there f rom

the power that will generate, but likewise the power

that will be given to all the people who live without

*
the dangerous area of let's say 30 miles."

DR. BRENNA!i: "The risks that the neighbors have to assume. Well,

we talked about TMI. That's kind of an intermediate

to that, and the risks that you see there in my views

(inaudible) are small as far as cancer cases - 6 cancer

cases La 40 years."

REP. CHAISSC5: "I understand that you said that this was the worst

power plant "

DR. ERENNAli: "No, it's the worst today, but it's not the worst pos-

sible. The possible is (inaudible) ."

REP. CRAISSON: "Do you have any knowledge of any such accidents thac

make any particular person in any other countries that

perhaps were not recorded in the (inaudible) the general

knowledge that such accidents have "

DR. BRE CIAN: "Outside the United States?"

REP. CHAISSON: "Yes."

DR. BRECIAN: "I can't remember for about 15 years about a blowup in

(inaudible). They have never reported it to the

scientific world - I've forgotten - but as far as I

know, it never acknowledged the public, but the rest of

the European people in the business are pretty sure they

have one. How bad it was we don't know and that was not

a power plant, it was some kind of f uel spill. That's

the only - "

REP. CHAISSON: "Do you know anything about it? What do you generally

hear about it? How many people were allegedly killed?"
.

DR. BRENN AN: "No, you can't - I have not been able to get anything

solid on it. It's all rumour - re-prints of things

that appeared in European newspapers and totally un-

scientific."

REP. CHAISSO'I: "What's the rumour? We have plenty of that around

here so don't be afraid to tell."
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DR..BRENNAN: ''That hundreds of people were killed. _How.do you. evaluate

that? I don't try to factor it into my thinking; it's

no use_ technically."

REP. CHAISSON: "From the standpoint of radiation "

DR. BRENNAN: "Oh, the worst thing they said that some thousands of

acres had agriculturally been put out of production -

for a certain number of years long, like 10 years.

That's probably the vote statement I've heard. Maybe '

'

somebody else (inaudible) rumours."

REP. CHAISSON: "From the standpoint of living in the particular area,

we don't know what's worse - if we have a complete

melt down and you're gone in thirty days or whether you

hang around for a long time getting other effects. What

are the effects of radiation? How does it affect the

human body - the human anatomy? batproblemsdoesit

cause besides the "

DR. BRENNAN: "In the first instance, we talked on a very high
,

dosage - Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The radiation goes

all the way through the body so it affects every

#
organ. Some organs are more sensitive than ethers.

| The most sensitive initially is the gut. The first !

i

thing you hit is nausea and then voticing and then

you quit eating and so you get malnutrition. The

,

most sensitive system u ally as far as survival is

!

I concerned is the bone marrow. That takes about 48

j hours before it moves into crisis, so the radiation

| sickness whichjyou see is a mixture of average to

each of the vital systems - gastrointestinal - in-

cluding everything from u. mach to colon, the entire

r

,
(inaudible) system, the entire immune system is just

, bacteria, so the patient will start nausea and vomit-
I

j ing, then he'll get infection, he'll get a fever and

| then it may even go into the central nervous system ~

t with catatonic convulsions and die, so the symptoms

are a mixture. The only characteristic thing about

j them is radiation does not produce any one symptom

that can't be produced by something else, by anemia

i or leukemia. If you look at the sequence of events -
I

j how they get nausea and vomiting in 48 hours, then
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they get well for a couple of weeks, they think -

then they go into a bone marrow failure and die of

(ina udible) . That sequence of events is characteristic

of radiation, but no one - you cut a time slice through

the symptoms at any one moment - no one symptom is

characteristic of radiation. At the end of thirty

days, they either get (inaudible's or they die, then
i

they'll go anywhere f rom 5 to 30 years with nothing

and then (inaudible) get cancer."

REP. CilAISSON: "So doctor, from the standpoint of the way you practice

medicine and seeing to it that the fewest milligtams

are exposed to the individual, anybody living in the

area of a nuclear power plant has got the f acts, they

can draw upon his own wisdom or whatever decision he

wants to make as to whether or not he's going to expose

himself to that risk or is he going to reduce it like

you recommend by moving away f rom that area."

DR. BRENNAN: "I agree. The individual must make his own decision

and ny job in to give him the facts - infarm people.

They nahe their own decisions."

REP. SOUR: " Doctor I have a few questions. In your view in

the testimony that was given ahead of yours and I ask

you a personal question - would you live within a 5

mile radius of a nuclear plant as compared to - which

would be your pick - nine or a coal-burning plant -

a nuclear plant - do you see much difference? I mean,

we all have to live - I'm referrine ;- Representative

Chaisson's statement about I don't like the idea of

me being a guinea pig for instance living within a

certain distance of a nuclear plant and furnishing

electricity for somebody else, but is there any danger -
_

any further danger - I'm living within five miles of
.

a refinery that's emitting and so forth. What's the

comparative thing there? What "

DR. BRENNAN: "Well, I would take the nuclear hazard, because it's al-

ways less of a hazard and the only thing I would be

careful of is not to disrupt my life by making a choice

between two very small averages and in the process of

moving and disrupting my family and my job or something,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _
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I would incur a greater danger. This can be very -

you get into Alice in Wonderland world where you
.

can show that the process of moving the furniture

on the highway and following along with your wife

and kids is more dangerous than the dif ference between

a coal and nuclear plant. You're dealing with very

small probabilities, and the only reason we talk

,

about them is that it's a very large number of people

involved, but for one family and one person, it's

very unlikely that the difference between living 5

miles and 50 miles from either kind of plant would be
,

worth the trouble of even fretting . bout it, because

if you're looking for your family's safety, there's

some other things you can put your time and attention

on a hell of a lot more than d ust getting away from

nuclear and coal hazards."
.

REP. SOUR: "What about the situation where he mentioned that you
,

admitted was the most dangerous of all and that was the

steam explosion-type thing. What - where are the odds

on that thing?"

DR. BRENNAN "Ihe odds against Three Mile Island were something like

one in ten thousand. The odds against a - I don't want

to be pinned down for this - it's not medical, but the

odds against a full scale melt down are in the order of

one in a hundred to one in 200,000 in the United States

with the reactors we have now. You can bet we have
4

more accurate (inaudible). It is not impossible with

the maximum accident, it could happen. That's what

the maximum credible accident is, but the chances are

very, very low."

REP. CHAISSON: "The only purpose to the question was this - that an

individual has to consciously make his own decision

with respect and I would think that the analogies that
f

you draw are not very appropriate. It's very apt that

I will not be killed in an airplane crash if I don't

fly, but my odds go up when I get in that airplane,
i
! and likewise, if I live within a distance of a plant

j that produces (inaudible) for instance, I know that

chloron being pushed by wind might kill you up to

.m
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about 7 miles and so you should know that if you're

going to live within 7 miles from a chloron-produelng

plant. Likewise, I think there are certain radiuses

that the technological people have d "ised - 5 mile

radius, a 10 mile radius, a 50 mile presumably where

you could be affected by the ultimate, you know,

China syndrome is you had a melt down. And so con-

sequently, anybody who lives in this area should be '

aware of that. I'm not suggesting that they move out

of there, and that's not a medical or legal opinion.

That's just an opinion that the person has to make for

himself. The odds of someone being hurt by a nuclear

accident are much better for a person who lives within

a 10 mile radius than one who lives a thousand miles
-

away."

DR. BRENNA:1: "Yes, that's right. But they're both (inaudible)."

REP. SOUR: "Allright. Any other questions. Representative Ullo."

REP ULLO: " Doctor Brennan, I live downstream and I'm particularly

concerned about the water. What's the hazards connected

with the nuclear reactor discharge that the exhaust

water is going into the water system and when I say that,

I'll view the benefit of what is in the water system

now. According to my local water department, they claim

that there is 27 known carcinogens in the water now that

they can't do anything about and I just wondered if there's

something else that would be added to it with this that

maybe would kind of complicate further the situation that

we now have."

DR. BRENNAN: "There are of course hard and fast rules about the amount

of radioactivity a nuclear power plant can allow to go into

the affluent at the end of the street. If we assume now
~

and I answer your question that the plant will operate with

its license with a 100 exurburants at all times. We're not *

talking about "

REP. ULLO: "Is there a known monitor that you know af that could

monitor this water on a 24-hour basis?"

DR. BRENNAN: "Yes, they monitor water at the plant before they release

it. They know how much (inaudible) there are "

REP. ULLO-- nWell, what our problem has been in this state is tha

l
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fine wonder if we can monitor the water in the river."

DR. BRCINAN: "Well, if they release a very small amount and the

, dilution factor is so big in the river, you may have

trouble measuring it, but that's good. If you can't

measure it, it isn't dangerous. I don't know if that's

so right. Yes, you see, one of the reasons we're here

talking about radiation today is "

t

REP. ULLO: "Let me say this. You might be right at appearing when

the river is running at 5-7 miles an hour because 'there

is so much water in it, but it so happens that we hit'

an alltime low for the river in the last two ronths and

it hit a sort of a still effect and we had a phenal

spill that really disrupted everybody's lifestyle down

river and the point you made just ,now, if we have a

discharge that we can't monitor at high river could give

us a problem when the river is at an alltime low."

DR. BRENNAN: ''That's a good question and it's certainly possible. I .

can't answer it in this case, but in principle, all

plans - the FSA or plans - require that the water flow -
-

of the river be sufficient if you (inaudible) dilution

factor which is 0.K. even in the worst possible casa.

They always work these engineering things for the worst

possible case and that would be the lowest river flow.

Now, how trey do that I don't know. That's what tiieir

supposed to do."

j REP. ULLO: '' Thinking along that line, it would be my recomendation,

which won't go too far, that instead of just getting over

the dike and putting it right over into the slow currents

of the river that we would make a discharge that would be

midstream because if you get it in midstream, it's really

gone, but if you get it right over the dike as we're doing -

with all our discharges now, it just lingers along the

trailing edge of the (inaudible). That's where all the
.

water intakes are and that's where it gets into the

system. You don't have anything to do with that and I

guess I don't have anything to do with that. The impact

of something you said earlier - if the radiation from

Three Mile Island was so small, what was the basis for

you figuring 6 cancers and not 10 - 20 - 100 - 1,000 or
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DR. BRC; NAN: "There's a very handy conversion figure you can use to

answer that question and all questions in that category.
$

It's not too hard to rem.mber. It's something like a

100 milligrams per year is average natural background

in the U.S. There's another sentence - one man -

10,000 rats - 1 cancer. That means if you expose 10,000
.people and one rat each, you will sometime in the 30

years get one cancer, but that's rats, not milligrams -

10 billion mi. .igram, but of course you get 10 million

milligram to one person you will die within the next

two days and you won't (inaudible) cancer, but v>u spread

it out so nobody gets out to be the same and the dictum -

one man - 10,000 rats - one cancer - you can use that

conversion figure to convert any dose, gram or milligram,

to total cancers of 30 years and when you do that with

the TMI idea, you get six. When a number is supported by

all of the international parties - there is the recent

Bear report - the NRC, the National Research Council and
-

there's NCRP that agrees with that. The ICRP, the National

Commission - they all generally agree - it's a little

different number for dif ferent cancers and for different

ages of people, but they all agree on the dictu=, one

man - 10,000 rats - one cancer."

REP. SOUR: "Any other questions. If not, I'm going to suggest that

it's 12:35 and I would suggest that we break for lunch

and come back af ter lunch and come back at 2:00. Thank

you."

MR. STELLY: "With you'r permission, we will continue with Dr. Ian

Forbes, and then we will be most happy to yield to my

very good friend Steve Irving. Dr. Ian Forbes is the

technical director of The Energy Research Group, which

is a small independent technical consulting company based
.

in Walter, Massachusetts. Dr. Forbes is a graduate of

the Memorial Universi,ty of Uther=an and Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. Dr. Forbes' current research

interest are in the areas of energy alternatives, nu-
!
'

clear safety, risk assessment, and power economics. He

is a former chairman of the Nuclear Ecgineering Department
i
L
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of the University of Loyal. He is a former member of

the Union of Concerned Scientiste. He was an author of

the first UCS paper critical of the emergency core cooling

system in light water reactors. Dr. Forbes joined ERG

in 1974 and became a full-time staff member late in 1975.

He's been very actively involved in lecturing, debating,

and testifying on nuclear power and the energy crisis.
.

He is the author of several position papers and numerous

technical articles. Dr. Forbes. "

DR. FORBES: "Mr. Chairman - members of the committee - I appreciate

the opportunity to testify before you today on the economics

of power generation in general and nuclear pcwer in par-

ticular. There's several points that I would like to

discuss in my presentation this afternoon. These are -
_

first, in any region that is dependent on natural gas and

oil for electric power generation as is the case in Louisi-

ana, construction of nuclear power plants and coal-fired

powered plants make sound economic sense just for the money

they can save by displacing oil and natural gas, regardless

of future electric power demand growth races. Second, given

the electricity growth rates that necessitate new generating

capacity to meet electric load demands, the case is all

the more compelling since coal and nuclear are the only

viable energy sources to supply such needed demands.

Thirdly, nuclear power is less expensive than coal generated

electricity, except in regions where economic coal resources

exist, which is to say where the coal resources exist to

permit construction of mine-mouth power plants. And fourthly,

as has been stated by two of the previous witnesses,

(ina dible) nevertheless dictates a reasonable mix of coal

and nuclear power. With regard to my first po in t , mainly

that nuclear power makes economic sense just in terms of

displacing the use of oil and gas (inaudible) the outlook

on oil and gas prices and their irplications for future

electric power costs. Oil and ga3 prices, as we're all

very aware, have been escalating rapidly in recent years

averaging about ten percent per year with the general

inflation rate in the past 7 years or so and unfortunately
no immediate downturn in this rapid escalation is foreseen.
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In 1980, imports of oil cost this country about 80

billion dollars up from about 60 billion dollars in

1979, in spite or the fact that there was a sharp

reduction in the demand for imported oil. That 80

billion dollars may in some respects be low since

that represents only the direct costs of imports and

there are many other hidden aspects of the costs of

.

imported energy. For example, the fact there is an

energy price or an energy content in manufactured

good; that we import such as automobiles. Residual

oil, that is to say heavy oil, (inaudible) costs the

utilities over $30 per barrel or about an average of

about $33 per barrel when I last checked. This trans-

lates to about over 5 and a half cents per kilowatt

hour just for the cost of fuel alone for an oil-fired

power plant, that is to say without capital costs,

without operation and maintenance costs, without trans-

mission and distribution costs, five and a half cents

a kilcwatt hour just for fuel and (inaudible) oil is

~

of course even more expensive. Its been said that

forecasting is a risky busiress especially when it has

to do with the future. Certainly, recent forecasts have

generally underestimated the actual increases in oil and

gas prices. Nevertheless, let me take the great plunge

and state that the general prognosis is that OPEC price

increases will exceed the inflation rate by anywhere

between 4 percent and 10 percent per year in the 1980's

depending on a multiplicity of factors such as the

specific oil output of OPEC nations and political sta-

bility in the Middle East. Thus, projections for the

cost of residual oil to utilities is estimated to rise
_

anywhere from $60-100 per barrel by 1985, which is to

say a doubling or possibly even the tripling in utility
.

oil costs over the next 4-5 years. Our own best estimate

at the ERP is around $75 per barrel for residual oil in

1985. This would translate to about 12 cents per kilowatt

hour just for the cost of fuel and the oil-fired power

plant in 1985 and let me add that in my home state which

depends on oil for about two-thirds of electric power
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generation and nuclear power for the other third,

electric power rates in my home town which is served

by the Boston Edison Company are roughly twice 1

think what they are here in louisiana or spacifically

the number is about 10 cents a kilowatt. At any rate,

at the prices that we project for residual oil, fuel

costs alone for oil-fired powet plants would be about

12 cents a kilevatt hour in 1985 with some uncertainty .

ir either direction. At this rate, nuclear power plants

plan for the mid-1930's, such as (inaudible) and River

Bend to be expected to be competitive with existing oil-

fired power plants even in their initial years of oper-

ation. By this I rean that the total cost of the nuclear

generated electricity including capital fuel and oper-

ation and maintenance costs, would'be conpetitive with or

cost less than just the fuel cost of an oil unit. Beyond

the initial years of operation of course, as oil prices

continue to escalate, the savings will become earmarked

substantially. Natural gas prices are currently lower

. than oil prices - about 50 percent lower on an equivalent

energy content basis, but are escalating more rapidly.

Even with continued federal price controls, natural gas

prices for utilities could be expected to reach at least

$7 and possibly $10 per thousand cubic feet by 1985 or

very roughly 72 cents per kilowatt hour for fuel alone

at a gas-fired power plant. With early de-regulation

of natural gas prices, which is a distinct possibility,

| prices could be expected to go significantly higher.

Fully de-regulated natural gas would probably sell for a

price somewhat higher than that of residual oil on an

equivalent energy content basis. In short, nuclear power

plants and coal plants can save consumers money even in

ter=s of reducing fuel use at existing oil and gas-fired

power plants and I think it becomes increasingly important,

!

| to recognize in the concept of need for power that whereas
i

| the more traditional concept of need for power has been in

meeting new demand levels and installing new capacity to

j meet new demand levels, that need will increasingly have
|

E
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to be construed in the sense of providing for backout

o il av.d gas uses as well as meeting new demand -

new levels of d mand. In another words, where new3

capacity can reduce the overall operating costs of

fle system. I think that should in fact be construed

as a need in the fact that has been the interpretation

in a number of recent regulatory decisions. Of course,
,

all of the foregoing addresses only the issue of dis-

placing existing oil and natural gases, where there

exists a demonsterable need for new electric generating

capacity to meet anticipated low growth, the choice is

even more clear cut if that's possible. Coal and nuclear

power remain the only viable alternatives for new bulk

generating capacity by and large through the turn of the

century. As Professor Woodson has indicated, there are

other citernatives that can provide supplemental amounts

of generating capacities such as municipal solid waste,

hydro, and possibly even wood although our studies have

shown it to be significantly more expensive than coal

and nuclear and possibly even wind in the not too far

distant future in hig' <ind reachings of the country as

a fuei saver capacity. Overall, during the past three

years or so in various studies that we've done, we've

analyzed somewhere on the order of 40 different tech-

nologies for electric power generation, most recently

in an ongoing study that we're doing where the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. As a result of that multipli-

city of electric generating sources that we looked at,

I would still have to say that for the bulk requirements

of electric generating capacity that coal and nuclear

power will remain the principal alternatives for quite

some time. I think the economics are certainly very

persuasive as to this f actor and the Industrial Fuel
.

Use Act is quite clear on the point too. Oil and gas

cannot be used except for peaking purposes - that is to

say under 1,500 hours per year of use and as the law

currently stands, it requires a 50 percent reduction

in ustage by 1990, which may in fact prove extremely
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problematic for some utilities. As to this choice

between coal and nuclear, the economic outlook continues

to be that nuclear power would be less expensive

than that from coal plants except as I stated earlier,

where the latter can be sited close to the economic

in recoverable coal resources. The reasons for this !

are relevantly straightforward. Even the increases in
*

,

q the pollution control equipment required for coal plants

together with other regulatory requirements and of course
r

! general inflationary pressures, the capital costs of coal-
'

fired power plants have kept pace with those of nuclear -

i units. Thus, the capital cost of the coal-fired power

plant would not be very much lower than that of an eqaiv-

alent nuclear plase with the same , start-up date - probably-

only on the order of 10 percent less.with full pollution
i

(inaudibic) equipment and very unlikely to exceed 30

percent less than a nuclear plant. In fact, a recent study .

and I think f.t was published in late 1979', although I'm

not certain on c'. tat, the study by Pacific Cas and Electric

Company estirated that a coal unit capaole of meeting-

current proposid California regulations would actually -

I cost more than a nuclear plant. Furthermore, carrying

charges and capacity factors which are the determinants

, of the capital compo'aent of electric power cost, are al-
!

most the same for coal and nuclear units. In particular,

; there is no basis '.or expecting any significant differences
'

in the performance. of new coal and nuclear plants. Oper-

ation and maintensuce costs for coal units are signifi-

cantly higher than those for nuclear units in part because,

of coal handling and in fair part because of sulphur
~

scrubber operation and coal vaste disposal requirements.

Fuel costs for coal units are also much' higher than for

nuclear units. By around a factor of three or more, coal
.

'

costs have been escalating quite rapidly in recent years

rather faster than the overall inflation rate while uranium,

; costs have actually declined from about $40 per pound in

1976 to about $25 per pound on the stock market today,

which if one subtracts out inflation corresponds to a de-
!

t

b e
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' cline ..a1 uranium costs of about 10 percent per

year over the past 4-5 years. Furthermore, all of.
,

'

this is for a 1ypothetical situation in which coal
.

and nuclear. plan:s are considered with comparable
. .

i

start-up dates and therefore neglects to not in-

significant factors that would have to be weighed in
i

I any consideration of replacing nuclear units ucier

*

construction in Louisiana with new coal units.' Thea

first is that new coal units for which planning were
,

to start today could not be in operation until some-

where around 1990 or at least the late 1980's if

all went well and therefore would incur higher es-

calation costs in construstion. The second item
,

is the costs sunk and unrecoverabl,e in the nuclear
i

units under construction which if cancelled would

have to be recovered somewhere - somehow. These two
i

; items would significantly increase the difference be- .

tween the power costs of the nuclear units under con-

struction and any coal units considered to replace

them. Overall, the nuclear capacity plan for Louisiana

can be expected to be less expensive than any viable,

power generation alternative. The only caviant I would

add is to reiterate what I said earlier that prudence '

suggests to me a reasonable mix of both coal and nuclear.

In sumary, I think the economic message is clear.

i 011 is no longer viable for electric power generation as

compared say to coal and nuclear power, and natural gas

for power generation will be in the same position as oil

for many years past. Feplacing oil use with uranium and

^

coal must be a priority if consumer energy costs are to
.

| be stabilized and replacing natural gas use will have to

r

| follow before too long. National electricity costs have.

been rising and I have to speak to the National Alliance
.

Group because I haven't studied Louisiana rates in detail,

national electricity costs have been rising less rapidly

i.
; than the costs of other forms of energy, but are faster

in fact than the overall inflation rate and they have

been rising least, for oil and gas use has been minimized
;

!
..

L
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and it's for this reason that I think that the

, overriding priority. must be the elimination of

oil and subsequently natural gas use in electric -

power generation to stabilize costs .in the future.

Thank you very much."

REP. ULLO: "LP&L has a very effective television advertisement

out in the metropolitan area' thg I know of now and

they are predicting and you might correct me if I'm

wrong that in 1985, a kilowatt hour with natural

' gas will be 10 cents and with nuclear will be 5 cents.

How does this compare with what you see as of now?"

DR. IO1ULES: "I think the prices for gas are fairly comparable

with what I sited because I think in ny testimny I

was suggesting that with continued, price regulation

of naturai gas, our estinate was somewhere in the order

of 7-10 cents per kilowatt hour for fuel costs alone, .

so "

REP. LiLLO: "But you never did say what you project the costs of

gas to be." '

DR. FORBE?t "I think what I said was 7-10 dollars per thousand

cubic feet."

REP. tiLLO: "Sorry, I missed that."

DR. IVRBES: "In 1985 with price de-regulation, which translates

roughly to 7-10 cents per kilowatt hour for fuel costs

then we'd have to add in operation and maintenance and

capital costs on top of the fuel costs as well, so

somewhere in the order of 10 cents a kilowatt hour -

give or take 3 cents or so either way and possibly

substantially higher if there is early de-controllment

processing."

REP. L1LO: "llow would coal compare?"

DR. FORBES: "I really hate - I don't want to give some dip-shooting

form of number because I think it's important for me to
.

stress that both nuclear costs and coal-fired power plant

costs are strongly dependent on two factors. One of

; course is the time when the power plant , starts up because

of the high inflation rate and secondly, the region of the

country. Costs of construction of power plants depends

very quite significantly fron one region to another, and
,
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then so do coal fuel costs, so if you'll bear with me

on all those caviants, all I could say very roughly

would be on the order of 5-6, possibly as high as 10

cents a kilowatt, but you'd have to accept that as

being absent my sitting down and takins che time to

do a very specific cost analysis."

REP. ULLO: "I thought you said your answer was to putting coal
.

more or less in the same catego* y as natural gas."

DR. FORBES: "No. Oh, I'm sorry, I was speaking for nuclear power.

I missed the second part of the ouestion. I thought

it had to do with nuclear power. Again, I hesitate to

jcap in with these numbers, but as a rough ballpark

estimate, I believe that coal would probably be only

one or two or three cents per kilowatt higher - per

kilowatt hour higher than nuclear - that nuclear would

come out roughly in the "

REP. ULLO: "In another words, what we said was 5,8, end 10."

DR. FORSES: "I'm saying 5-8 for nuclear, possibly as high as 10

which I really couldn't estimate more specifically than

that without doing a detailed analysis - two or three

cents a kilowatt hour higher for coal - 7-10 at a minimum

for natural gas and I would believe substantially higher

than that - quite possibly more in the rcnge of 10-15 -

it could run even higher than that - 17,18,20. It's not

that it's not inconceiveable. I think based on the cost

of $75 a barrel for oil - I was saying 12 cents a kilowatt

hour, that oil were $100 instead in 1985, that would be

more like 16 cents a kilowatt hour, so it wouldn't be in-

conceiveable, but the price of natural gas could even get

up to that kind of range. It's extremely difficult to try

a'nd make any kind of predictions as to exactly where the
_

price of oil vill go and 1 think even more dif ficult to

know exactly where gas will go, but it 's definetely going

to move up very fast."

REP. SOUR: "Mr. Accardo has a question."

REP. ACCARDO: " Doctor Forbes, you talked about consessments switch to

coal, but we've read of so .e experiences where utilities

have purchased coal fields, etc. and then got caught in ;

the f ox of transporting the coal.- railroads nave sharply
t
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escalated the price of transportation. We dctn't

seem to have a lease at this time on the state and

national policy on expediting the coal slurry lines

and getting the coal across the railroad right-of-

ways and all kinds of (inaudible) are moving coal,

: let's say down to this area of the country, have you .

. considered that kind of a problem in pricing the coal
*

power generation safe?"

DR.. IDRBES: "Yes. A lot have probably been somewhat optimistic in

that regard. I think it's an extremely crucial probles.

Again, for my home state, transportation costs for coal

are roughly the same as they are say for bringing Wyoming :

coal into Louisiana, taking West Virginia coal into -

Massachusetts on the same order of magnitude transportation

costs and is a major problem because again the North-

east which has a somewhat similar problem on the - maybe

five years or somewhat in terms of the real cost problem.

Now,' the region.is starting into major efforts to convert
.

its oil units to coal or at least the ones that are coal

capable and finding that transportation is in fact a

difficult problem. They.just find out in some cases how

to get the volume through to certain plants over deteriated

road beds, and secondly, the problem of determination of

costs. I think that it's an area that's going to be ex-

tremely important .o look at, either in terms of establish-

ment of slurry pipe line legislation or some other form

of controlling transportation prices because for this

region as for the Northeast, transpori on is going to
~

be the controlling factor in the cost of coal."

REP. ACCARDO: "What about the availability of uranium? Does this country

have enough uranium to sustain itself, let's say if we

double the number of nuclear power stations or will we have

to again rely on importation of uranium?" .

DR. FORBES: "No, I would say at this point with the current prognosis

for expansion of nuclear power capacity in this country

to somewhere under the crder of 200,000 megawatts by the

year 2000, which is a sharp reduction from previous es-
-

timates that there would be no problems with uranium sapply
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certainly through the turn of the century."
REP. ACCARDO: "Within this country?"

DR. FORSES: "Within this country, and I would suspect probably

well out into the next century - a few decades out into

the next century before there should be any significant

uranium supply problems. By that time, hopefully, we've

been spending a lot of time debating what to do about
.

our energy crisis, I would hope that in about another

40 or 50 years that we may have been able to make some

decisions on whether the choice is to be - as to what

the viable choices are as to whether we can move out to

solar energy or we'll move to the breeder reactor and I

think that "

REP. ACCARDO: "Are you implying that solar energy is feasible as a
-

power source?"

DR. FORSES: "No. Not at this point. I have some great doubts my-

self that we will find that iit will be even another 30

or 40 years, but what I'm suggesting is that in fact

that we're not at a point where we need be concerned

about the supply of uranium for the lifetime of those

power plants being built today and for the pursuit of

the future. By the time such a problem comes up, I would

hope that we would have more sharply defined what the

technical choices would be that we would make. That's

reflected, in fact, in the reclining uranium price.

That's precisely why the uranium price has dropped,

mainly because there is an oversupply of uranium at

this point."

REP. ACCARDO: "Were you a member of the Union of Concerned _ Scientists?"

DR. FORBES: "Yes, I was sir."

REP. ACCARDO: "What kind of organization is that?"
DR. FORBES: "Well, at the time i joined, it was an organization that

generally was concerned with problems in society related

to science and technology. Over the two and half years

that I was with it, it turned f rom a more general organi-

zation of scientific concern to what I think I can fairly

characterize as an anti-nuclear organization."
REP. ACCARDO: "Your position was not (inaudible) anyway."
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t DR. FORBES: "No, sir. That really was the principle source of my

disagreement with them. .I had criticisms of the emer-

gency core cooling system designed in light water -

reactors at that time. I joined UCS because of that

issue and worked with UCS in authoring the first papers -
.

4 that came out and in working through the hearings that

were called before the Atomic Energy Comunission .to
,

adjudicate that issue." *

.

REP. ACCARDO: "Are you still critical of that system?"

DR. FURBES: "No. I feel at this point that the issue has been re-

solved to my satisfaction for a number of reasons."

REP. ACCARDO: "So it's your opinion in that the systems in use at

Water (inaudible) - supposed to be used at Water (in-
.

audible) ant' Aiver Bend are safe and scientifically

sound?"

DR. FORBES: "Yes, I do sir, and I think in top of the changes that

were made at the time that I was involved with the
i -

$ Union of Concerned Scientists that we now have experi-

mented proof, which was one of my criticisas - cue of
1

the criticisms that I had. It was in fact that the

; so called " loft" reactor - loss (inaudible) test reactor - :

which was intended to provide experimental verificationa

4

of the system had been delayed and delayed and that

system has now been operating - I think very clearly
*

verifying that the system worked."

j - REP. SOUR: "Does that conclude your question? Joel Chaisson has

a question and then ifr. Siracusa."

| REP. CHAISSON: " Doctor, from the standpoint of working and testifying

(inaudible) knowledge, it appears that nuclear (inaudible)

knowledge is concerned?" +

i
'

DR. FORBES: "Well, I was comparing specifically where the bus fire

; cost - the so called bus fire cost which is the cost of

electricity as it leaves the power plant. I think in
'

practice one has to look at other variables which include

the - how would I best put it? ,Theilow unqualified -

the low economists have not specifically put very precise

numbers to it. There is some econonics - some economic

factors attached to putting all your eggs in one basket,

and it's for that reasor. dat. - while I would say in this

L
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region. I would believe nuclear power to be signifi-

cantly cheaper than coal, but I still would not believe

it is prudent to have all one's generating capacity

either all in nuclear or all in cnal. There is some

economic importance attached to that factor."

REP. CIIAISSON: "Is it economic importance from the standpoint of the

consumer or from the standpoint of the utility company
.

generating the power and since you don't know, what is

going to happen with nuclear power in the future? Yot

just testified that quite suf ficient fuel for long-,

term power (inaudible) - nuclear power (inaudible) -

and you can understand the point that it's certainly

cheaper than coal and natural gas (inaudible) counted

as the cleanest. (inaudible). Now, yoa're trying to

diversify with some eggs in another basket, and I'm

asking you is that because of an economic situation -

da ed upon the utility company or based upon from the

standpoint of the consumer?"

DR. FORBES: "I think - I would say both in that case and most par-

ticularly the consumer. I think in the case of coal

plants, one always has the possibility of the strike

which appears to be a real possibility with the recent

UNW negotiations, which can cause shutdowns for coal

units. There is always the possibility, for example,

of a regulatory order to shut down the nuclear unit,

so I think prudence dictates for the consumer that we

want to have a mix of both so that you not risk losing

all generating capacity for reasons such as that."
rep. CRAISSON: "I was amazed today - we're studying the nuclear plant -

it appears to me that the big fight is against coal.

Some problems have been presented in respect to coal."

DR. FORBL3: "I'm not fighting coal in that sense. I don't think at

this point that we could - can stop coal - that we have
.

the kind of choice that says you can generate - that we

can only construct coal units or only nuclear units. We

could not put out either fast enough unless we want to

live with continued use of oil and gas which of course

is always the decision society can make."

.
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REP. CHAISSON: "Of course, when we talk about safety, then we want to

compare nuclear to coal - the side that would kill a -

lot more people - probably dealing with coal. Then,

. when you want to talk about economics, you want to go

to nuclear as compared to coal and it's confusing. It

appears to me that nuclear is the way to go (inaudible)."

DR. MRBES: "Well, fine. Perhaps if we had worked things out better
-

..

.
.

ten years ago, we might have had a choice. In fact, if

. one looks at. the amount of coa 3 wnd nuclear capacity,

i

*
that has had to be cancelled over just the past five years

] ' or so. -it amounts to - it comes to the amount roughly

equal to about 80 percent of all the oil and gas used for

electric generating capacity in this country today. The

fact is that we've gotten ourselve_s into a position where

we are simply aofng to have to back out'of enough oil and.

gas capacity that - that I think in large part dictates

the choice .- the reason for having to choose both coal .

,

and nuclear. Now, as I say. if you want to simply live
.

with continuing to use oil and natural gas in existing,

;

I 6

I' power plants and build new plants only to meet 'new capacity
!

with (inaudible), then going only nuclear might be wall a

- Possibility if you can keep enough oil'and gas to have that

! diversity in the mix, then one can go on the straight nuclear .

economics and do it that way. I'm suggesting, however,

that coal has to come in because in some parts of the country,
,

it would be cheaper than nuclear power and I've been

f talking specifically about this region. There are regions

where coal is cheaper than nuclear. It's not all across the

country, but - well, I think that's "

,

{ REP. CHAISSON: "Let me ask you this question and of course I think here

we see we're transporting coal from West Virginia to
_

'

Boston and from Wyoming to Louisiana and you're talking

about the cost of natural gas and oil and everything else,
.

I but have you ever studied economics from the standpoint

of if we kept gas and oil and we pro $ vee here in Louisiana
7

to produce our own electricity, what tue. cost.would be our

standpoint?"

DR. FORBES: "I really - that really is what my testimony dealt with

!
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unless the state is going to control oil and gas

prices within the state. Those numbers that I gave for

oil and gas are precisely what the cost will be for

keeping that within the state."

REP. CHAISSON: "So what you're telling me is that there's going to be

no production of electricity through natural gas and oil

across this country."

'

DR. FORBES: "No, sir. There will be production and there will be

some and it will be extremely expensive. As I said, we

*
are not very f ar from the 10 cent per kilowatt hour.

fuel cost threshold for oil and gas will not be far be-

hind. It's a decision that has to be made as to whether

people want to live with that capacity or try to back

out of it. The fact is that in mally instances it will

not be possible to back out of it at all rapidly because

of constraints on capital that affect utilities in this

country. Utilities are strapped and sorely pressed for

raising capital, particularly at the cacrent interest

rates in the Bonn market, where (inaudible) and as a

result, the back out is going to be slower than - it

would be nice if we could take remedial measures in the

capital market to try and ease out of the capital con-

straints, but there will be utilities that will continue

to use gas and oil and of course, I'm talking about bulk

genersting capacities as certainlyjthe peak load which

is a small fraction. The tctal use will continue - gas

and oil and any of them."

REP. CilAISSON; "Are you taking into consideration when you're talking

about gas that the federal law that says we will not be

to use gas after 1990?"

DR. FORBES: "Yes, sir. That's going to be a considerable problem for

utility companies."
*

RIP. CHAISSON: "Are you taking that under consideration when you say that
.

there will be gas use?"

DR. FORBES: "Oh "

REP. CHAISSON: "Do you see a repeal about that?"

DR. FORBES: "First of all,1 didn't understan/ ,ou. I don't read

the law as a total ban on gas, there will continue to be

x >-
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gas use for peaking even under the existing legislation

as I understand it, but only for short duty operation.

The real problem is going to arise as to whether some

utilities, inclue ing those in this state, will be able

t' ivert in time to meet the requirements of the Fuel

Use act."

REP. SOUR: "Mr. Siracusa and then Mr. Accardo."

REP SIRACUSA: "You were talking about - give me a (inaudible).- we're '

talking about guidelines, rules, regulations, and safety

; of coal versus oil. Our neighbors to the south are now

building I guess their first nuclear plant that we know

of at Veracruz. Oil and gas in this country right now -

we're purchasing crude at about $32 a barrel where they're

producing for about 60-65 cents a barrel. We're now

getting over $6 a thousand for natural gas and they are

still in the neighborhood of under $1 a thousand, yet

they're building a nuclear plant so there must be a

positive side to nuclear power compared to oil or fossil

fuels."

DR. FORBES: "They could probably do better off generating the nuclear

power and selling the gas to us. We've got the same

situation in the Northeast with what are sometimes affect-

ionately referred to as the " blue-eyed arrows" of North

Canada, where Canada which currently has excess generating

capacity in Quebec and in Ontario, but Quebec in particular

they not only have an excess of capacity, but they're

intending to further build parti:ularly at the LeGrande

Hydrocomplex on Jennings E.y with the intent explicitly

of exporting the power to New England and the basic deal

they are offering is a so-called " energy contract" which

means that they do not sell per capacity. Only the energy

and its - can be terminated on very short notice and the
'

deal essentially is to supply the power to New England

for 90 percent of what it would cost to generate with oil,

nothing to do with what it costs them to generate and in

fact, I know that the atomic energy of Canada at one point

was considering building a nuc?. ear station in southern

Ontario explicitly to export naclear power across to New
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England. ' Again, not at the cost of generating, but at

a discount from what it would otherwise cost."
REP. SIRACUSA: 1"Well, the one that is right now under construction at

Veracruz is exactly twice the size of the one at River
'

Bend and they have approximately 16,000' people working
~

to build this facility and we don't know what type of

rules, regulations, or guidelines they're working by.
4 '

.

In fact, Mexico has never heard o2 (inaudible) or anyr

'i.

other type of rules or regulations that we have *o abide+
. .

,

*
by in the United States - for emission control, environ-

' - mentallses, or anything else and their plant is under -
,

; construction - I mean going balls of fire and then the
~

way we're going, they'll ship us everything. Just don't;
~

4

- ' drink the water."

REP. SOUR: "O.K. Does that conclude your (inaudible) sir?"
1 REP. SIRACUSA: "Yes, sir."

.

I

REP. SOUR: "Mr. Accardo."
.

REP. ACCARDO: "What's been your experience in studies on the theory of
1

the public paying for the construction of nuclear power,

i
stations - I'm so ry - any kind of power stations while

they're under 9astruction (inaudible)?" Is that widespread?"
i

DR. FORBES: "I'm not cercain of the number of states and of coursei

the specific methods of - specific rate allowances for
!

t.
construction. Work in progess varies from state to state.

I have quite frankly have not done any detailed studies
-

of construction work in progress myself. I happen to
'

think it can save significantly on power costs. I think

it comes down basically to whether consumers are willing,

,

, to pay a little more now to save more later on. It's
A

f really a question whether you want to put money into the
I

construction work now and save later or wait until the:

. bill comes to you I think that economically the prior

{ nethod is the better one including some form of construc-
.

,

tion working. In fact, again, there's been some suggestions -

in fact, I think in on i state and I forget which one it

it - one of the Northe.ist states - there has actually been
a

legislation introduced specifically to look at - specifically

to permit inclusion of conversion costs from coal to - f rom

oil to coal in the replace."
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REP. ACCARDO: "What's happened to the old concept of some of the

profits you put aside to cover your capital costs-

of future investment, etc.?"-

'

DR. FORBES: "Well, the basic problem there was' that 'that concept-

was based on the idea that if yote depreciated a power

plant over its life, you had the capital available to

I
go build an (inaudible) as in the problem with that is .

*that it's a fine economic theory is zero percent in-

) flation. It tends to fall apart at 10 and 20 percent-
' %

combined with high electric power. That's really what's

happening to it, but - "

REP. ACCARDO: "That hundred million dollar plant is producing - t aen

it was built was producing I'd say 1 cent kwh electr.cty.
" -

but today it's using 5 kwh. The costs are a .a less per,

kwh to build in today's market.",

DR. FORBES: "I'm sorry. I'm not sure that I follow the point."
>

REP. ACCARDO: "Well, you said io#* .. ion has deteriated that concept
,

t

j because to replace that plant, it would cost 10 times
.

as much as it costs or maybe as 20 times as much as it

costa, but that same plant that may have cost when it

was built may have been producing l' cenc per kilowatt
.

electricity today is producing 5 cent "

,
DR. FORBES: "Well, that gets into slightly different aspects of

the problem. The basic reason that the plant that ori-

ginally produced power for 1 cent has gone to 5 cents is
,

; not to do with the capital costs because the capital
,

' portion of the charge in electric rates declines over a

time. It's really the fuel costs escalating rapidly that

,,

has caused that plant to go from one cent to five cents,

but the question really relates to the rate at which one

generates cash flow within the company. It's rather like

the problem - I sat doing my income taxes this past

[ weekend and found that I had capital gains which surprised ^

!
! me rather an amount. That's rather difficult to swallow

the idea that what you were paying capital gains taxes has

!. is in fact increased less in value than inflation rates.
!

So, in real terms, you haven't actually gained but never-

{ theless, you're paying a gains tax which is entirely due

to inflation and the situation in utility crah. flow. It's

[
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an essential analysis. Its led to su3gestions that there

needs to be re-formulatior af depreciation concepts."

-REP.' SOUR: "Mr. Chaisson."

. REP. CHAISSON: "I'i like to ask'you just a few other questions. I ,

don't know just how much of it you can answer and I' don't

know how much study was given to the subject with resperc

-to
"

4

REP. "Joel, may I interrupt you cae second? Before the r. hair-

man left, he asked that we recess innaediately af ter
3

questioning here and we heer Steve Irving, so for Mr.

Steve Irving, I want you to. stay here along about four

or file more minutes. Proceed.",

**REP. CHAISSON: The question I have in your field with respect - I kid

you not, I know all the utility companies knt v this. Of +

course, I assume that as individuals,' they 'auffer the

same consequence that w all do. People are complaining

that their electric bills are out of sight,:and in many .

respects, they really are experiencing fuel adjustments

(inaudible) . Have you studied the breach of the rates in

Louisiana and what we can expect when nuclear power goes .
,

on line within the next couple of years? What effect is

it going to be to the actual consumer in this state?"

DR. FORBES; "Well, specifically again, that was covered in my testimony.

Perhaps I didn't make the point clearly enough, but what

I was eaying was that in fact sich the prognosis - with

the protections that we make of the costs of gas and oil

that I would believe that those units would save money -

if not in their first year of operation then certainly

over the first few yeara of operation and then would save

more and more money over oil and gas as tire goes on.

m effect, once those plants go on, they probably should

be a slight reduction in races. Certainly, I would not
.

an .icipate any increase in rate and then the stabilization

r f rates because the price of nuclear power in fact should

decline over the initial. years and then perhaps some years

into its operation - perhaps round out if uranium prices

were to increase rapidly; in fact, possibly to continue to

decline if uraaium prices stay the (inaudible). So, in
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effect, what nuclear units should do is to stabilize

electricity prices at the point that they come on line

and beyond where the savings could come in larger and

that's for the same reason that I in fact suggest that

coal should also be considered because that further

reduce gas use and oil use and further stabilizes power
.

cocts because the cost of coal is expected to rise quita
4

a bit and last faster than gas and oil."

REP. C'dAISSON: '*Let me ask this question. With respect to your fuel

that is used in power plants. Who is it owned - by

the presidents of the companies or have you got your

own supply or do you have to buy from Arabs?"

DR. FORBES: "No, it's virtually all - there are imports of uranium.

They are offset by exports of uranium, so as with oil,
,

we export oil from this country as well as import it,

,but by and large, in effect, we are pretty much self-

dependant in uranium supply and as I say, we will be

indeper dent from foreign sources of uranium for all

practical' purposes for several decades to come."

REP. CHAISSON: "And then my question is who owns this source of uranium

right now?"

DR. FORBES: "A variety of com)anies, including some of the oil, coal,

end energy companies and mining companiec. I am not an

expert in ut.;ium supplies here to be able to tell you

precisely what the breakdown is by (inaudible)."

REP. CHAISSON: "So they control the supply. We have it here in this

country and they determine the price to the utility com-

pany - maybe we're in the same pattern?"

DR. FORBES: "No, I don't believe so and in certainly that would be a

basis for anti-trust suit with the (inaudible), but I

don't believe so and in fact, the market at this point

is soft eaough that in fact its become extremely compe-

titive because many uranium mines are in fact in over-
.

supply because the production of the uranium mines takes

months to slow off so in fact there is some considerable

over-production last year. There is no reason for them

to that I s ee for them to ban together but the fact that

the market seems to be behaving and I talk with (inaudible).

_ _ _ _ -
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We re . that to change overnight, I woul' .certainlyd

.

expect it would be time for the Justice Department

to (inaudible)." '-

REP. SOUR: '' Doctor McIlheny.",

DR. MCILHENY: "A very quick question. Nuclear power plants are

capitai intensive and the utility company wants to

borrow money in most instances to build such a plant.
.

Fairly typically, what would be the cost en an annual

basis say for one year. to delay (inaudible) in a nuclear
i power plant nearly in terms of the cost of interest that

_

- Id have to be consumed or worn by the utility company?"

DR. FORBES: "Well, remember I was ' going to suggest as fairly similiar -,

if one took - say a plant that was - it's going to depend3

very strongly on the stage in cons,truction that the plantp.

is at. If one took a plant that. say was the cost of

somewhere around about 1.4 billion dollars and was' vir-

tually complete and if one were lucky enough to get money,

I
say that was 12 percent, then that would be something like -

t

my calculator is beating m out here - that would be

about 168 million dollars a year and that wuJd possibly,

,

f
'

be all the way up to 200 million or all the way back down

from there depending at the stage of construction and so
#

the answer roughly to your question would be 100 million

i dollars a year, give or take a 100 million depending on
i

I the point at which construction is going. Generally,

. numbers like' 10 million dollars a month are good round

numbers for units that I've seen."

i DR. MCILHENY: "Thank you."
I

REP. SOUR "Any other ques. ions? Thank you, Doctor Forbes."

DR. FORBES: "Thank yJu, sir."

REP. SOUR: "And at this time we're going to give a break to Culf
I.

States and LP&L and we're going to ask Mr. Steve Inring
.

to come up because as I say, in this schedule, (inm!hle)
>

wait until the end of the program and I'm sorry that
'

,

| we're running behind but if we're going to be inclusive

with the testimony, we have to allow time. Steve, would;

you identify yourself and wla p 'r .esent. All I have

( here is that you're from Paton Roug."

i
h

. . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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-MR. IRVING: I"O.K. My name is Steve Irving. I'm an attorney by

profession, and I represent'' he Louisiana Consumers
.

League in its project of Public Law Utilities Group.

Formerly for four years I was ' director of' that project
.

and now.I'm basically a contractor to it. My ge'neral

area of expertise is in utility rate making and in

looking at the cost of utilities and in that capacity
. - ,

of intervening in behalf of the Louisiana Consumers

League and all major utility rate cases.- really, most

of them that there have ever been and all of them sinck
1

1976 or since late 1976. I've also served on the Consumer

Advisory Com.nittee to the U.S. Department of Energy, which
~

may .or may not be a recomendation depending on whe you
~~

, talk to. I can tell you that for a categorial fact that

not 3ne suggestory did the Department of Energy ever adopt

a recomendation that I made, so you can tell I was on

the right side a lot of times. What I'd like to do is to
,

talk a little bit about the same subject that the previous

speaker talked about, that being the economic.s of nuclear

power. I'm going to give you what-I consider as a - at
' '

_ least my versior of the consumer's prospective of that

and I'm going to give you some specifics as to the state

of Louisiana using some actual data that I have accumulated

over time and the various utility proceedings that I have

been in. First, in talking about nuclear power in the

state of Louisiana, I can make the categorical statement

that Louisiana utilities are not getting into the nuclear

power business. They are getting out of the nuclear power

business at a rate probably unprecedented in history.

LP&L previously planned a nuclear plant besides Waterfo'rd

Three and they cancelled it. That was the St. Rosalee

plant and as far as I can tell, that cancellation was back

about 1975 and costs about somewhere in the li 's million
.

dollar range. GSU originally planned a total of four nu-

cl ar units at least and there is some question about

whether there may have been more - two at River Bend and
.

two at Blue Hills in Texas. The second unit at River Bend
-

has been indefinetely deferred and I submit to you it will
-
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not be built. ~The two units at Blue Hills in Texas

have been cancelled, although the site is still retained
. :

.as a possible future nuclear unit. I.was unable to

generate the exact number for the cost of cancelling

the Blue Hills unit. 'My recollection is that it was in

the 50-60 million dollar framework. That might be a good

question for the Gulf States people when they testify.
4

Culf States is also attempting to peddle 40 percent of

River Bend Unic One to various electric cooperatives, so

I submit to you that Louisiana utilities are not getting

in nuclear power - they're getting out of nuclear power

and they're actually getting into coal. LP&L has a very

substantial coal construction program as does Gulf States,

4

so if you look at w's.t they do and not what they say, you
-

.

see what they see as the way to go. Other utilities never

had a nuclear power program. For instance, Swetco has

testified repeatedly that it has nnver seen nuclear power

.

as an economically viable proporf -tan. Now, Swetco serves
_

the Shreveport area and is a very, very well-planned

utility and they do - perhaps their only error in planning

is that they are planning on buying a small piece of some-

body else's nuclear plant. I think about five percent

interest or so, maybe a little more than that. I understand.

dhey're picking it up at a bargain. Swetco in general does

not consider nuclear power as an economically viable pro-

position. Cleco has no nuclear power plans. Both those

utilities are planning on going to coal. Historically,

Swetco and Cleco have a history of being very well-planned

with regard to future generating units. Cleco was very

such ahead and had quite a bit of excess capacity. I've

even criticized them for it at times. Their fuel mani-

pulations are well known, but Cleco has alway een able

to have a guaranteed source of fuel which is s cainly
"

better than some of the other companies who experienced

it. With regard to the electric cooperatives, the electric

cooperatives at the present time are negotiating to buy

a piece of the River Bend nuclear unit. We met with them

at Lakeland. This proposal was originally made and our
.
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understanding of those meetings is that they were -

interested in certain consessions involving transmission
,

lines wnich they felt were necessary for their continued j

existence and not necessarily in purchasing a piece of'

the nuclear power plant. In fact, the deal between

Cajun Electric and Gulf States announced about just about

a swap of capacity from their coal unit and capacities

from the nuclear units and in addition they will - Gulf i

States will participate in some additional coal units -

lignite units that . Cajun has planned for the future. So

all of these utilities are placing more emphasis en coal

than nuclear and I submit to you that tells you something
,

about the nuclear situation in the state of Louisiana and

that is that it is not good. I might add that that tendency

is a definite one nationally, where nuclear power plants

have been cancelled at an unprecedented rate. I'm going

to get in a little bit farther along about the different
.

kinds of nuclear power plants. The history of operation

of the two types of plants proposed for this state is
,

very different and I'd like to discurs that a little bit

with you. Pirst. I'd like to talk to you a little bit about

the costs of these plants. Originally, the Waterford

plant was scheduled to cost $238 million which is con-

siderably less than LP&L was spending annually on it.
,

.

The present projected cost as I understand it is 1.5

; billion dollars. Now, the 1.5 billion dollar figure is

interesting because I have been predicting that figure

for somewhere between one and a half and two years and

last fall I gave a speech to the Louisiana Nuclear

Society which is basically the organization of people

involved in constructing the nuclear plant, and in that

-

speech I made the prediction that LP&L's plant would cost

one and a half billion dollars for the upteenth time -

I

and one of my good friends from LPt.L was in the back of

the room and he stood up and said that it was unofficial
.

but about to come out that my figure was finally going

to be adopted. I'm going to have to revise my figure

upward somewhat. I think maybe somewhere between 1.5

a.
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~ and 1.8 billion will be the ultimate cost of .

Waterford Three depending on the resolution of the

numerous problems and safety issues which I think

still exist with regard to the city of New Orleans."

REP. ULLO: " Steve, would you have an idea what about one and

a half billion dollars is that has been - interest

that has amounted because of the delays?"

MR. IRVlNC: "A very substantial part of it is interest. In the '

case of Waterford Three, the only thing that can be

really attributed to a quote " delay" - of course,

originally I think the plant in service state was in

1977, but in terms of regulatory delays, Waterford Three

was delayed some period of time. I think it was about

a year, but it may have been a little more. As a result

of the anti-trust review, there were some people in the

Department of Justice that had some questions about -

specifically with LP&L and possible predatory activities

which had delayed that license in proceeding and did

definitely cost some money, but by and large, I don't

think that LP&L has experienced that bad a problem with

the delays and I might add that we have worked with LP&L

to try to avoid delays. The Consumers League has an inter-

vention in that proceeding and we have been working and

have ongoing negotiations with LP&L to do everything pos-

sible to avoid delays as a source of increasing the cost

of that project - assuming that it is Foing to be operated

and assuming the problems can be resolved. In the case

of River Bend, the original projected cost of dhe River

Bend nuclear plant was $375 million dollars. This was for

the first unit - of projected costs of the pair was $700

million dollars. I have in these notes here that the pro-

jected cost is up to 1.695 billion, which was the figure

they came up with last spring. My understanding is that -

the figure now is 2.1 to 2.3 billion, and that brings to

mind an interestin6 dis cuss ion. I made the prediction two

years ago that the cost of River Bend would go over 2

billion dollars by the end of 1980, and it in fact did so.

We've been projecting for about that period of time Ibat..the

.

_
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' ultimate completed cost of River Bend will be in the

. .tvo and half billion dollar range. I'm up to 2.8

billion to possibly as high as 4 billion depending on

' -what happens. At the annual meeting at Gulf States last

year. I asked Mr. Crawford, the chairman of the board; ., .

at Gulf States, the question. The previous projection'

as of the previous annual meeting was 1.3 billion for -

D

the first unit at River Bend and of course it was ap-

~ proximately 1.7 billion by the 1980 annual meeting. .so

it had gone up $400 million dollars since the previous

annual meeting and I asked him - I said it's gone up -
!

since $400 million dollars since the last annual meeting

and what assurance can you give us that 'it won't go up

$400 million dollars by the next annual meeting and he

basically said that if environmentalists like myself

f' would leave Gulf States alone that it wouldn't happen.

So, we lef t him alone for a year and it's my understanding .

it's now gone up $600 million dollars in that year. The

average cost for a nuclear power plent in a study done

some years ago, was 100 percent and increasing. Now,

the world's record that I know of as of 1978 was 269 or

thereabouts percent which was done by Boston Edison,

however, the Louisiana utilities will definitely have a

monopoly on a new figure for cost overruns. There are
F *

other plants around that could equal it. The cause of

these cost overruns have been discussed by an NRC
.

'

commissioner who was certainly in a position to know.
* Commissioner Victor Calinski has stated that the cause

is unforeseen technical difficulties in labor and finan-

! cial problems and I think that's been very much the case
:

as documentable in the case of the utilities here in the

state of Louisiana. In the case of Gulf States, there
.

was a considerable delay as a result of some dispute in

!
different kinds of data in the itcensing process and I

;.

think that amounted to approximately a one year delay.

'

These kinds of problems are going to continue and they

are going to get worse as the cost of interest goes up

and in a capital intensive kind of system like a nuclear

.-
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power plant is, the high cost of money increases the

cost of the plant at a very phenomenal rate. There

was a study done some years ago that suggested that

for every additional year of construction, you can

roughly add 29 percent to the cost of the nuclear plant
.

and if you use that figure you can come up with the

predictions that I made that so far have been fairly

accurate. There are many cost issues in regard to '

nuclear power plants that are unresolved and you've

had some discussion of some of these interests, but

get somebody to give you a good firm number they'll

put their name on. For instance, the cost of disposing

of wastes of nuclear power plants. It has been suggested

that that depends on federal policy. The fact of the

matter is that it really doesn't matter who pays for

it, whether the state pays for it or whether the

federal government pays for it - ultimately we are paying

for it and what is it going to cost? The government

can insulate the utilities from increases in the cost,

but we as taxpayers must ultimately bear the cost.

Either we will bear it as rate payers or as taxpayers,

so costs of waste disposal is a large unknown for several

reasons and the least of which is there is not a firm

decision as to the technology of waste disposal. The re

are many suggested and strongly advocated technologies,

but what is the ultimate decision going to be and how

do we know that once we do it that way it's going to

stay? Serious question. De-commissioning. I understand

there was some discussion this morning of maybe taking

the guts out of a nuclear power plant and putting more

guts in it and continuing to run it. Well, I question

you how much is that going to cost? Handling the in-

drals of a nuclear power plant that's been in operation

for a number of years is a very dangerous business, be-

cause the materials are very radioactive. This is a

fundamental problem of de-commissioning of a reactor and

you're going to have that problem whether you ra-use the

site or not. Serious problem. What are we going to do
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risks...when it's allowed for a utility r impany and it is allowed

ia this state with regard to nuclear units, at least it has been

in the Gulf States case recently signed by the public service :

commission.. .what happened.. .it's treated as a capital cost...

as a rate base type item. ...and it's allocated amongst customer
*

classes based on the system D...but what is.it really....if you-

decide to build a nuclear power plant' it is a conscious decission

that you're gonna spend more money to make use of this cheaper .-

fuel source...so...when you decide to build a nuclear power plant
' you t.re deciding...we're going to spend more money but we're going

to get cheaper fuel...we're going to spend more of what the resid-

ential customer pays for so we can use less of what is spread

across the board....because of that the residential customer

winds up more for that generating unit. ..but what happens.. .

because of the cheap fuel source which theoratically exists

and certainly does in fact exist at the present time that

generater is going to be run all the time...so industrial

customers who tend to use approximately the same amount of

electricity throughout the year are going to be the ones who

j make most use of that plant...as a result the residential
a

cuetomer winds up subsidizing, building generating plant

for industrial customers ...and this will happen every time

you combin\d_M.e nuclear power plants with a cheap fuel sourcej.

'
with a construction working progress set up...in fact, it

f ' will happen even without construction working pre",ress ...but

that aggrvates it...now...what happens if you buil t a coal powered

power plant?... coal powered power plants are not '. heap...'

'
but half the cost of nuclear...that's what the Cul! States+

| Data shows.... fuel cost is much higher... fuel cost is paid
;

by all customers according to the number of kilowat hours
'

they use.. . cost of building a plant. . . residential customer

picks up more... result of that is... coal powered power plant
;

and nuclear powered power plant, both producing alectricity at -

the same price will result in lower rates to the residential,

j customers with the coal unit and higher rates with the nuclear

unit every time...becsuse that's the way utility rates are fixed. .

i Now. . .I had uh. . .I guess. . .all this goes for nawitive we can't

; get some.. .some constructive things to come out of these hearings

and I thought I would make my recommendations to you so that the
.

L
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- kinda of thing 1 that I think that ought' to happ:n. . .uh...firrt

of all. . .uh. . .mo---some years ago, there was a bill put in to

outl---to require construction working progress or which would

have had the eff ect of required construction working progress

uh...there was an uproar and the bills eventually didn't make

it...I think it's probably come the time that there should be

a bill outlawing costruction working progress this is not an

unht ard of concept. . .it's happened in other states. . .second. . . ,

the ah...there will be a bill presented this year, if I understand

ele news-media correct to put the electric cooperatives back

under the public service cmmission. ..uh. . .I think the decision

that they've made to buy a piece of the River Bend Nuclear plant

was a gross error and if lef t to their own devices they maybe

more gross errors in the future...I think they should be regulated
,

by the public service commission,'the regulatic.. has not panned

out the way everyone thought it would...I was a suporter of the

concept when they were taken out...uh. ..I have definitly become

a uh. . . of the concept ever since and I think that

4tM
is another thing that iwne. come out. . .the public service commission

should regulate cooperatives just like they look at everything

else.. .they should look at their expenses and be sure they're

ligitimate. ..because, I do not think the concept has worked...

I think that if you gentlemen can do those two things that you vil

have accomplished something in looking at nuclear power. ..

uh.. .the decision as to whether we have---will have more

nuclear power plants in this state or not and whether the two

plants that are in existence or that are under construction will

be built or not are not going to be made here...the new nuclear

plants won't le built because it's not an economical viable

proposition...o * the two plants that are being built t'.te Water

Foot three plant probably will be completed because I think

LP&L probably a' this point and time has the mon ny to complete

it uh. .it will probably operate f or some period of time uh. . -

I think if the time comes to shut it down because it's not

operating right and correctly I hope we have the guts to do it.

With regard to the River Bend Plant uh. .I do not believe that

it is an economically viable proposition for Gulf States to

complete that pla n t . .I don not believe that Gulf States can

complete that plant . . .uh. . .certainly no t if without a government

bailout or beine the owner af a majority interest in it. .

- _ _ _ _. _. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _
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or they will be bailed out by the government or somebody else...

I'll be happy to answer any quesitons that you have...

Senator Nunez: . . .Representat ive Ocario. . . . . .

Rep. Ocario: are you saying that---did I understand you right that...

the statistics given to us today that uh...for a nuclear plant

uh...we could expect a five cents per kilowat hour cost is

in uh...f act uh. . .it will cost a consumer of ,

the residential consumer more than that?....

f#Dr. ...well Ae five cents a kilowat hour cost is actually below what

Gulf States projected at--at the one point uh...seven billion

dollar figure...If I resember right their cost was 5.5 cents

and certainly has to be higher now than the 2.1 and 2.3 billion

dollar figure...

Rep. Ocario: ...let me rephrase it then. . .they' compared ---witnesses compara

at prices...they said a nuclear power station uh.. .would generate

electricity at uh...comparitive costs of five cents per kilowat

vs.. coal _at seven...which is approximately two cents more

or---or---

Dr... ...the coal figure.. .the coal figure is probably very close to

accurate...the nuclear figure is low by a factor of uh...better

than two. ..the actual bus bar cost of Riverbend, if it's completed

in 1984, it'll cost a two and a half billion dollars which is

both.. .uh. ..somewhat doubirul now. ..the bus bar cost of electricit-

f rom riverbend will not be less than 13 cents a kilowat hour...

Rep. Ocario: .is it your position that generating electricity from coal..

is cheaper than nuclear power. .

Dr. ...yes sir, it is...

Rep. Ocario: . . .is it cheaper to the consumer the average household uh. . .

myself..

Dr. ...yes sir...

Rep. Ocario: . . . t han it is uh. T. f o r nuclea r . . . . . . . .

Dr. . yes sir... .

Rep. Ocario: ...is it because of the loss dif f erential and cost of construction

is that. . . is that your postion? . . .

Dr. ...well...it's because of nany things and one of them is the

dif f erence in cost, one of them is the dif ference in planning

uh. . .the dif f erence in fuel cosc and. . .who knows what the price

.the price of coal is uh.. .(LY.htNof fuel's going to be...but uh. *neva
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- and. is projected by. utility companies and' ve have coal...

; ,

i ~

better than we've got oil' ..uh...
~

.

h Rep Ocario: ...let's eliminate the cost of coal.'..let's just look at the

hardware....uh...the plant...a nuclear power plant cost more

[ to construct than a coal powered plant you elivate by a margine
4

of maybe two to one...

Dr.
.

well, the actual culf States data in their rate cas t uh'...the last .

rate case they had showed a cost differencial of two to one... .
-

over the same time period...

Rep. Ocario: ...am I sure I understood your explination of why it costs the4

consumer...the house--the average householt' more than it would

cost uh.. .lets say an industry...,

|. ...well, ok.. .to begin with, even if the two cost the same thingDr.
)

it would still...it would if --one kilowatgnuclear and one kilowa
" '

for coal, cost the exset same thing 'because util--the way

utility rates are fixed the nuclear electricity would be more

- be more expensive to the residential customer because ' he -
'

m would pay more for the plant which is the big cost in a nuclear
!

and the fuel cost is spread everywhere...as opposed to the
.

,

coal powered unit...that is a fact from the way utility rates4

are fixed. ..we pay for the two things diff erently. ..
*

Rep. Ocario: ...because of the rates being based upon the peak?...

Dr. ...right...because he cost we pay per capital for capital

items like the cost of the plant is based on the system peaki

e

or on some d evelopes . . .

,

Rep.0cario: ...well then, maybe you should be attacking the method of uh...
)
: rate making rather than the uh...the virtues of nuclear vs.
t

| uh. . . coal . . . .
| fDr. ...ok. ..one of my suggestions there was{uh... construction

working progress concept...which is a part of the rate making

which agrivates this.. .uh. ..with regard to the rate making

uh...we developed what 'I considered a better system for

fixing utility rates which was uh... adopted by the public .

service co:nmission more or less and uh...like four cases and

as I say...uh...the most recent LP&L and Gulf States case theuh...

we still had two commissioners who were for it but the third

commissioner who was voting with us uh.... decided to vote the

other way...

Rep. Ocario: ...then--then if the method of rate making were changed then
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you would uh. .. chang , your view that uh. . .the nuclear power

station would be c'teaper than coal powered stations. . . .

Dr. . ..no. . .you're talket gbout just on that one issue. . .the nuclear

I--I was saying that Jor the purpose of consideration.. . assuming

1C33tt the two were in fact going to cost the same.,,you know

one kilowat of electricity cost the same as what...in fact..,

the data clearly shows from the plants being built in Louisiana

and planned in Louisiana that the nuclear is much more expensivt.

than the coal.. .uh.. .the price to build the nuclear plant is uh,.

well...on this comparrison was twice and with the new price it's

almost three...I don't know how much the coal plant

Rep.0cario: . . .you telling us the cost of fuel. . .

Dr. ...ok...the cost of fuel is about two and a half times cheaper

but it's not going to make up the diff erence betwee eight hundred

million dollars and uh.. .the two billion dollars ,. .

Rep. Ocario: ....not even over 20 years?....

Dr. . . ..not even over 20 years.. .and if you assume that ee-you know

of course, you can generate any number you want depending on what

assumptionyou want to make about the cost of fuel. ..uh. ,in

general coal is a less desirable fuel than natural gas or oil

and will presumable always have a substantilly lower price,,.

uh...of course as we well know all fuel markets including uranium

are controlled by cartel of one sort or another and fix the prices

and so uh. . .you best guess is you. . . good as anybodys. . .

. . .uh. . . Sir. . .you said that uh. . .our u tilities here Gulf States. .

and uh. . .LP&L actually going out of the coal. . .out of the nuclear

power business rather than into it.. ..

Dr. ....right

and that's because of the cancelled plans that

hhM additionally been planned some years ago. . .

Dr. . . .and if a plan--coal plants that wern' t planned. . .they've

~

cancelled nuclear and added coal...

....and uh...are we presently going through a situation where -

we're trying to save a River Bend and we're trying to save water

foot three because of the vast amount of capital that is

presently been expended into these plants....

Dr. ..well....I think that's basically what's behind this....

you know. . .with 20-20 hind site uh. . .in the early 1970's I

think Culf States would have pulled out of River Bend...
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I think Culf States should have pulled out of River Bend.when I

first told them it was a bad idea back in 1976...but of course,

they don't listen to me...uh...not even today...but uh...at any.
1

rate tha-they. could have pulled out at one time with uh.. .a

f 60 million dollar loss or something like that which is probably

.about like the loss they're going to take on ...

uh...in the case of Water Foot Three...there's upwards of. a billion -

,' dollars already been invested in Waterfoot Three and you can make .
.

a real good argument to the ef fect that uh...they feel .LP&L has
1

but two choices...they either going to go bankrupt c they're going

to complete Waterfoot Three and it's a-kind of a race to see whic
~

they're going to do... and in the case of Culf States uh... Culf

z States...I don't know how much Gulf States currently has-in River

Bend...they may 'be pushing a billion dollar mark now too...or

800 million dollars something 11ke'that...butuh...in the case of

Culf States. I don't think there's much doubt...without a.

government bail out, I think they're going to go under...
'

....well, callb*a out a government bail out...it seems like
_

we're pretty. good at that...we bailed out Chrysler...
,

Dr. ...um hu...

. ... . .uh. ..it's obvious that if eur utilities companies
,

got into problems before it's because of a a national policy'

1

on energy that didn't
:
; Dr. ...right....

4

. ... work out .. ..you're not suggesting that let LP&L go bankrupt. ..
'

or that we let River Bend or' Culf States go * bankrupt. ..
I

'

Dr. ...well, ti it's---that creates an interesting situecion -'

with regard -I think both utilities and you're getting it

i

i ...there's some fundamental questions of rate making here...
i

uh...both utilities at the time they made the initial decision
,

I uh...I think really can't be faulted in terms of making the.

decision because ft 'was a government policy to encourage that...
,

i M.
uh...in the case of Culf States arguable I think they ena be .

,

8

vaulted in terms of the choices that they made...the type reactor

that Culf States decided to build I think un...certait ~ vith

hind site...and perhaps with information available to them,

! at the time wasn't the best choice to make. . .uh. . .you get - to be

I

the question thou of at what point was it obvious to everybody

that it was a bad move. . .uh...I submit to you that uh...approxisat

lv the 1977.tice frame when culf Staten had their nanseement
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V revolution tnd Mr. Crivford esa in...lthat uh.. .th y vera quit')

well aware that River Bend was a bottomless pit and that they

were in trouble and it was a question at that point in time

of taking a three hundred million dollar bath in River Bend

by scraping it or uh.. .uh...trying to go ahead with the proj ect...

and Mr. Crawford probably did uh...with regard to cancelling

the other uni--nuclear unit certainly the most courageous thing

that he could have done by scraping them...and with regarg to .

Riverbend, you can see that his basic decision was that we'll

politly cancel the second unit of River Bend...we'll take the

first unit in River Bend and sell all of it that we can sell and

we'll get in the coal business real fast and uh. ..I don't know

if you can fault him for that decision but there does remain an

ele. ment of uh... consideration as to whether the additional cost

in view of the light of you know what's happening to the cost

of River Bend...so whether that was prudently incurred or not. ..

uh...I had advocated that several times in the past ch... allowing

the utilities in-investing in the nuclear plants original proc-

eedure to advertise the loss over some period of time...

. ..you're aspective of those business decissions. . . position that

management found themselves in. . .uh. . .your groy and anybody that
,

..

you're associated witn uh...come up with any technology that would

allowed the conversion of River Bend and Water Foot Three

to coal f acilities. . .

Dr. .. .ok. . .the uh. . .of course all of the nuclear hardware is not

useable for uh...uh.. .you know you can throw that out the window

because that is not usable in a coal powered power plant. .un. ..

there remained the question of basicly the steam generators as to

whether they can be driven the steam from another source...I'm

sure you've seen the Gulf States commercial where they say that

you know a nuclear reactor is basically a tes kettle and it
Tv/ bin : S

produces steam ancI it drives the teurbons and the questions was

these turbons can be used.. .my understanding is that the turbons -

uh. .do not operate at the temperatures and the pressures that

are most ef f icent for coalpowered power plants and uh...as such

probably would not work that well. .so. .in terms of whether they

could be any real recovery or not uh.. .in using them for some-

thing else 1 think in the case of Culf States perhaps the site

could be because eney have a very large site...they've got weil
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therivould be a question however as to whether the equipment

; . could sold to someother...you know... kind of be sold to some

' other sucker who might want-try to' build that plant as apposea
,

to then. . . Mexicans or somebody . ..I don't know. . .

....from the stand point of uh...the policies that are being-

developed now from tne Regan administrction, do you see that

there is going to be any move ' uh...'to reserect un..xiver Bend ' - ,

two and the other uh...St. Rosalee or 'whatever it might be uh.. .

. other than nuclear power plants in Louisiana...,

| Dr. . ..well, uh..1 know enough people in the management. of LP&L - ,

to know that there's is no way that they would reserect a nuclear

plant right now...unless somebody absolutly guaranteed enem the

government was going ' to guarantee the price of it and pay.for it

or something...with regard to Culf States...and reserecting River -
1

send two, there has been noises about that from time to time, I ~

think that would be a very fatuous decision and "uh...not one I ~
.

would really expect Mr. Crawford to make...

well, I'm very curious because uh...you know I didn't have the

pleasure of meeting with Mr. just what the Regan

administration is going to do to assure the nuclear power industry
e.

that they will have an industry...what kind of monies is the
|<

f ederal government going to spend...what guarantees are they going.

to give them. . .they don't have such a policy. .. ~

Dr. ...I don't read the Regan administration as being willing to
f

actually sink government dollars into anything that looks lines

i
trouble uh...you know , apparently the Clinch River reactor for

instance is going to have the same or worse problems under the
|

Regan administration that it did unde * the Carter administration.. .
{ '

; so. . .uh...you know I'd. . .I think the Regan administra tion may
:
L turn out to be one that is just not going to be spending

,

4

government dollars-on that kind of thing. . .they're going to leave
i.
| it to provate industry to do, and it's going to sink or swim in .

|_ private industry and that's-that 's what I would hope would

happen... pp
4

-- ...is the problem as you view itgnuclear power from the stand

; point of economics that you... explained, or is it the stand point
!

of safety or coupled with both and what have you...
,

Dr. ...ok...well, I didn't discuss the saf ety issues I was kind of

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ___
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a big radiation exposures happen...the worst accident in nuclear

history was at three mile island but one that occured that summer

out in New Mexico in the middle of the dessert where uh...alot

ot waste f rom mining of uranium got uh...in and contaminated the

water supply to the Nahavo tribe out there...

there was another statement you made in your testimony that uh. ..-----

I think you preface a f ew things saying assuming that these plants

will go into operation, the decision will not be made here on a

local level in Louisiana except---because of the preempted position

of the uh... federal laws...

Dr. ....the f ederal government has basically said that nuclear regulati

is our business and you can keep your hands out of it. . .uh. . .there

are some isolated areas where the states do have some authority...

notably in uh... evacuation plannin's saf ety.. .you know saf ety

planning that kind of thing providing of emergency equipment uh...

there's a provision I think for interstate compacts on these kind

of things and uh...there are areas where the state can participate.

but in terms of saying whether anybody can have the nuclear reactor

at a given spot or not . . .the f eds have basically said that's our

business and we're going to let them put it there if they get

a license from us.. .

....f rom the stand point of these emergency uh.. . operational

plans or what have you uh.. .are you involved in any of that?. . .

Dr. ...well, one of the contendgions that we've raised in terms of the

Water Foot plant was uh...how the hell do you evacuate a million

people out of New Orleans if you ever have to do that when uh. ..

mcst of the major highways come right past the plant within 10

miles of the plant or a little more and uh.. .your only other

evacuation route to speak of is across Lake Ponchitrain through.. .

pass rigalees or across the causeway bridge ...how do you evacuate

a million people?.~. . .now the uh. . .at the time that we raised that

contingen the evacuation plan hadn't been submitted yet. . .it has -

been submitted now and I have not had an opportunity to look at

A9
wha t they have submitted yet. . .but uh. . .I don't see anyway' easily

address that problem...

. ..who did they submit it to?...

Dr. . . .uh. ..it 's submitted to uh. . .what used to be Mr. Porters of fice

in the department of natural resources...Mr. Porter is now

- -
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with environmental af f airs...I think you call it the

nuclear radiation division of the departr ut of natural resources

...I think he's seated in te back of the room.. .

....where....- - - - -

Dr. .....he was....

....do you know when that proposal was submitted. .

Dr. . . . .Uh. . .I don' t have an exact date uh. . .if--if . . .last Augustf . . .

somebody said. . .oh well. . .

....and that's for both water foot three ael River Bend or is it

just...

Dr . ....no that's the one for...you submit a seperate one for each

plant...the one f or River Bend was submitted uh...I think maybe

this spring or late last f all. . .and there's also one that's uh.. .

been submitted for uh. . .uh.. ..th[ plants up in uh. . . Mississippi. . .

Mississippi Power and light plants...there's a...

...you know, we had a problem recently with a recent river spill..--~~-

Dr. ...uh...hu....

uh....where obviously there was f ailure to disclose to the people---------

involved . . .until it was too late . . .uh. . .you know, something

that had happened...would you suggest in the legislation uh. . .in

the stand point that you m!-ht be wrong ar the agent working in

nuclear power that there is a strigent liability to report the

immediate uh.. . serious penalties involved... .

Dr. . ...I believe that two years ago and uh...the session af ter three

mile island I propose such a bill, which Sen. Brown introduced and

I don't think it ever got out of com::littee and in fact I don't--

I think we decided not to bring it up in committee but I had

draf ted legislation to put uh...If I remember right, we put some

very very heavy penalties on a nuclear power-~uh... nuclear

facility for not notifying N local government if the event of

an accident. . .I tEink that is definit. . .of course you can't tC

i s. [
kn hether the f eds are going to say we preempted that or not, but -w

\

since it's a state obligation to do it maybe not I think that

would be good legislation. . .

-- ....well, it certainly could be within the criminal laws of this

shape or any individual...be an operator or plant manager who

willfully f ails to report a violation would be guilty of a felony
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Dr. . . ..right. . .I think the uh.. .the two things that I had...I don't

remember if I made it a f elony or not. . .but the uh. . .very substanti.

civil penalty sor the utility....one of the troubles you have makin

it a criminal off ense all--you can make it a criminal of f ense and

a civil penalty but if you make it a criminal of f ense then you get

the very very heavy criminal burdon of truth and uh...sometimes it'

easier to make a civil penalty on a corporation and a criminal

penalty on the people involved... .

....well, I'm certainly not. . . talking about punishing people

where there's any question of doubt. ..when you talk about criminal

responsibility you talking beyond any reasonable doubt

Dr. ...ok...but you see the problem you get into is sometimes the only

people who really know when they had knowledge is the people involv

and of course if it's a criminal proceeding, you can't really make

'

them say when they knew...so that's - those kind of regulations

are very good, but they're very difficult to enforce because of uh.

....any other questions....

Dr. ....thank you....

.... appreciate you coming... alright, we'll return to uh... regular

order back there at 12:20, when we'll now hear from uh. ..Mr.

uh....

Don-Hail .. ..Mr. Chairman, Members of the committee, My name is Don Hail

I'm a governmental aff airs and manager at Louisiana Power and

light company. .. .we have a list today, Mr. Dave Lester who's a

plant manager at Water Foot Three...and fo- :ulf States Utilities

River Bend plant, u nave Cary Wagon. ..Vice President nuclear

operations...Culf States Utilities....before Dave gets into his

presentation I would like to make one or two very quick remarks

if you don't mind...Little south utilities as it relates to nuclear

we have two nuclear operational in Arkansas, we're building two

in Mississippi, we'ra ' illding Water Foot Three in Louisiana...

We have six coal plants under construction...and our plans is for
4

diversity...when we can have not all}our eggs in one basket... -

more or less...I promise you that the nuclear option is still open

past 1990 af ter our immediate cc,nstruction uh.. . procedures have

been completed.. .Let me give you some information about the

termonoligy that has come up this morning and again this af ternoon

C.W.I.P. has been mentioned several times meaning construction

* ink that---that if maybe if this conseptionworking partnents I a

.
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\/ wh;n peoplo rcf tr to C.U.I.&P. thtt hou'gst tha imprecc: ion of

the utilities are requiring or asking for our customers to pay

for the plant shile it's under construction. ..that's not so...

J

we don't have a bill before us ad this is more or less a minor

f or Louisiana Public Service co= mission, but when utilities make

reference to C.W.I.P. we're talking about interest carring charges

on money borrowed to build the plant...so there's--there's a

considerable amount of dif f erence between financing and providing,

the money to build your plants and helpingwith the financing charge

As.we get inte uh. .our part of the program...

-- excuse me, go ahead. . .

.. .that brings me back to the question I maked earlier.. .th. ..

are the interest..,according to what you're saying. . .the interest

that you're pay'ing on the money now is automatically being

added into uh... construction costs that is being passed on*o

the consumer?...is that the way I understand it?.. . .

Don Hail . ..not today. . .we have a---a bookkeeping uh. . . method , we call it

allows for fund used and---during construction. You pay your

interest and you add this interest on when the plant becoms

operational and your the plant cost plus the

interest cost...C.W.I.P. more or less takes care of your interest

charges as you go...and that's not put---if you have C.W.I.P. this

is not an interest charge that is added when your plant becomes

operational...but I think that was something we---we probably

wanted to clear up. . .I know you'd asked the question.. . .

--- - - . .. .do you have any idea what the interest is up to this point?. ..

Don Rail . . .I think that possibly uh. . . . Fred Dru=mond or Dave Lester

could uh... handle it...I tell you uh....as a search for a figure

we recently went through a manouver in Washington.. ..

. . . .that's a question I'd like answered. . .we don't have that

answered. . .but I'd also like to ask uh. . .a question that you

ought to get the answer for.. .is to just what can----has the delay

been on Vater Foot Three and what it has been contributal to... .

has it been contributal to environmental uh. ..uh. . .. problems

or has it been contributal to uh... permit problems or just

what has been the delay and how long has it been...

Don Hail . . . . Dave says he'll give you something you want to talk with...

.just a minute. . . Rep. Accardo had a question. . .---

.

Rep. Accardo: ...now I---I'm not sure 1 understand C.P.I. or whatever the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~
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sell stock...and use the stock to build its plant and that's wtat

you call an investing in a company. . .or a company borrows. . .

money to build a plant. ..is that right...

Don Hail ...that's right...

Rep. Accardo: ...now when money, you pay interest on it...thac's a substitue

to selling some more stock and diluting the interest of the

various stock holders...so, what's the difference?...do you ,

expect ...do you expect the uh...you should pay for that interest

out of you profit.. .just like you---you uh. .. pay back the stock

holders out of your profit in dividends...to me, it's one in the

same... interest is a cost of building a plant...seems to me there's

a direct parrell between borrowing money to build a plant and having

somebody investing stock and take the stock---the monies you get

from stock and build a plant...so.'.I think maybe what you said

is not exac tly correct. . . .

Don Hail: ... Joe what we can do, we can get our rate manager here to discuss

this with you at another time Mr. Chairman if it'd be alright...

...we'll be meeting today and tomorrow...so...

Rep. Accardo ...you were confusing me and I voted against that C.P.I. when it car-

for - before us before because I thought I understood it...but you,

*

said something just now that confused me...now either I'm

confused or you're confused and I hope it's not me...
3 me Le'd c.r

. .. Rep. Accardo, I think what Don was saying was -was that uh.. ...w

uh...there are two ways---two ways for the company to recover the

cost of financing a power plant...one would be to cover the---to ha-

that financing cost payed for as the plant is being built...another

way is to accru that or to accumulate that and then include it in

the rate base along with base cost of the power plant...when the

unit goes on the line. ..the second way. . .it's an accounting method.

we're accruing the costs and then at the time the unit goes into

rate base uh...the rate base will be based on both...the accrued

expense of the cost plus the uh.. . accumulated interest cost.. . -

k) p. f10 JOIN
.. .about four years ago uh...when your group appeared before the----

committee. I had asked a question as to what would be the procedure

when you went on line with Water Foot Three...at that time it

was expected that Water Foot Three would go on line in about ancthe

year or 18 months or something like that, and uh...I think it was

Mr. W: tte that had told me at that time thar uh...all the utilities
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N~ vill b3 uh...cIl ths costs will b3 put

and at that particular time uh...a kilowat hour would increase

by 40%...the minute that water foot three went on the line.. 1 thin

oS- S
that's about a record thac this committee four years ago and I just

wonder if that percentage still holds or it has increased...

Dave Lester: I'll discuss that in my presentation...I think that uh...some of

the gentlemen that spoke earlier this morning uh... covered that and

I'll talk a little bit about that...that that is not true and it ,

probably was based on natural gas cost at twenty five or thirty

*]) > :le si-|t
cents a billion BTU's which is certainly no longer the case...

i .,
- -- ... alright, proceed...go ahead on with your presentation. . .

,

Dave Lester: .. .Centlemen, Mr. Chairman uh.. . members of the joint study

committee uh... I would like to try to do a couple of things

one, I would like to maybe take a shot at summerizing what we've

heard so far today...and then seco'nd I would like to show you

about 15 slides uh...and uh...which might uh.. .give you a visual uh

indication of some of the things that some of the other folks

have talked about. First of all, we heard from uh...Dr. Herb;

Witson who told us that uh.. .that uh. . .all the alternatives for ---

for energy generation involved costs and all of them involved>

environmental impact and he said various specificly that we should

*
if we were to look at the cost an environmental impact vs. the

benefit of all the al--alternatives. . .using the same context and

using the same basis that uh... nuclear comes out pre ty well ..

I uh.. .then we heard from Dr. Waltmeir. . .who uh. . . looked at uh. . .one

of the risks---or he looked at the saf ety aspect which is the risk.'-

and he says again that uh...all the alternatives should be looked

at in the same context that is the risk vs. the benefit...in f act

I he even went to the point of making utilities nervous by talking
1

about the risks of coal.. .we then heard it from Dr. Johnston---

Dr. Johnson who discussed one of the risks of nuclear power...

and indicated some~ magnitude of that risk. ..wa hear from Dr.

James Brennon who looked at the Medical effects of really generatic

not just radiation. ..and came to the conclusion that nuclear power
!

comes out pretty good in that cost a risk benefit uh. .. evaluation,

finally, we heard from Dr. Ion Forbs who looked at theuh...e t or

cost vs. the cost rather than the cost vs. the risk of other variot

alternatives and concluded that nuclear was probably the way to

_ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ . _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ __ ____._ ______ __ _____ _ - __. .-- - . _ _ _ _ __ . _ - _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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\ j gs...all of th m gentles:n c:ncluded ct prob:bly not tha

prudent way to go if to-that is to uh...to go all nuclear...

they all said that the prudest---prudest that we go

u4-
with nuclear and coal only to power generation energy

supplies that are available. . .uh. . . in the case of Dr. Forbs. . .uh. . .

one of the gentlemen on the uh. .. . committee. .. kind of forced him

to say I told you so and--and--and that uh. . .had we really

proceeded with uh...the nuclear alternative and maybe even the

coal alternative in the early 70's and maybe we wouldn't be where

we are today.. .now. ..one of the things that irks me a whole lot

is for someone to tell me I told you so but, I think ctut I have to

bring that up in the contaxt of uh...of Gulf States and LP&L decisi

- to build nuclear power plants in the early 70's...you must remember

that the national enviromental policy act was passed in 1969 and

daring the couple of the years following the passage of that act.. .

uh...many utilities acrcss the cowntry were converting f rom coal

to oil and they all wished they hadn't now... finally we heard from

uh. . .uh. . .my at torney f riend uh. . .S teve Irving. . .who uh. . .said

something that I firmly believe ...he said that nuclear power

A plants uh. ...are having economic problems because uh. . .of the

fact that they have the uh.. . undergo shutdowns, delays and various
,

*
cost estacalation...uh. .. problems essentially all of which result

from the regulatory environment that nuclear power is in..1

agree with him loo %...I think if some of the regulatory uh...

decisions were made that this country would embark on a reasonable

uh. . . basis of theuh. . . risk vs. benefit that these fellows were

talking about this morning.. .uh. ..tha. we could build nuclear plan-

power plants in much less than a 12 or 13 years that it takes to

them now.. .and we could do it at a matter---we could build them

at a reasonable cost...but inspite of the cost, I think you

heard testimony this morning that nuclear for sure is the most

econimacal choice when comparative to oil. I think uh. . .you heard .

that f rom most of the witnesses that. . .that uh. . . nuclear power is .

is the most economical choice in this regior *..:n cumpar-i to coal.

uh. . .Mr. Irving then went of f in to the uh. . .the question of

rate making. . .I think that once you decide which is the chema-::

alternative and if you can decide without the prudence aspect. .

to go with that alternative then it's a matter of the public

service commission jurisdiction to decide how that savings will
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bi rpproved to tha verious claecsa ofYustomirs...V

I agree with you , in that respect.. .so I think that

the ovu a lineis-is that uh. . .is that we must use a e' et

benefit analysis in making our decisions... risk beneGt, cost

butefit enviromental impact benefit and we have to decide just

how saf e is saf e enough...and how polution f ree is polution free

enough and-and so forth and so on...or we must choose not to have

the energy at all. ..I don't think that any of us would choose

that alternative...I would like to use the slide projector and

I'll speak uh-from up there without a microphone if that'll

be alright...I think what I'll do is - there are a few questions

that I said I would respond to, I'd like to respond to the

- question of the if somebody will respond me to

do that e to uh.. .and I'd like to point out right now that uh. .

that the projections that va have with respect to the uh...the cost

to our customers when water foot three goes on the line at least

we can say this...now for every kilowat hour that we generate at

Water Foot Three that we don't have to generate at our Water Foot

one and two oil fine units...that's money in our customers pockets.

that is because of some of some of the
.

5 ~}
h- ya
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- of electricity from the Water Foot one and two units uh will be

on the order of 10.8% per kilowat hour by our projections and I

think that Dr. Forbs will-would even uh. ..uh. .. estimate a higher

cost of oil at that time.. . based on the nu=bers you said you

mentioned this morning uh...in a case of nuclear, we project that

the water Foot Three uh. .. bust point energy cost will be about

5.7 cents per kilowat hour as apposed to 10.8 for the

five units quite a bit of diff erence folks.. .quite a bit of -

dif f erence. ..today, our custours pay an average, our residential

customers pay an average of less than a nickle a kilowat hour for
i

/ 1 electricity...

0 . bf_. T .o
...if the average cost of Water Foot---will be five cents per

kilowat hour

Dave Lester .. 5.7 in 1985...

_
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..i .. . wha t tbout Mr. Irving9 r>llt g'tioni cict uh...th2 conru ar in

f act will pay a higher rate than that.. .

Dave Lescer ....I think Mr. Irvings allogation had to do with the distribution

(. * the generation costs to the various class of customers and agmir

Idon'tbelhlvethat's for this committee. . .I think this

committee is more interested in what is the most ecinomical energy

uh. . . form or energy production. . .how it's distribute,! is a matter

) 'g of.....

\ .' r ? ' ,?
....what is the most economical form to the average household...

Dave Lester ...he could % right I am not a rate expert...I have no...I don't

have very much knowledge of the rate system at all. ..and it may

be. ..I'm not going to admit to it because I certainly don't know. .
6

it may be that the way cost .is distributed he's right..but I think"

y ,
you'd better talk to some rate people rather than me...

'\(id'' ....you going to have someone here tomorrow?....

Dase Lester , .. . Don--you'll have to talk to Mr. Hail about that.....

, i, , i t y i fJJ .

- is that the only way. ..I--I. can make a judgement on whether.. .

in fact, if you say nuclear power is cheaper...

Dave Lester Rep.Accardo I think what I'm saying is that the bust bar energy

cost...no matter who uses it is going to be cheaper for nuclear

power. . .how that cost saving is distributed I can't answer that

question...

. .. Rep. Accardo. ..Mr. Hail just reinnerated the f act that he is

going to have a rate man here tomorrow. . . Proceed. . .

Dave Lester: ... alright, the purpose of these slides uh...well, members of

the joint committee and the uh. . . audience, uh. . .these slides, firs

set series of slides are taken from a book called EXXON ENERGY

OUTLOOK, and I'm not going to s here--stand here and say these

things are accurate because they're projections. . .there's one

thing that you can say about a projection and that's--that is

that it's wrong... alright, there's nothing that is exactly

right, although I think this is probably reasonable projection

of what's going to happen in the energy supply and demand .

situation in this country.. .these are exxon slides as I mentioned

and I use them because they're colorful and they showed us the

breakdown of the various sectors. ..I uh...vould like to point

out...a f ew things on each slide and I'll do that qu ic kly . . , a 'll

notice that betweet 1960 and '73 the historical growth rate of the

country was about 4.1% in use of energy per year.. .you'll notice

~
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that cftir tha srs of oil embcrgo, our growth r*.t2 hai gon2 down-s

considerably...I think there are two reasons for that...one reason

obviously is the conservation ethic. .. conservation is working

we're growing at a much lower rate.. .tha t 's one reason.. .the other

reason is the fact that we haven't had the best of economic times.

in any event, the top line here shows the growth rate in energy

and it shows a growth rate of about 1.1% per year...that is the

energy demand by consumer secondry...the energy supply picture

carries the same outline...the energy supply has to equal the

energy demand demands it. ..uh. . .the anyway. .and uh..

you'll see several interesting uh. . . points on this slide. ..first o

all you see that natural gas and oil uh... supply...this is 1979 i

actually.. 26 and 46% of the national energy requirements now

roughly and by the year 2000 will supply lower numbers...so that

...so that leads you to the conclusf.on that in p H ition to having

to provide for this small growth rate as several of the panel

members this morning mentioned...we also have to provide for

the replacement of gas and oil. ..and on this slide you can see

that that replacement was made up by the use of coal and nuclear .

again which you've been told several times this morning...other

way, the area of coal has a considerable need for-for higher

production in coal between now vid the year 2000...and one of the

points that I've mada to people ths.t really interest me is this, . .

uh...we're a country that has uh...an indiginous supply of coal

accounts for about 40% of the worlds supply...yet we have a utilit

the Tampa Electric Co. that spend five years importing coal from

Poland because that was the easiest way for them to get it...now

to me, there's something vrong with that. . .by the way. they no

longer import coal from Poland because the Polish now have a

better market in Europe and the economics just don't uh. . . don't

allow for it anymore...the next slide is an older slide and it

shows what's happened to the gas supply in the United States

uh. . .I don' . have the newest slide but it's very similar. .I don' t

think anybody should try to memorize any of these numbers anyway.

the big point here is that by the year 1990 in this slide, some

34% of the need for natural gas has to be supplied from production

that we don't yet know about...also, you can see a bigger slice

is being handled by imports of nautral gas...that's questionable

also.. .this slide folks is to me the bottom line. . .this slide
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' chowa th3 U.S. cil tupply cnd it th s i ca Dr. Forbs a vary ltrg2s-

import uh. .in f act.. .uh a portion of our use is imported uh...

in 1979 he nentioned that cost 60 billion dollars...in 1980 it

cost us some 80 billion dollars...now. I'm no econom--economist

but I'm gsing to relate tha;; to something I think we've all

been reading about...uh... President Regan is now in the throws of

a very large budget cut or a vary large effort in reducing govern-

ment spending...the numbers for the 1982 budget that he's trying

to redact the budget by...the number is 49 billion dollars...alrig

now what he'r rying to is I u erstand economy is trying to put

that money into more productive use.. .in the country. . .to get

out and 6rease our industrial productivity and *.ncreame

our competetivness in world markets and so forth aa.d so on...

now, to me at least some of that 60 billion dollars in '79 and

80 billion dollars in '80 would certainly have been used for that

had we been energy independent. ..we would have--we would've

been able to put that money back irto our own i$1dustry and make

it more productive. .my big interest though is relating the 49

billion number to the 60 billion to the 20 billion number...

this slide also shows that that uh.. .some 25%of it, nuclear

supply and oil supply has to come from new discoveries and that

a big slash here has to come from what is really in t'ie develop-

mental stage uh...that is the development in uh. . .of s vnthet ic

fuels from various sources...but to me folks, that's the bottom

line and I think energy independence ia the United States an--anc

really all ove--regionally is uh. . .is uh. .. desirable because uh.

this--this continued outflow of U.S. dollars is agrivating a ver-

bad U.S. economic condition...the next series of slides will carr-

you from the fuel pellet through the containment vessel and to gis

you a little bit of an idea of how uh. . .how the finishing products

which is the bad actors in nuclear plants...that's what a nuclear

plant uh. .uh...a little dif ferent from fossil plants, these

M
vision products result %.,suraniumatoms are split and usually thos.

vision products are radio active and the big uh..the big name of

the game is to isolate those with a nuclear vision pr-duct. ..

these are the vision pellets that will be used in the Water Foot

4 tis V:t
reactor as pu can see tenbcut a four-tenths of an inch tall

t

and about a third of an inch in diameter. .about the size of your

little finger...those pellets are stacked in fuel rise and this
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- 12 e fa:1 c:gembly which consist of som 236 fusi rods...tnd

each of these little reds here is about 12 and a half f eet long

and those pellets are stacked in those rods. they're hollow, ther

pressurized with helium to some 400 pounds per square inch then

velded shut...they're medically scaled. . .then th assembled

into this type of assembly...these five holes here accomodate uh.

control rods... control rods control the inventory of neutrons

in a reacotr... neutrons betng required to have a vision and to

cbstain a chain reaction. ..so that's how the reactor controls.. .
s

in the Water Foot reactor, there are some 217 of these assemblies

of which abouc a third are refueled every year...now that should

give you some idea of the amount of spent fuel or if you want
mpTl

to call it 'rece I don't like to call it spent fuel waste because

of some of the good things uh...Mr. Thomas mentioned about---abot

spent fuel but you can get an idea of the volume uh... involved. .

72 of these assemblies, roughly 13 feet tall and maybe about 9

inches across. . .now. . .ligistically uh. . .well more than ligist---
v

I guess ligistically is a gsod word...maybe this is a good point

to stop and take uh...and do a Af ttle bit of uh...hypathetical

analysis...let's just assume for the mom *at that Water foot

three were a coal unit... alright.. .in crder to supply Water Foot

Three with it's capscity with coal, it would require some 82

carloads of coal a day that's a big hopper---train hopper of

earloads. . .uh. . .uh. . . I've heard various numbers f or this, but

I heard as high as 40% of the volume of that coal results

af ter burning in ash.. .so. . .so for every 30 cars that you uh. . .

of coal that you burn you might get 30 cars of rh. .. ash. . .I thin'

the number varies...some people say it's more lixt in any

event, it's alot...ok, so that's a waste product that you

get from coal...now that coal would probably F ave to come from
,

the Pacific Northwestern if we used rail transportation and we

require \seme 7 trains...you could take a snapshot at any one

moment. . .one train would be at the site...one at the mine. . _

two on the way down, two on the way up. . .and probably one more

f or maintence. . .to fuel a coal unit is a giant ligistic problem

...those assemblies fit in the Water Foot Reactor shown in this

model and in this red area down here is where the uh... fuel

assembly can be located. . .the reactor is placed. . . welded in to a

uh...reactorcooling system which will assist the reactor...

_ _ .-
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in c ro th7 w tir ...for th7 reacter cosling pump y;u'va

seen generators that are pressurized ...the way the system works

is that water is pumped into the reactors ...down and down come

on and up '' trough that fuel area where it picks up the heat of

vision. ..it comes out at about 611 degrees F. and is forced through

f
a multitude of tubes and this steam generator here...and.g ack tob

the reactor ...it's a closed cycle...now...another source of water

is pumped into the steam generator down and down and co ne up in
NDthe two bundle area, but around the tubes. ..not through them. ..

that sourse of water is heated once you are seperated from it and

and steam flows out of the top of the steam generator...this whole

reactor cooling system is been located in a containment

building and uh. ..this slide doesn't really do the building justice

but--but uh. ..this containment building is sitting on a 12 f t.

thick reinforced concrete mat...some 68 feet below ground..12

f *t thick, that's twice my height...aas reinforced steel.18
*

reinforced steel...it's about 200--two and a hal5 inches in
9

diameter... alright now...the reactor vessel and coal reactor

coolant system going inside this steel containment vessel shown

here in the black...outside that steel containment vessel is

a four foot open spaces and outside of that . . .can you move that

thing over a little bit down here ...outside of that is a three,

s' J
g'

.

foot thick reinforced concrete shield building ...now this annulist
s -y

N [Y here or this open space here is maintained at a negetaive pressure

3 .--

S. so that any leakage across that shield boundry is into the annulist-
- %

5
:f. g y and not out to the atmosphere...ok, I showed you just the reactor

' "5 '

v .'. ' coolant system which is on this schematic...in this
s

s

- -;j cycle here as I mentioned ...which sits
.)

V % ss

T '. v?
" i 4 W / inside the containment...the second loop thae I mentioned was a

,
w ,.

I N steam loop and I mentioned that steam would produced would come+q%
.

out of the steam generator...it'x expanded into a turbon'

rad comes back ints the steam generator...this

part of the cecle here is symboled up and you can really uh... .

in fact it is cot detailed designed in the way it works.. .any

fossil can be fireu generator group...

but this cycle here is also then we: have a third cycle. .

that's when the into the condensor

not withstanding which some people m .ght believe. we do not

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ __. -__ -
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_ _ in fact, any leakage from

this system would be into the condensor because the condensor

operates at a near perfect ....In case a Water Foot

leak we'll take in about a million gallons a minute of water to

circulate through those condensors and will raise its temperatures

some 16degreese...and that's all we use that water for is to

condense the steam...now over the course of about a year I'm

estimating that something less than a million gallons but even if

it's a little more than a million ga hons, it shouldn't make that

much difference and I'll show you ,hy. ..of-.-of potentially

radio active mate will be generated that'll have to be discharged

... alright... I'm padag to first go through this little dilution

cycle here. ..someone mentioned this morning that you know. ..

with the fenal fluction of the very low flow situation of the

river, that we might have a problem, so I used the numbers for

low flow.. . low flov in the river is about a hundred thouset.

cubic feet a second. . .that's about the lowest it ever gets...

the of engineers have all but guaranteed it won't

get lower. . .so. . .we take about 2,000 cubic feet per second out

of that 100,000 cubic f eet per second . . .we take 2% of the volume

so we have a dilution cycly and then we put a million

gallons a year in the vats ... alright, so there's a tremendous

dilution factor if we were going to distribute that vaste over

a year...in addition that waste has to be processed such that

most of the time its radioactive content is higher than the

. . . higher than the natural background of ...here's

a picture of the Water Foot Three reactor...here's the picture

of it installed...there's the picture of the Water foot three

steam generator.. .it 's the heaviest component in the plant

it's 650 tons...here's a picture of it installed...this steel here

by the way is there for the sole purpose of holding down this main

steam pipe in the event it breaks. .nobody really postiluates why.

it br ea ks, they just say assume it breaks and I'll hold it down.

that steal's for that sole purpoae. .this slide shows you during

constructio the shield building ...the steal containment bu ilding

...this is a -lide i aving that one --about two four and a half

megovats used in ;,enerators ..the Water Foot Ihree reactor is

independer.. of our electrical grid f or saf ety. ..and it 's
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independent of the river for saf ety...the water foot three control

ISkb)room is.....

(end of side one ---tape no. 3---)

. . .it also is already in advance to the

.. ..this slide is taken in our turbon building which is not

designed to nuclear safety standards nor is there need for it
rMS

to be designed for nuclear' standard.. .that building could fall
i

down and yet the reactor would remain safe and what I'd like to

point out to you is that these cable trays and these ventilation

ducts are supported by little...little rods maybe a half of three

eights , three quarters of an inch in diameter. ..and that's the

way you'd see an installation at any one of the petro chemical

plants along the river or any rormal industrial uh. . . plant. ..

and Water Foot Three as in any nuclear plant, those type of

components are designed to withstand natural phonamina,the main

one of which is an earth quake and as a result our supports are

much heavier. . ..here you see some six inch high beams .. .and six

inch tubular steel which is even hia,er than that. . .in some area 3. . .

that kind of support is used for the same type of components in

arclear design...is much much heavier built...that's all the slides

'.ha t I have.. .Mr. Chairman, I'd be happy to try to answer any

uestions you may have. .

-- . . . .if anyone has any questions of Mr. Lester. . . .we'll take them

at this time. .. Joe did you say you had a question. . .
Joe . . . .No, he answered my question . . .

. . .he answered your ques?. ion?. . . .

Dare Lester: ...maybe I ,could uh...Mr. some of the uh. . . .you asked

about delays . . .and so forth. . .I'm just going to do this

. . . .ju st a minu te, I had callad on uh. . . Rep. Chesson. . . David . . .go
.

ahead and ask t' . ;uestion....
33 0t'f l#5 C4' .. .I'm going to do this for memory...I was there so I ought to

a little bit of it. .uh...we applied for a const-

ruction permit for Water Foot Three the last days of 1970...I don't

remember if it was December 30th or nec ember 31st. . .that was 1970. . .

at t ha t time we had planned for a seventeen;" month process. ..we

i
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' - thought we would hava c con truction iton;1 tim] in uh...lST2...

uh. ..the first delay I guess we really encountered was uh. . .

I don't know which was first Niefa or- -or the

bill. . .we-the first one was probably the anti trust. . .uh. . .

question... alright, we were one of the first plants that had to

go through the anti trust reviev... plants previous to that were

called researcher or some other type of reactors and didn't have tc

go through any any trust review...that was uh.. .an considerable del

as it turned out for uh. ..at about the same time Niefa bagan TO (m.

to...effect us and uh...early on in the process, we had to rewrite

our environmental report and we got to doing that and just about

the time we got most of that one there was a decision rendered

by Judge Skelly Ray uh...known as the calvet limit decission

which resulted in a delay of structure

I think for over a yur...and again caused us to rewrite our

W.N
environmental report. ..near the end of our constructionqperiod

or first of all we hsd - we had an interventionin the - in the uh.

construction permit.. .a hearing is required to construction

. ..it's required by law and we had

an interviene and that I'm sure caused us delay and as far as to be

really-will be really to say how long I would say certainly

on the oroer of a year......but, I'll tell you what happened

near the end of that review we had one group in the NRC reviewing

our environmental and saf ety asspects , that's the prelimenary

safety analysis report and environmental report and we had

another and seperate group we were doing--reviewing our ant -

trust uh. . . aspects and uh.. .you know we would go up there a< d say

hey fellas, we're trying to get this permit , help us out .

and they would go to the anti trust guys and' they would r.y,

we're not holding you up. . .it's the uvironmental and saf ety
ed $

guys and of course we went to the.ienvironmental M guys and
!

they'd say, we're not holding you up its the anti trust guys. . .

well, es it turns out uh.. .the safety guys were right. . .the anti .

trust guys held us up for about nine months...o # es T1tts

all of our delays...as I mentioned we had planned about a 17 month

time period Sr this construction. . .it took us 47 months. ..we

got a permit in November... November lith as I recall in 1974 .

that's the construction permits. . construction procedded after

that until uhtil uh. .I think about September 1978. . .now, during

that period it's kind of a dornate period the only real uh..
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k>L'' th7 cnly rsal direct uh. ..rsirtion; hip we hava with tha NRC during

that period uh.. . result f rom---f rom bulletins notices or f rom

what's happening in other licensing proceedings where other rower

plants which might make us ---or lead us to uh. . . designs---clange

dasigns...several of those occuredand we---we ended up making

significant design changes...

....at what point and time did you place your order for the

for the hardware itself...

Dave Lester: . . .f or the reactor. . .we plac ed the order in 1969. . . . . .

. . . .oh, you 'ad plac Ld it in 1969...

Dave Lester: ...I don't know...I don't remember if it was an actual order

or just a letter of intent at that time, I think it might have

been just a letter of intent..but we had pretty much of a

design at that time of the kind of reactor

...well...if you placed the order at that time, well, you know. . .

'69, '70,'71 whether you can---wha---what do you contribute h. . .uh

the escalation in cost to it. ..it looks like that would have been

your major cost at that point.. .

Dave Lester: ...we---uh...we were protected by uh...

...was it because

Dave Lester: . . .by certain varranties but not totally protected by uh.

in our contracts...

. . . .oh, you had open end contracts. . .

Dave Lester: .. ..no, I believe we were protected that that would be a liscent.-

able plant through the construction permit.. .and we figured once

we got the construction permit which, you know if you really

want to look at it construction permit should be a contract,

between a utility and the government that this is what we're

going to build and this is what we're going to operate...

in effect, that's not the case and tha's I think part of what

Mr. Irving was saying and I totally agree with him I think

sometime dovn the road we're going to have to say, here's the

contract you know, 'causa what we're going to build -

and we don't have to be put up with a license in changes and

so forth that are required...we--we've been shooting at a moving

target for 10 years now.....

-- .. .in other words, you were under construction but still you warn'

constructing...

Dave Lester: . ..oh, under construction but we were still really designing...
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...are you getting many changs crd---ordsrs se cf todstet.. .- - - . - - - -.

Dave Lester: ...I think uh...vu're now undergoing some changes of result of

three mile island....we're still shooting at a moving target, if ,

i

youre asking that...I.have to say in spite of all this ,

, ,

. economics to who...it's amazing to me just as it might be amazing
~

to you...
~

...and you have no idea what the accrued interest is up to date..--~

i- Dave Lester: ....the accrued interest I think Fred Drummond it's about

200 million dollars doday....

...that's all...

Dave Lester ...through uh..Feb 1981. Fred tells me its about 180 million.
~

dollars...and it's going up about five million a month right now.

one of the questions that you asked of Dr. Forbs was you know,

how much does it cost to delay units and he mentioned that it

depends on where you are in the construction...uh. .. cycle.. .we're

about 84% and that's what it's costing us right now"..'.'about five

million dollars a month...
.

and you anticipate loading fuel ir, as a doubt a-

! Dave Lester: . . . .now, I didn't get thr%n all the delays. . ..
.

....ok....--

|- Dave testers you want me to
!
i

-- ... yea...

'- ..
.. ..ck, we submitted a uh. ..auh...a final safety analysis reportDave Lester:

and an application for an operating license uh. . .in. . .I belivepi

it was in September of 1978......that uh....I don't know W I car

j really talk about speci.fic delays but there were---there were noi

A
doubt to beaurocratic delays. . .ok?. . .uh. . .when three mile islandgj-
occured, uh... things came to all stop withthe NRC basically,

and it's only in the last six months or less that we've really

been able to go up there and use in the sweeping method to get
*

I
some attention...in fact I'm just amazed at the amount of

attention that we've gotten in the last couple of months...

but we're on the right track in getting license.. .in any event tl

uh...the fuel update at this stage is no doubt he result of
! the ability or the inabilityof the NRC to issue a license. . ,

ut....we delayed the unit really for two reasons but the primary

one of which is that we didn't believe the NRC could have the

license ready for us when we seriously wanted it...and it's

uh... violate to have a plant with previous six months before

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - .
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before we get a license...

you still f eel that you'll have the license?. . .---

Dave Lester: ...yes...we uh...vu

...are you going to have a license before you load the planti...

Dave Lester ...you gotta have that...

....you gotta have it before you load the pl.nt...
y\;i (se

Dave Lester . . . . .before you had fntw+f+. ..we f eel pretty comfortable with

the October date...both for the _ _ and for the

constoction.. . .maybe that's pretty much I'#wMAell the delays

I can remember but you know, if you'll look at each license,

and change---uh regulatory changes theru ...each one of them has

some effect...

.... Rep. Cheson.....

Rep. Chesson: . . . Dave, I think

Dave Lester: . . . Rep. Chesson, I --the--the uh plant quality control for

the construction does not come under me.. .on the other hand it

comes under Fred Drummond who sits behind me and I previously

held first job, so I basically know what 's going on. . .uh. . .

I think a welder has been identified and probably some electrical

workers and let me tell you just from my point of view how

I looked.. . welding is by no means a science... welding is an art, in

fact I'm I think we have some real fine at water

foot three and you can look at some of the welders look at how

good an inspector and see that that's the casa...

but because velding is not a science, and because it is an art,

| you know it depends on the welder. . .it makes no dif ference who

the welder is and how well he welds uh...because there are
|

that should assure you so that you could probably weld...ok...

for example the uh...

on uh.. . pipe welders a radio gram is hd...and a radio is .

expected and if something is wrong with it then you rip out...you

grind out start all over again. .and throughout

the filling process where welding is uh...is filled

j with---fill a well material and there are other checks that go

on. .. and finally there are final checks. ..which may include

examinationsknd...magnetic partical tests...
I

_ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ -
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a bad welder would be picked up. . .in this process. ..we don' t want

a bad welder, mainly because it's not economically

in fact we had a very high velder reject one time...and uh...

tried to get that welder so we started weld h.g school

tried to improve our welding...but I don't think that uh...even

if the guy welds-well, makes a bad weld

in case of the electricians...

electricians don't just do one thing, they might be involved in

welding hangers, they might be involved in hanging conduit in whief

to uh....run cable and maybe involved in cable trade installation,

they may be involved in cable pulling itself, o,r even terminations
. . gqu ew'

...all of those things have individual', checks the final checks beir

the the fact that every wire inthe plant will get a conduit

check make sure this wire goes to the right place and

then finally you do functional checks on all of the components that

are run by the welder.. .

so again, it's not a matter of it's depending on the quality 'of

the craft labor as much as it is depending on the uh...orocess

of checks @ balances testing etc....I don't feel unceafortable

at all.. in fact I'm glad they caught me. . .

Rep. Chesson: . .. .these checks that you're talking about, are these rut. by uh...

Dave Lester .. .various levels Mr. Chesson uh. . . contract themselves

as a quality control group uh..investour services our...
,

..i . '#, quality insurance group which

first of all the contractor himself must have an independent

will audit that operation we audit evascial and you can go on

beycnd to the contract or even directly to the quality control

and beyond that, the NRC...

.

.

%
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' * . .will there be any further - questions?.. .. alright, thank you Mr.-- - ---

lester...Mr. Hail ...
.

'''

-
....Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it's a pleasure

very briefly sunnarize the few points

that were made by earlier speakers

Culf States along with the other Louisiana Utilities in @ early

1970's recognized that. it was going to be possible to continue

generating all of the electricity that would be needed by this

state using gass as a fuel... gas bss continued to become decreas-

singly available and is increassingly expensive. . gas is frankly

too valuable ta use for general electric power...it's going

to be that way in the future except for these-

uses that we're talking about earlier today...at the same time and

think it's obvious to all of us and probably everyone in the stat

that we're going to neel more electric power in the futt.re...we're

experiencing population growth...we expect that to continue...

in addition, we're having so far pretty good results as far as-

keeping up with the industrial growth...and...it's obviously -

necessary to approve the economic condition of all of our

citizens...if we need new plants the question then becoms what

kind of plants and this was the same question that was looked

in the early '70's... oil vasn't practical orferhaps you couldat

say it's not patriodic .. .now. . .it's also too expensive. ..

I've covered gas and that ways only again coal and nuclear is

practical fuels for large central generating plants...

is the thing that we're alledged by Mr. Irving

Gulf States plants were both oil... correction...were both coal

and nuclear...in the early 1970's and in fact

in those areas...because of changes in the load growth not all

of those plants were put into effect...but, River Bend is going

ahead and is now approximstely one third complete...we have
,

reexamined our companies desicion to go River Bend.. .ever year .

| since the early 1970's and just' recently we completed another

evaluation...we're still convinced that its in best interest

i' to our custcmers and for that matter the citizens of Louisiana

to build River Bend.. .I don't ...it's clear to all of us too...

from what we've heard today that dependence on one fuel has

many dangers and I think we've all been reading about the
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potential for a coal strike for the last two weeks. ..whether or

not it comes to pass I believe

it's there...I don't use necessarily exactly the same figures

that Dr. was using earlier in his economic analysis

I think that probably my numbers are more conservative in fact ...

they're the Gulf States numbers and I think these have been

fixed so that there wouldn't be a tendency for people hearing

them to argue with them. ..but, I'd like to just very briefly

cover the economics of nuclear power as generated by River Bend

...we expect River Band to have an economic widh that is a

period over which we depreciated of 28 years...and again, refering

very briefly to a comment that was made on the life of these plant:

uh...some of the plants that were ref ered to were in fact exper-

imental. . .they were prototypes and in many cases they could have

continued to operate longer, but they were very small plants and

it was not economic to put a considerable money into uh.. .essentia-

ly keep them up to time with engineering... River Bend *-l ' '

4< or of uh...much later generation and I think

it would be totally irresponsible to expect them to have a life

of 17 or 18 years or even to thet that might

be the case. . 28 years is very conservative we inf act expect the

plants to last longer. . .

on your 28 year lif e. ..is that what the f ederal government allow

you to uh... write it off in or are you allowed to write it of f

at 14 years? . . . . .

. . .uh, we couldn' t write it of f in 14 years at the present time...

at uh.. 28 years is the company policy uh...I'm not sure...is that

.. .no. ..I guess maybe I didn't make my point...why did you pick 28

years.....

...it's based upon experience with power plants in general and

what has proven the practice in the industry. .that is not

M'necessarily gnuclear industry. ..this power plants..
.

. . . .ok. . . is that your prognacation or is that what the government

will allow you to write it of f in.. 28 year or will they allow

you to write it of f in 14 years?. . . . .

....uh...I can't speak too much the federal government will allow.

I don't believe 14 years would be allowed but I'm not familiar

with the law...

'-i"-

l
,

..crin your-comart
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in your company,' you must. know what you can write off your

capital outlay, because that's very very important...

...oh yes, I agree...--

'''
....in fact, that's the most important...

sud I guess what I'm saying is,'if the federal government

allows you 28 years that means this plant can maybe possibly

go 56 years with the right uh.. ..uh...with the right

. maintance. ..if-in my particular business for instance...

they will allow me to write off uh... in six years

and they will allow me to write off uh...a home in twelve '

years...still, I expect and have mortgaged uh...both for twen y

five years...with the federal government

. . . .I understand your point and I . . . . .-

* ^
....but still, they won't allow me to uh...go any lower thang.

these years...they'll allow me to go twenty five years if I

want to, and I guess that's what I was trying to get out of it...

I maybe you don't want to say that...
i -

! . ...I can't say that, because the f act that uh...our companies
1

| being utilities are regulated by the stats utility commissions '

uh...the rules of depreciation have not just the federal impact

but of course uh...very important part is setting the rates...

is what kind of depreciation period .....

i' . .

- ....I outlined what I'm trying to say now...

there's no plant that I've known in my life time that was dis-

mantled or decommissioned that belonged to the utility company

i in 28, years other than the local water plant...in my area...

and the only reason why that was decommissioned was because it

was obsolete from capacity standpoint and they wanted to build

something super...so we did...we built something that would

take care of the whole west bank. ..
-

...Culf States is in fact operating electric plants t e are

on the order of 50 or so right now...
'

t
' ,

.... - - will ask the internal revenue agent -

<

not to take notes...

' laughter.....

'

let me say this, I've been an example in the industry as far

as the IRS is concerned ..I've been investigated in '63 all tne

| vay through '68 and they skipped '69 and I've gone all the way

through '78 and I'm waiting to get the others....

-_._--__ _ _ - _ ____ _____ _____ - -___ ___ _ _ - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ - - _ _ - _ - - _ _ _
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Cary Weigand: I was just going to make some quick comparisons of the

cost of electricity that would come from River Bend as

compared to, first of all a cortarable coal plant and

mean the same size. Over the life of the plant, River
,

Bend will save the rate payers 4.3 billion dallars and

I thirk that number has considerable significance in it.

The approximate price of River Bend is 2 billion dollars

but o'er its life projected to be 28 years will save over

twice that for the rate payers in the state. In addition.

let me point out that I deescalated those numbers to

1981 dollars so this infact I think is a fair comparision.

If River Bend were to be compared to a comparable oil

plant the saving would go up to 12 billion dollars for

the reasons that were discussed earlier about the
.

rapidly increasing prices for oil. Fuel costs are

obviously going up for oil types of power plants but

*
fuel costs are much smaller for the cost of generating

nuclear electricity. This is perhaps illustrated by just

3 quick numbers that are projected af ter the year 2011

and I think like Dave Lester said you obviously can't

be correct in all projections but I think again these

are very conservative. Looking ahead at approximately

28 years from the time theplant will start operating

to 2011. Electricity coming from River Bend is expected

to cost about 14 cents per killowatt hour. Electricity

from a coal plant, a comparable coal plant, will be

expected to cost 37 cents per killowatt hour. Ele,tricity

from the oil plant provided that it is still possible

to burn oil to generate eletricity in that time frame

will cost 68 cents per killowatt hour. In the short

term the economics of nuclear power may be questiened.

But looking well into the future, when the order of the .
life of a plant, and I don't think that anyone could

argue that nuclear power will be better for everyone.

Representative Sour: Do you have any questions?

Representative Chaisson: Again, based upon your statis'.ics, the interesting

comment that Irving made to the fact that both you and

LP&L are going out of nuclear power business rather
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than into it , to hear you start talking about how much

more economical in the long haul that nuclear power is

compared to coal. What are your plants, can

any of you speak for the management with respect to what

is projected in the future?

Cary Weigand: Yes, I think that first of all it is necessary correct

the false impression that Mr. Irving perhaps lef t with a

you that there are companies going out of nuclear power.

There certainly been no intention to go out of nuclear

power. Mr. Irving was not really speaking with any

putting events in chronology because the decisions that

have been made and I speak here for Gulf States go into

nuclear power or for that matter go into coal were made

in the early 1970s. We in fact cancelled one coal plant

and I think Mr. Irving mentioned sold some machinery for

it in South Texas. And he on one hand said we hadn't

talked about building coal plants until 1977 but in fact

we had already sold the first set of machinery in 1977.

The plan in f act were made in early 1971 as I recall.

Now, in addition, utility companies are no better than

anyone else in seeing the future and we try to plan for

what we thought the future would bring. It turned out

that the load growth partly because of the reasons that

no one could have foreseen the OPEC organization and the

, embargo was not what it projected and we cancelled

the two nuclear plants that we had planned to build in

Texas. We at that time also deferred building a second

nuclear plant at River Bend. We have twice since then

deferred building a coal plant and that is not to say

we are getting out of the coal business and by the same

token you~can't say that we are getting out of the nuclear

business. We're adjusting our construction to meet as -

near as we can what we projected the load growth to be.

Representative Chaisson: I would like to understand your terminology. You use the

word deferred and cancelled. Let me ask you about'the

nuclear power plant that you have planned up at River

Bend unit two. What is its status? Is it cancelled or

deferred?

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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Cary Weigand: No, it is not cancelled. It's not scheduled which is

the terminology that we have used meaning that we haven't

scheduled the beginning of formal construction or for

that matter its commercial operation date.

Representative Chaisson: Which then means that it is deferred. With respect to

LP&P in the projected future plans that you might have

for another coal plant. Can you tell me what St. Louis *

what's the name of it?

Gary Weitend: Yes, we announced the St. Rosalee plant I believe in

March, 1974 and we cancelled it on June 25, 1975. St.

Rosalee is cancelled forever. St. Rosalee will not be

resurrected. That is not say that we will not build more

nuclear plants. I think some of the tesimony that you

have heard today both from some of the panelists that

we have put on and by Steve Irving himself but related

to reasons why nuclear is not attracted. Nuclear is

attracted from an economical point of view, there's no

question about that and there is no question in the mind

of the utility chief executive officers either. ON the

other hand nuclear is in such a fist full and there is

such uncertainty and such regulation that are not made

on the basis of cost benefit that utilities CE0's are

I want say scared but maybe that is the right word.

Under today's regulatory environment it is dif ficult to

do any planning in that respect. In addition t.Are is

a financial condition for the utilities across the board

in the country which you might say is a management

problem but certainly it can't be a management problem

it it's ... all utilities have the same problem.

Representative Chaisson: The other quesiton that I have of each of you if for some

reason or whatever that reason might be, we are unable to

obtain a license and operate out of your Waterford 3
-

plant or your River Bend plant, is there any way that

present facilities that you have can be converted to

coal to sell ,ome of the investment that you have.

Gary Ueignad: We have to address that-question would be very

difficult to do and chances are that it would be

_ _ _ - _ _ _ ,
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impossible to economically to do it. The finances

Representative Chaisson I am the wrong guy.

Gary Weigand: I believe the Jane answer would apply to River Bend.

There's no economical way to convert a nuclear power

plant into a coal plant, in fact that has been documented

by a couple of studies that were cot =nissioned by a

*

utility com:sisaiion in eastern states and the ansvers

are always the same.

Representative Sour: Vas part of the decision to delay I guess is the word,

River Bend Two based on the fact that yall....I was

told that you had found another source of power or

another source of energy, electricity if you will, during

a peak period that was available where other people

happened to have a low at that time. Is that correct?

Gary Weigand: Well, it obviously prettf complicated and it's hard

to break down into simply things. I think probaoly,

that the general answer would be, no that's not really

the reason River Bend 2 was deferred but there is some

ability to buy power from the Gulf State system from the

Cajun Electricty Coop system which makes it tolerable

to postpone River Bend 2 where we definitely could use

the power and would like to have it at the same time the

financial condition of the company didn't permit going

full speed with unit 2 at least until one was finished.

So, yea and no, I guess is the answer.

Representative Sour: Any other question from any me=ber of the committee.

Does anyone else have any comments or questions. Dr.

Courtney, Dr. McIlhenny?

Dr. McIlhenny: There are several fairly technical questions that I

wanted to get into with some of the panelists that were
_

here this morning and in view of the late hour I was
.

vondering if it would be possible for me to submit these

questions in writing to you and have you forward them

the panelists and have these responses sent back to me.

Representative Sour: That would perfectly satisfactory. Any further questions

We are going to, Dr. Gilman was scheduled to be heard

today and we're going to back that up until in the

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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morning. He's changed his plane situation and has

scheduled to acommodate that and we are very grateful

for him for doing so and I think that 9:30 will be

convening time in the morning for the committee and I'll

ask that you please since we got a late start this

morning to make a special ef fort to get here on time and

I'll do likewise although my plane was late this morning

I suggest respectively of course that the next motion

this group hear is the comotion that I 1. ave. Thank

you.

.

m
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